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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Water is one of South Dakota's most important natural
resources.

South Dakota's two main industries, agriculture

and tourism, depend on water.

Agriculture is highly in-

fluenced by the supply of available water.

Tourism centers

around water supplies; both wildlife and outdoor recreation
are very depend ent on surface supplies of water.

Most types

of industry a l so depend on a readily available water supply.
"By the year 2000, the overall consumptive demand for
water in South Dakota is projected to increase by
approximately 40%."

"The largest source of surface water in

South Dakota is annual streamflow (rivers)."

South Dakota

will have to allocate its future water supplies to meet the
demands of the coming needs . . "South Dakota has water for
the future, however, it must be redistributed to meet these
needs."

(SD Department of Natural Resources Development,

19 7 8 1 PP • 5 1 2 8 1 4 3 • )

As the general demand for water increases, disagreement
arises as to what is the best use of South Dakota's water
resources.

"Development in the interests of agriculture,

industry, mining, transportation and others often conflict
with the best interests of the environment, water
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conservation, fish and wildlife, or outdoor recreation."
(SD Department of Wildlife, Parks and Forestry, p. 57.)
The value judgments and decision process used to allocate
water resources for · these various uses is of concern to
those with special preferenc.es concerning the use of water.
Groups with preferences conflicting with the development of
water resources have become more involved in this allocation
process as more surface water has been developed.

"Water

development projects are often controversial and are becoming
subject to more public scrutiny."

(.SD State Planning Bureau,

Office of Executive Manage.ment; p. 72.)
The South Dakota Legislature has determined that
certain aspects of South Dakota's rivers should be preserved
and taken into consideration in this water allocation
process.

SDCL 46-17A-21 states: "Some of the free-flowing

streams and rivers of South Dakota possess such unique
natural scenic beauty,

wate~

conservation, fish, wildlife

and outdoor recreational· values of present and future
benefit to the people of the state that it is hereby
declared that the Board (Water and Natural Resources Board)
has a policy to recommend to preserve these areas for the
benefit of the people of South Dakota.

For this purpose

there shall be designated certain "wild, scenic and
recreational river areas" to be preserved as a part of South
Dakota's diminishing reso·u rce of free-flowing rivers and
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streams."

South Dakota's Comprehensive Development Plan

also makes several recommendations concerning river
preservation including: "Develop a system of wild, scenic,
and recreational rivers to preserve the natural scenic areas
of our state.

Provide financial assistance for developing,

enhancing, or restoring scenic and recreational waters and
identify and preserve areas critical for aesthetic,
.scientific, historical, environmental, recreational, or
wildlife values."

(SD State Planning Bureau, Office of

Executive Management; p. 90, 94.)

South Dakota's state

government has found it desirable to preserve natural
attributes o f certain river resources by designation.
South Dakota has a number of rivers which could
conceivably qualify for designation as a wild, scenic or
recreational river.

The Heritage, Conservation and

Recreation Servi ce 1 has identified 16 streams or rivers in
South Dakota, consisting of over 1,400 river miles, which
represent " ... the best rivers or river segments that are
still in a relatively natural, undeveloped condition."
These rivers were preliminarily identified for national
designation as a wild scenic or recreational river.
(Heritage, Conservation and Recreation Service, 1980, pp.

1

The Heritage, Conservation and Recreation Service is a
Federal agency within the U.S. Department of the Interior
and was formerly called the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.
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8-14, 42, 43.)

Rivers which meet national designation

criteria would likely meet the less strict criteria for
state designation (see Chapter Four), therefore, these 1,400
miles of river could probably qualify for state designation.
No rivers have been granted state designation, and only
the James River has been nominated for designation.

The

purpose of SDCL 46-17A-21 has not been fulfilled despite
the fact that the bill was legislated over ten years ago in
1968 and despite the number of rivers seemingly qualified
for designation in South Dakota.
South Dakota's system of water allocation in general,
of which river designations are a part., affect groups with
preferences concerning the use of water resources.

This

study's main hypotheses is that groups with preferences
concerning river designations will have their preferences
affected, it is expected, by the make-up of the system.
For example, both water

~evelopment

and preservation

interests wish a water allocation system which facilitates
them in pursuing their preferences.

According to the

Department of Natural Resource Development, " ..• the
Legislature can aid water development in South Dakota ...
through the alteration or expansion of administrative
institutions and arrangements."

(SD Department of Natural

Resources Development, 1978, p. 4.)

On the pro-designation

side, the Department of Wildlife, Parks and Forestry
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recommends " ... to proceed toward a more realistic and
workable system of wild, scenic and recreational rivers in
South Dakota, consistent with the intent of the Legislature
and the Water Resources Management Act."

(SD Department of

Wildlife, Parks and Forestry,. p. 58.)
This study will show the effects of various designation
decision systems on several special interest groups and on
river designations and river preservation.

This information

will aid these groups in deciding what type of decision
process will best facilitate their preferences.
An institutional approach utilizing a structure-conduct-

performance model will be used to analyze the effects o f the
various

des~gnation

systems.

This method and related theory

are explained in Chapter Two.
The study will describe the existing water allocation
structure in South Dakota.

Chapter Three will contain a

description o f actors involved in South Dakota's water
allocation system and the structure determining these
actors' relation to each other.

Chapter Four explains the

process, both formal and informal, by which rivers are
des~gnated

in South Dakota.

decisions in the

syste~

The effect of various actors on

is hypothesized and critical steps

in the process are identified.

Chapter Five is a case

analysis of the designation ~recess, the James River nomination.
How the actors actually participated in the designation
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process, both formally and

informall~

is described.

The

complexities and major problems of a river designation are
pointed out.
After a description and analysis of the present system
of designation, alternative systems are investigated.
Chapter Six describes the actors and process involved in
Minnesota river designations.

The Minnesota and South Dakota

systems are compared and possible alternative systems for
South Dakota are suggested.

Chapter Seven formulates three

basic optional systems for river designations and
variations on these systems.

The effects of these

alternative systems on several special interest groups,
river designations and river preservation are predicted and
compared.
Chapter Eight concludes the study.

The optional

decision systems which would inhibit or assist the various
special interest groups in attaining their preferences
concerning the use of

wa~er

resources are hypothesized.

Impacts of the optional decision systems on river
designations and river preservation are also hypothesized.
Needs for further research are suggested in the areas of the
theory of decision making concerning water resources
allocations, river designations, and the additional
informational needs concerning South Dakota River
designations.
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CHAPTER TWO

METHODS AND THEORY

Introduction
A case study method combined with a structure-conductperformance model has been used to analyze effects of various
methods of designating rivers.

The structure-conduct-

performance model will first be explained and then the
application of the case study method to this technique will
be discussed.

Structure-Conduct-Perform:an·ce Model
Introduction
The conceptual framework of this study uses a
structure-conduct-performanc~

(SCP) model.

This model has

been utilized by public choice economists to predict
performance consequences resulting from changes in the
1
structure or conduct.

1

The structure, conduct and performance concepts used in
this study are dominantly based on: Schmid, A. Allan,
Property, Power and Public Choice - An Inquiry Into Law
and Economics, Praeger Publishers, New York, 1978; and
Shaffer, James D. and Schmid, A. Allqn, Community
Economics - A Framework of Analysis of Community Economic
Problems, unpubl~shed paper for class ~nstruct~on, 1979.
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Structure
Structure refers to the predetermined rules of the game
and characteristics of the actors.
dimensions of structure include: a.)

Three important
jurisdictional

boundaries, b.) property rights and c.) · rules of
representation.
Jurisdictional boundaries, in the context of this study,
refers to the various state and local agencies and private
groups with some type of control over water resources in
South Dakota and the extent of their areas of power and
Power and control, . in this
study, are the ability
,

control.

of various actors to put into effect rules regarding the use
of water resources which reflect their preferences.

The

actors and their extent of control are described in. Chapter
Three.

For example: two important actors are the Department

of Game, Fish, and Parks, with general jurisdiction over the
state's water resources

f~r

wildlife, fish, recreation and

preservation purposes; and the Department of Water and
Natural Resources, with general jurisdiction of the state's
waters for development purposes.
ProlZerty rights refer to the rights and obligations of
the various actors, which are
covenant.

~stablished

by law, custom or

These rights and obligations determine the

actors' control over the state's water resources and also
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relationships between the actors regarding water resources.
Property rights refer to the ability of the actors to use
water resources according to their preferences.

Ability to

obtain water rights and fund water projects would be relevant
factors to this concept.

The actors' property rights re-

garding water resources in general are described in Chapter
Three also.
The third factor regarding the structure of water
resource institutions is the· rul·e s of representation.

These

are the rules for making and interpreting other rules.
Within this study, rules of representation mainly concern .
the rules of the process of · river designation by which
certain subsequent rules regarding the use of a specific
river resource may be adopted.

Important questions

regarding rules of representation incluqe:

"Who gets to

vote on what," "Whose preferences count and how are they
taken into account in the political process," and "Who
controls the agenda?"

(Shaffer and Schmid, 1979, p. 13.)

The rules of the designation process are described in
Chapter Four.
Jurisdictional boundaries, property rights and rules of
representation, three main factors of structure, are all
interrelated.

For example, agencies with extensive

jurisdictional boundaries will likely have broad property
rights regarding water reso·urces.

Another example, the
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Department of Water and Natural Resources, which coordinates
state-wide development of water resources, has various
financing powers for water development projects and controls
the administration of water rights.

Special improvement

districts are smaller and are· usually limited to assisting
in certain types of water projeqts and have limited taxing
powers.
Conduct
Conduct is the second segment of the SCP approach and
basically refers to the behavior of the actors.

Conduct is

the choices, decisions and strategies adopted by the actors
given the previous structure.

Conduct results in

consequences, which are the performance segment of the
SCP approach.

Conduct is the connecting link between

structure and performance.

The SCP method uses economic

concepts to predict the conduct or behavior of actors
resulting from a specific structure.

Structure, it is

expected, creates benefit and cost consequences under ranges
of certainty and thus creates economic incentives for
conduct by relevant actors.

The relevant economic concepts

are described later in this chapter.
Conduct, within this study, refers to the utilization
of South Dakota's river designation process by an actor.
description of this kind of conduct is developed through a
case study of the James River nomination and Minnesota's

A
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contrasting structure.

A discussion of the case study

method is included later in this chapter.
Performance
Performance, the third segment of the SCP approach, is
the flow of consequences which results from a given structure
and conduct.

Within this studi, various structures are

formulated and the consequences (performance) of these
structures are predicted. 2

Performances which are discussed

include impacts on special interest groups with regard to
their ability to pursue their preferences concerning .water
resources, impacts on river designations and impacts on
river preservation.

For example, the power ·of a managing

agency of a designated river to use eminent domain
(structure variable) might increase its ability to prevent
shore line development (its preference) , decrease a
landowner's ability to subdevelop this land (his preference)'
and might increase both river· designations and river
preservation (two performance variables) .

2

Structure and conduct may also be a type of performance.
Some people directly value some kinds of structure and
conduct. For example, local government special interest
groups may not object to river designations, but would
oppose state designations and would favor local
government provision of river protection.
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Use of SCP Model
The SCP approach is an institutional type of analysis
in which alternative structures can be formulated and the
conduct and subsequent performance be tested and predicted.
Lord places top priority on the need for research of
institutional change of water

r~source

planning.

He rates

this search of high importance and urgency in relation to
other water resource problems.

(Lord, et al., p. 82.)

Libbey asserts this type of research is an important task
for an applied economist: · "A fundamental role for economics
as a discipline, and for those who practice it, is the
organization and measurement of the implications of
alternative institutional arrangements for getting the job
done."

(Libbey, p. 1.)

Shaffer and Schmid also assert the

usefulness of the SCP approach:

"Thus useful analysis

requires the comparison_of performance among available
alternatives.

This is not to say that such alternatives

exist in an operational form, but we .must be able to at
least design simulations of alternative systems to make
judgements about performance."
p.

(Shaffer and Schmid, 1979,

~7.)

The utilization of the SCP approach answers important
questions concerning the process of water allocation.
and Ingram, in a study of the federal

wate~

Allee

allocation

process, asserted that important concepts concerning actors
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of water allocation include: who gets involved, how they
affect the results of the process, where they enter, what
resources they bring, what they seem to gain from the
exchange, and how an institutional change will help or hurt
the actors.

(Allee and Ingram, p. 7.1.)

Lord says the

study of different institutional forms should examine
interagency relationships in the planning process, funding,
information production and use, mechanisms for achieving
public participation, and intergovernmental cooperation and
sharing of responsibilities.

(Lo.r d, et al. , p. 84.)

Most

importantly for this study, most persons involved in the

·

designation process who were interviewed . desired some type
of river preservation but were somewhat frustrated with the
present river designation process in South Dakota.

The SCP

model utilized in this study addresses these factors considered important in the investigations of the water
allocation process, offers

al~ernative

structures to the

present South Dakota river designation process and analyzes
the implications of these alternative structures.
A great deal of analysis in the SCP model is based on
knowledge of the conduct which emanates from a given
structure.
out.

Often this conduct is only informally carried

In addition to literature reviews, knowledge of

conduct must be gained through interviews of the various
actors and a thorough case study.

.- ·
3 5~:::~8b

SOUTH D KOT

Interviews of actors

STATE U IVE SITY US A Y
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with a wide variety of preferences must be conducted due to
the wide variety of viewpoints

bro~ght

to bear on a problem .

The large amount of time spent and many interviews needed
for a thorough understanding of the structure and conduct
suggest a greater amount of

~nvestigation

time is needed .f or

research on organizational change than is suggested by Lord.
(Lord, et al., p. 82.)
The SCP model may be used in conjunction with several
theories on organizational conduct.

Allison and Mack

discuss several of these theories.
model asserts

organization~!

The "rational" actor

decisions are made as if by a

single unified actor to maximize value.

The rational actor

is completely informed and does not face judgmental or
nonquantifiable decisions.
decision makers are not

The "natural" man theory asserts

a~l-knowing,

perception in examining problems.

and use selective

The natural man makes

judgmental decisions and "satisfices" to maintain his status
quo rather than maximizing in his decision making.

The

organizational model follows from the natural man theory and
says organizations simplify problems through standard
operating procedures which are slow to change.

The

organization's actions are only partially controlled by a
unified group of leaders.

Allison's political model asserts

there is not a unified leader or organizations and government
action is the result of bargaining through the political
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process.

Many actors focusing on diverse preferences result

in a decision which is a mixture of conflicting preferences
and unequal power of the organizations, and not what any one
organization had intended.

These various organizational

decision making theories may each be appropriate with
certain types of problems.

The SCP model can provide

information for each theory and is helpful in choosing the
appropriate theory to analyze organizations' actions in a
situation.

The appropriate theory of organization decision

making for South Dakota river designations will be
reconsidered in Chapter Eight.

(Allison, pp. 36, 67, 71,

and 144; and Mack, pp. 17, 61, and 118.)
The SCP approach is not entirely infallible.

The

theory concerning organizational decision making is best
applied only after a large amount of knowledge of .the case
has been gained through extensive investigation and
"mucking about."

Nevertheless, "It is difficult to

distinguish whether a given performance emanates from
widespread agreement with that performance or if present
institutions are barriers to the expression of a demand for
change."

(Schmid, 1980, p. 225.)

case Study Method
A case study method was used to determine the present
structure and the conduct of relevant actors in South
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Dakota's present river designation system.

The basic formal

structure, represented by legislative statutes and
administrative . regulations, .w as determined through review of
literature.

The informal structure, including the customs,

beliefs and biases of the

~aripus

groups and agencies were

determined through literature reviews and interviews of
agency officials and members of special interest groups.
The experience

create~

by this structure, consisting mostly

of the James River nomination, was first investigated
through a review of literature.

Interviews of agency and

special interest group leaders and legislators were then
conducted to more accurately .determine the experience,
reasons for actions within the experience, and . perceptio~s
of the various actors.
The case study method has often been one of controversy
within the -economics profession. 3 · Th~ case study method is
well suited to the study of the wat er allocation process,
however.

According to Bromely~ water allocation decision

making is " ... a process in which a

solutio~

only emerges as

a result of the forces and counterforces brought to bear on
a problematic situation."

3

(Bromely, p. 245.)

These forces

For an extensive history of economists' attitudes toward
non-statistical methods of research, including the case
study method, in the field of .social research see:
Salter, Leonard A., Jr., A Crit·ical ·Review of Research in
Land Economics, The Univers~ty of W~scons~n Press,
Madison, WI, l967.
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and counterforces consist of the relationships of the
agencies and groups affected by the use of water resources.
The case study is useful in analyzing these

relations~

" ...

a case study has the quality of testing relations in the
only place where they have meaning.

In this form the case

method can prepare evidence that carries exceedingly great
weight as a test."

(Salter, p. 71.)

One factor of a good case study is that it be an
"acting unit" and the interactions and sequences of its
experiences are preserved within the unit.

(Salter, p. 71.)

This is true of · the present case study of the James River
nomination~

it works well as a "unit" and the performance

can be analyzed as resulting from the structure and conduct.
Salter also sugge,sts that more than one case is usually
needed for a full inquiry into a subject.

He suggests as

many cases are needed as there are combinations of strategic
means-ends factors

(structure~

complete full analysis.

conduct-performance) for a

A limitation of the present study

is that investigation of the South Dakota designation process
was limited to a single case study, the James River
nomination.

However, a general case study of Minnesota's

river designation system was also carried out (see Chapter
Six) .

The Minnesota .case study not only expanded the number

of relationships investigated, but also provided additional
and alternative structures and conduct (means) and
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resulting performance (ends) to investigate, thus
strengthening the study and its conclusions.

Economic Variables
Introduction
Several types of economic concepts are used to predict
performance resulting from the various structures and
resulting conducts.

The concepts include decision making

costs, uncertainties, externalities and political
externalities.

How these concepts influence the performance

resulting from a particular structure will now be discussed.
Decision Making Costs
Decision making costs are those costs involved in
obtaining an agreement.

These costs are influenced by

factors of the structure of the decision making body and the
decision process and by informa.t ion costs.

Factors

affecting decision making costs include: the number of
individuals involved, degree of representation, homogeneity
of individual preferences, sense of community, information
costs, multiplicity of public goods, seriability and
rational capacity.
Generally, as the ·n umber of individuals involved in the
decision making body increases, decision costs also increase.
(See Figure 2-1.)

At one extreme, expected decision making
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costs by a single individual would be low (e.g. river
designations by the Secretary of Game, Fish and Parks only)
and expected decision making costs of a large group of
individuals would be relatively high (e.g. river designations
by the state Legislature) .

Figure 2.1.

(.Bish, p. 13. )

Expected Decision Making Costs Due To Number
Of Individuals In Decision Making Group.
$

Expected
Decision
Making
Costs

Costs

many
Number of Individuals
In Decision Making Group

As the degree of· representation increases, decision
making costs also increase, although expected political
externality costs decrease.

(Political externality costs

result from decisions by a political organization which
cause an individual to take some action he otherwise would
not.)

Degree of representation is the ratio of the number

of individuals in the decision making body to the number
in the group.

At one extreme, a dictatorship would have

low decision making costs, and at the opposite extreme a
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direct democracy would have high decision making costs.
(See Figure 2.2.)

Figure 2.2.

(Buchanon and Tullock, p. 214.)

Expected Decision Making Costs Due To Degree
Of Representation.
$

Expected
Decision
Making Costs
Costs

N N
Proportion of Group
Involved in Decision
Making

(N equals
number of
individuals
in group)

As the homogeneity of individual preferences in the
decision making body decreases, decision making costs
increase.

Homogeneous political units tend to be minimize

decision making costs.

Homogeneous persons tend to be less

fearful of external costs and are more likely to accept
less restrictive decision making rules (which are less time
consuming and less costly) .

If there are sharp differences

among individual preferences, the fear of external costs
will cause them to demand more restrictive decision making
rules (such as near-unanimity rules) despite their high
decision making cost.
Bish, p. 48.)

(Buchanon and Tullock, p. 115; and

Mack says a lack of homogeneity exacerbates
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direct democracy would have high decision making costs.
(See Figure 2.2.)

Figure 2.2

(Buchanon and Tullock, p. 214.)

Expected Decision Making Costs Due To Degree
Of Representation.

Costs

Expected
Decision
Making Costs

N N (N equals
number of
Proportion of Group
individuals
Involved in Decision
in group)
Making

As the homogeneity of individual preferences in the
decision making body decreases, decision making costs increase.
Homogeneous political units tend to be minimize decision making
costs.

Individuals in homogeneous groups tend to be less

fear£ul of external costs and are more likely to accept
less restrictive decision making rules (which are less time
consuming and less costly) .

If there are sharp differences

among individual preferences, the fear of external costs
will cause them to demand more restrictive decision making
rules (such as near-unanimity rules) · despite their high
decision making cost.
Bish, p. 48.)

(Buchanon and Tullock, p. llSi and

Mack says a lack of homogeneity exacerbates
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problems of analyzing information and achieving a
consensus on goals and reality.

This difficulty will cause

an increase in decision making costs.

(Mack, p. 80-90.)

Somewhat related to the concept of homogeneous
individual preferences, though not the same, is Shaffer and
Schmid's concept of sense of community.

This is an

attitude of belonging to a group or a feeling of mutual
obligation.

The major dimensions of "sense of conununity"

are who is included and the character of the conunitment.
(Shaffer and Schmid, 1979, pp. 6-7.)

Sense of community

may offset increased decision making costs resulting from .
heterogeneous individual preferences.

This concept is

difficult to quantify and utilize, however.
Decision making costs also include costs of the
information which is used · in arriving at a decision.

Sparse,

ambiguous information makes objective judgements difficult
and increases decision making costs.

Stegner says one of

the major mistakes in past designation attempts is bills
which were not specific enough.

This caused landowners to

become suspicious and oppose the designation.

Sparse

information also will lead to uncertainties and decrease
the chances of a designation.

(Stegner,

p~

140.)

Information costs will increase as the required amount
of information or the required accuracy of information
increases.

Certain types of information will also be more
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costly to obtain.

For example, stream-flow data will

usually be less expensive to obtain than wildlife counts or
recreational use counts.
Mack refers to an aspect of decision making information
called the "numbers illusion."

This refers to a

quantitative bias to outcomes with advantages which may be
quantified.

These quantified "numbers" will tend to

transcend a fuzzy quantification procedure, and nonquantifiable intangibles and noncornparables tend to be
ignored.

Costs will usually be easier to quantify than

benefits, also.

The number illusion tends to bias

decisions toward the status quo, where relatively few costs
are evident.

(Mack, p. 80-90, 128.)

The "numbers illusion"

concept may be important with river designations since
many of its benefits are difficult to quantify (e.g.
utility from recreation and preservation, or benefits of
increased wildlife populations) .
The multiplicity

~

public goods demanded will also

affect decision making costs.

As more public goods are

demanded, existing political organizations may supply these
additional goods or new organizations may be formed to
provide the goods.

High costs are involved in setting up

an organization and determining its new structure and
rules.

There may be a savings in decision making costs by

using an existing organization to provide additional goods,
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although this may reduce an individual's ability to
articulate his preference (e.g. a river designation).
(Bish, pp. 52-53.}
Seriability is another concept useful in analyzing
decision making costs.

Seriability or the fact that the

decision follows from or is similar to previous decisions
will aid decision makers in
present decision, thereby
(Mack, pp. 80-90.)

ju~ging

decreasi~g

the atributes of the
decision making costs.

Seriability may explain some of the high

decision costs involved in the James River nomination since
it was the first river to be nominated.

Seriability would

also suggest that once a system or designated river was
developed, decision costs of designating subsequent rivers
would be lower.
Mack suggests two other concepts useful in determining
decision-making costs.

Rational capacity is the ability of

a political organization to meet demands and retain and
process information.

If the organization does not have the

ability to provide nomination information it will face high
decision making costs and have a lower aspiration level
regarding river designations.

·c larity of utilities is a

concept of Mack related to rational capacity and information
costs.

If an organization is faced with difficult goals

which cover a wide range and are complex, vague or unstable;
the organization will have higher decision costs and lower
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aspiration levels.

(Mack, pp. 80-90.)

This concept may be

applied to South Dakota's designation regulations which are
much more vague than Minnesota's, and to the inability of
South Dakota's state government to develop a list of rivers
to consider for designation despite legislative
authorization to do so.
Uncertainties
Uncertainty is another factor which enters into decision
making.

A certain amount of discounting of future benefits

is proper due to uncertainties.

However, Mack says

organizations often over-discount uncertainty.

Uncertainties

may cause befuddlement and passivity on the part of the
decision maker resulting in a lack of innovation and a
tendency toward conservatism and routine.
80-90.)

(Mack, pp. 3-6,

Allison also says organizations will avoid un-

certainties and feel more comfortable in a "negotiated
environment."

(Allison, p. 89.)

Uncertainties may result

from many sources but two important ones with regard to
river designations are conflicting information and
heterogeneous preferences.

Conflicting information re-

garding support of or effects of a river designation will
increase uncertainties.

Heterogeneous preferences will

result in varying interpretations of information also
causing increased uncertainties.

These uncertainties are

easily propagated and tend to bias a decision against
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designation since it would be a change from the status quo.
Designation proponents may have to overcome these uncertainties in the decision makers' minds to attain designation
approval, often a difficult task.
Externalities
Externalities are an important aspect to be considered
in river designations.

According to Shaffer and Schmid,

" ..• an external effect is a consequence of an act which
currently is negligibly relevant to the individual or
organization making the decision, given the existing
jurisdictional boundaries."

(Shaffer and Schmid, 19 7,9, p. 7.. )

If the consequence has a positive effect on a secondary
party and the decision maker cannot easily charge for this
benefit, a "free-rider

eff~ct"

occurs.

Spillover effects or

external costs occur when the consequence has a negative
impact on the secondary party.
Information gathered for

a

nomination by one party (e.g.,

the Department of Game, Fish and Parks) might be used by
another party (e.g., the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service),
although the second party would not pay fo·r the use of this
information.

Agricultural decisions regarding the river

resource may cause increased or decreased benefits for the
recreationist, although it is difficult for the agricultural
decision-maker to charge or be charged for the external
effects of his decision.
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Costs or benefits of a public good often do not accrue
completely within the boundaries of the political unit
providing that public good.

It is often suggested that

political boundaries be widened to include these externalities.

However, often the boundaries might have to be so wide

that citizen demands could not be met efficiently.

It is

also possible for government units to bargain with each other
over these external effects.
group should be extended so

(Bish, p. 56.)
lo~g

"The (decision)

as the expected costs of

spillover effects from excluded jurisdictions exceed the
expected incremental costs of decision making resulting frOm
adding the excluded jurisdictions."

(Buchanon and Tullock,

p. 113.)
Political Externality Costs
A negative political externality occurs when a political
organization coerces an individual into participating in an
economic action with which he does not agree.

Political

externalities are an important type of externality in this
study since many decisions regarding the use of water
resources are made by political entities.

A negative

political externality of major concern in this study would be
the granting of a designation where some individuals would
disagree with this designation.
Negative political externalities always occur in group
decisions . where unanimity is not attained.

Expected political
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externality costs decrease as the members of a political
unit required to agree for action increases.
2.3.)

(See Figure

At one extreme, a dictatorship represents the highest

degree of expected political externality costs (left side of
diagram).

At the other extreme, a direct democracy would

represent the lowest expected political externality costs
(right side of diagram) .

(Bish, ·p. 37; and Buchanon and

Tullock, p. 214.)

Figure 2.3.

Expected Political Externality Costs.

Expected Political
Externality Costs
Costs

Proportion of
Group ·
Participating in the Decision

(N equals number
of individuals
in group)

Political externalities for special interest groups
will also be affected by the boundaries of the political unit
making the decision.

For example, irrigation special interest

groups would make up a large proportion of the decision-making
political unit if the unit's boundaries closely followed the
river valley's natural boundaries (watershed districts) rather
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than including more extraneous ares (conservancy subdistricts).
Irrigation special interest groups would face fewer expected
political externality costs with the former boundaries since
they would constitute a larger proportion of the decisionmaking political unit.
Each of these economic variables apply to certain
situations and are useful in predicting the performance
resulting from the various structures and conduct.
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CHAPTER THREE

SOUTH DAKOTA WATER ALLOCATION DECISION STRUCTURE

Introduction
South Dakota's system of water rights evolved from a
riparian to an appropriative system.

South Dakota initially

used a riparian system for allocating water, and legal
rights to water arose from

owni~g

land adjacent to or

underlying a stream.
In 1955, South Dakota adopted legislation making all
water property of the people (subject to federal and Indian
rights) .

An appropriation system of allocating water was

adopted.

Prior riparian rights were given priority over

subsequently granted approriative rights.

Rights to water

were granted on the basis of beneficial use; and domestic
use was given highest priority.

Water rights for all uses,

except domestic, were obtained by applying to the state.
The state regulates water for the general welfare of
the people.

Several agencies have been adopted by the state

to assist in various uses of water.

These agencies include

the Division of Conservation, Division of Industrial
Development, the Department of Water and Natural Resources,
and the Department of Game, Fish and Parks on the state
agency level.

The Department of Water and Natural Resources
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and the Department of Game, Fish and Parks are more
intimately involved in the designation of wild, scenic and
recreational rivers.
following agency

These two agencies are described in the

descri~tions.

(See Appendix A for a

further description of the Division of Conservation and
Division of Industrial Development.)
The state has also adopted several types of

specia~

improvement districts to carry out certain functions over a
smaller geographical area than state agencies.

These special

improvement districts include: drainage districts, irrigation
districts, sanitary districts, soil conservation districts,
watershed districts, water user districts and conservancy
subdistricts.

Brief descriptions of watershed districts and

conservancy subdistricts also follow.

(See Appendix B for a

further description of drainage districts, irrigation
districts, sanitary districts, soil conservation districts
and water use districts.)
The Board of County Commissioners is a local government
agency which may affect the use of water and could also be
involved in the designation of wild, scenic or recreational
rivers.

A brief description of the Board of County

Commissioners also follows.
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State Agencies
Department of Water and Natural Resources
The Department of Water and Natural Resources (DWNR)

is

the .s tate agency most fully involved with water resources
in South Dakota.

The DWNR is involved in the planning,

allocation, research, and regulation of the state's water
resources.
The DWNR dominantly works with and assists two boards:
the Water and Natural Resources Board (WNRB) , and the Water
aanagement Board (WMB).

The WNRB is mostly concerned with

the planning for the development of South Dakota's water
resources.

One of the WNRB's authorized functions is to

consider and make recommendations on a list of wild, scenic
or recreational rivers for state designation.
15 and SDCL 46-17A-20).

(SDCL 46-17A-

The WMB is concerned with the

allocation of the state's water, and with protecting the
quality of the state's water.
The breadth of the responsibilities of the DWNR is
reflected in the number of former agencies whose powers have
been assumed by the DWNR and its related boards.

The DWNR

is responsible for functions of the former Department of
Natural Resource Development (SDCL 1-40-1) and the Department
of Environmental Protection (SDCL 1-40-22) .

The DWNR has

responsibility for the administrative functions of the board
of directors of the former South Dakota Conservancy District
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and the State Gas and Oil Board (SDCL 1-40-9).

The DWNR also

has responsibility for the administrative functions, except
special budgetary functions, of the former Board of
Cert~fication

of Water Supply and Waste-Water System

Operators (SDCL 1-40-21) and the ·Water Rights Commission
(SDCL 1-40-13).
The WNRB has responsibility for the functions of the
former Board of Natural Resource Development (SDCL 1-40-5),
and the nonadministrative functions of the former board of
directors of the South Dakota Conservancy District and the
State Gas and Oil Board (SDCL 1-40-10 and SDCL 45-8-1.1).
The WNRB also has the responsibility of the functions of the
former Water Projects Formulation and Finance Committee
subject to specified planning procedures and advice from
representatives of the conservancy subdistricts' boards of
directors (SDCL 1-40-14).
The WMB has responsibility for the functions of the
former Board of Environmental Protection with respect to
the control of water pollution (SDCL 1-40-20), and the
functions of the former Water Rights Commission (SDCL 1-40-19
and SDCL 46-2-1.2).
The DWNR is structured into three administrative divisions.

The Division of the Secretariat provides

leadership · and administrative, technical, and coordinative
support for the department as a whole.

The Division of
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Water Development provides technical and
fo~

planni~g

assistance

water resources planning and development in South Dakota.

This Division works with the WNRB.

The Division of Water

Management is concerned with the allocation of the state's
water and the regulation and protection of the quality of
the state's water.

This Division works mostly with the WMB.

In addition, each department division includes several
offices which will be specified in the division descriptions.
(SD Department of Water and Natural Resources.

pp. 1-27.)

(See Figure 3.1 for a flow chart of the DWNR.)

(See Appendix

A for a further description of the Department of Water and
Natural Resources.)
The Division of the Secretariat's main function is to
provide support for the DWNR.
four offices.

The Division is comprised of

The Office of the Secretary provides leadership,

coordination, and assistance for the department.

The Office

of Water Policy is concerned with water policy formulation,
water resources decision making, and monitoring federal
activities.

The Office of Geological Survey provides

technical analysis of the state's natural resources, and
water projects; and cooperates with several federal programs.
The Office of Management Services provides support services
and coordination for the department.
and Natural Resources, pp. 16-17.)

(SD Department of Water
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Piqure 3.1.

Flow Chart of South Dakota Department of Water
and Natural Resources.
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Source: South Dakota Department of Water and Natural Resources,
1979.
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The Division of Water Development provides technical
and planning assistance for water resource development in
South Dakota.

The Division assists in local projects such

as rural water systems, small water development projects,
and special purpose district and conservancy subdistricts
activities.
The Division of Water Development works with the Water
and Natural Resources Board (WNRB) •

A list of wild, scenic

or recreational rivers for designation are considered by the
WNRB in cooperation with the Game, Fish, and Parks
Commission (SDCL 46-17A-20).

The Board is also responsible

for recommending portions of the statewide water plan to
the Governor and the Legislature, including a list of wild,
scenic, or recreational rivers considered necessary for the
welfare of the people (SDCL 46-l?A-15).

The WNRB is composed

of seven members which are appointed by the Governor
(SDCL 1-40-5) .

The Board has the right of eminent domain

for duties of the conservancy district and subdistrict
(SDCL 47-17-18).
The Office of Planning provides technical assistance
for the Department and the WNRB and for water resource
development in general.

In some cases, the Department must

approve project plans for special purpose districts and
prepare technical recommendations on these projects.
(SD Department of Water and Natural Resources, p. 17; and
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SDCL 46-17A-22.1.) The Office also prepares the recommendations
for the State Legislature on water resource projects for
inclusion in the state water management system.

(SD

Department of Water and Natural Resources, pp. 17.)
The Office of Project

Formul~tion,

the second office in

the Division of Water Development, provides organizational
and planning expertise for water resource development in
general and for the formation and operation of special
improvement districts.
The Division of Water Manageme·n t is concerned with
protecting the quality of the state's waters, and regulating
and controlling the allotment of the state's surface and
groundwaters.

The Division has three offices; the Offices

of Water Quality, Water Hygiene and Water Rights; all of
which work with the Water Management Board.

(SD Department

of Water and Natural Resources, pp. 18-20.)
The Water Management Board (WMB) consists of seven
members appointed by the Governor to represent different
viewpoints toward water resource uses (SDCL 1-40-15 and
SDCL 1-40-16).

The WMB carries out the functions of the

former Board of Environmental Protection, and thus determines
standards for regulating public water supplies and swimming
places; and minimum fluoride contents for water supplies of
communities with a population greater than five hundred
(SDCL 1-40-20, SDCL 34A-2-12, and SDCL 34-24A-2).

The WMB
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also determines standards for water quality , effluents and
waste treatments o f the state's waters (SDCL 34A-2-ll,
SDCL 34A-2-13 and SDCL 34A-2-20).

It determines rules for

eligibility for state and federal funds for water pollution
control projects, and for

prote ctio~

and rehabilitation

projects for lakes (SDCL 34A-2-87.2 and SDCL 34A-2-92.2).
Department of Game, Fish and Parks
The South Dakota Department of Game , Fish and Parks has
goals more closely aligned with the purposes of designation
of a wild, scenic or recreational rivers than other state
agencies.

Basic goals of the Department include regulation

and control of the conservation, protection, and hunting
of game, birds, and fish; provision of opportunities for
recreational activities in parks and conservation of timber
on state lands (SDCL 41-2-18, SDCL 41-2-24, and SDCL 41-2-28).
These departmental goals are usually enhanced by a river
designation.

The Game, Fish and Parks Commission is also

given responsibility, in conjunction with the Water and
Natural Resources Board, to recommend a list of rivers for
designation as wild, scenic or recreational rivers

(SDCL

46-17A-20).
The Department of Game, Fish and Parks is under the
authority of the Governor, who receives advice from the
Advisory Council for Outdoor Recreation.

The Department is

also subject to certain authorities of the Game, Fish and
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Parks Commission.

The Department itself is made up of

five components: 1.) Division of Administration, 2.) Division
of Wildlife, 3 . ) Divi sion of Parks, 4.) Division of Forestry,
and 5.) Division of Custer State Park.
for a flow chart of the Department

~f

(See Figure 3.2
Game , Fish and Parks.)

(See Appendix A for a further description of the Department
of Game, Fish and Parks.)
The Game, Fish and Parks Commission is the citizen
board with budgetary, quasi-legislative, quasi-judicial
powers and general advisory functions over the Department.
The Secretary of the Department carries out other
administrative functions (SDCL 41-2-1 .2 and SDCL 1-39-5).
The Commission gives approval of the requested operating
budget.

(Anderson.)

The Commission also cooperates with the

Water and Natural Resources Boarc in considering" ... the
designation of certain rivers or sections of rivers as 'wild,
scenic and recreational rivers' upon which no development
shall occur which is detrimental to the natural and scenic
beauty of the designated river."

(SDCL 46-17A-20)

However,

by statute, the Water and Natural Resources Board is given
the duty to recommend to the Legislature which wild, scenic
and recreational river areas should be designated (SDCL
46-17A-21).
The Game, Fish and Parks Commission consists of eight
members appointed to staggered two-year terms by the Governor.
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Flow Chart o f South Dakota Department of Game,
Fish and Parks .

Figure 3.2.
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Each member is limited to eight years on the Commission .

The

Commission shall not have more than · four members from the
same political party, four members shall be farmers
interested in wildlife conservation, three members shall
reside west of the Missouri River and five members shall
reside east of the Missouri River (SDCL 41-2-1, SDCL 41-2-2
and SDCL 41-2-3) .
The Secretary of Game, Fish and Parks is the head of
the oepartment and carries out administrative functions for
the Department, except for those duties retained by the
Commission.

The Secretary is appointed by the Governor ,

approved by the Senate and serves at the pleasure of the
Governor.

The Secretary is assisted in serving the Department

by the Division of Administration.

(SD Department of Game,

Fish and Parks, 1979, Section I.)
The Division of Parks, the second largest division, is
most concerned and involved, along with the Division of
Wildlife, with the designat ion of wild, scenic and
recreational rivers.

Duties of the Division of Parks include:

preserving and protecting the state's natural , historical
and geological features, providing recreational opportunities ,
and contributing to the state's economy.
consists of . five programs:

The Division

1) Administration Program , 2)

Maintenance and Operation Program, 3) Planning Program ,
4) Capital Development and Improvement Program , and 5) Youth
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conservation Corps Program.

(SD Department of Game, Fish

and Parks, 1979, Section III.)
The Division of Wildlife is the division most closely
associated with the Department of Game, Fish and Parks in the
public eye.

Division goals include

maint~ining

maximum

wildlife populations compatible with available habitat and
human needs, orderly game surplus harvest, developing and
maintaining areas for wildlife habitat and outdoor recreation,
promoting scientific wildlife management and promoting
hunting and boating safety.

(SD Department of Game, Fish and

Parks, 1979, Section II, Table 1.)

The Division of Wildlife

consists of three programs: 1) Administrative Services
Program, 2) Technical Services and Research Program, and
3) Operations Program.
Special Improvement Districts
The South Dakota Legislature has created seven types of
special improvement districts to assist
uses of water.

t~e

public in various

Five special improvement districts are involved

in domestic or agricultural uses of water and include: Drainage
Districts, Irrigation Districts, Sanitary Districts, Soil
Conservation Districts, and Water User Districts.
Appendix B and Appendix

c

(See

for a further description of these

special improvement districts.)
Two special improvement districts, Watershed Districts
and Conservancy Subdistricts, have potential to become
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involved in the river designation process and have been
suggested in interviews as actors in alternative structures
for river designations.

These districts are also involved

in domestic and agricultural uses of water.

These

districts could either nominate a river for designation , or
carry out actions to protect the natural attributes of a
river.
Watershed Districts
Watershed districts have a variety of purposes,
including:
- control of flood damage through construction of
structures, stream channel improvement and
reclamation of wetlands,
- divert or alter water courses,
- provide water for irrigation,
- regulate and conserve water in flowing streams,
- provide and conserve water for domestic ,
industrial, recreational and other public uses,
- provide for sanitation, public health and
disposal of solid wastes,
- and reduce soil erosion.
Watershed districts are created by a 25% landowner
petition, approval of the state conservation commission,
holding of a public hearing and a 60% favorable vote in an
election in the proposed district.

Three or five managers
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are elected to manage the district.

The managers have the

power of eminent domain; and upon voter approval may levy
property taxes, benefit assessment taxes and issue bonds.
Watershed districts have a broad spectrum of purposes
and may utilize broad powers to carry out their duties .

The

district's powers are controlled by local approval, so local
people have a strong control over the district's activities.
Formation of a watershed district has been suggested as an
alternative to the designation of a river as wild , scenic or
recreational by a state agency.

Such a district could either

seek a designation itself or instigate rules to achieve the
goals of a designation.

Watershed districts would thus give

local people greater control over land and water use decisions
and also be able to address a broader variety of problems
associated with the management of a river.

(See Appendix B

for a further explanation of Watershed Distri cts.)
Conservancy Subdistricts
Conservancy Subdistricts are multi-county entities .
The districts have broad powers and may construct , operate,
maintain and assist in the development of a wide range of
water resource and related land projects.

The Subdistricts

may participate in almost any water related activity except
the generation and sale of electricity, which is prohibited
to the Subdis tricts.

A petition of 25% of the landowners

and 25% of the residents in a town or city

and a fa vorable
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two-thirds vote in an election are required to organize a
Conservancy Subdistrict.
to the board of directors.

Up to eleven members are elected
The board has the power of

eminent domain, and may levy a general property tax of up to
one tenth mill, and up to one mill with

vo~er

approval.

Conservancy Subdistricts tax a wider area than taxed by
other special improvement districts, such as irrigation or
watershed districts.

The Conservancy Subdistrict thus has

the power to tax interests which might receive indirect
benefits under other special improvement district s.
(See Appendix B for a further explanation of Conservancy
Subdistricts.)

Local Government Agencies
Board of County Commissioners
The Board of County Commissioners is the dominant local
agency which may be involved in the regulation of the public
and private use of a river resource.

The Board's main

powers over the river will be in conjunction with the
County Planning Commission anu through the use of the
county comprehensive plan.
The main function of the Board of County Commissioners
is to conduct business for their county.

The Board's

general powers include initiating civil actions for the
county, care of county property, levying taxes within
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specified limits, auditing county accounts, and constructing
and maintaining county bridges, highways, roads and county
buildings.

The Boards have the power of eminent domain for

public purposes.
Each Board of County Commissioners also has the power to
appoint a County Planning Commission which also acts as a
county zoning commission.

The County Planning Commiss ion

develops a comprehensive plan to guide physical development

in the county.

County Planning Commissions may work with

those of other counties or may also work for or with
municipalities.
The comprehensive plan is a guide for physical development

in the county and may accompl ish many of the same goals of a
river designation.

However, the plan is primarily directed

toward land use and not water resource uses.

The plan may

regulate or prohibit land uses for agriculture , forest ry,
recreation, residence, industry and commerce, soil
conservation, water supply, sanitation or other land uses.
Regulations may be promulgated for building construction,
land developments and subdivisions.

Maps may be drawn up

designating the placement of public buildings, highways,
roads and streets.
additional controls.

The comprehensive plan may also propose
The County Planning Commission develops

the comprehensive plan which is reviewed by the State
Planning Bureau and at a public hearing.

If a majority
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affirmative vote is received on the plan, the Board of County
Commissioners adopts the plan and imp lements its use.
Amendments, modifications or repeals t o the comprehensive
plan are initiated upon request by the Board of County
Commissioners or a petition from 30 % o f
zoning district.

th~

landowners in a

The County Planning Commission would then

hold a public hearing on the proposed change and subsequently
make a recommendation to the Board of County Commissioners.
The Board would then accept or reject the r ecommendation; if
accepted, it would take effect twenty days after notification,
by publication.
Construction which is regulated under the comprehensive
plan is required to obtain a permit from the County Planning
Commission.

The Board of County Commissioners may override,

by a two-thirds vote, the disapproval o f a construction
permit.

The Board shall also provide for the enforcement of

the comprehensive plan.

Federal Water Allocation Structure
The states' control of water resources is subject to
federal water rights.

Federal decisions and their approach

to river management have an impact on states' powers and
their incentives to manage rivers in certain ways.
The federal government took the lead in river
designation legislation when it passed the Wild and Scenic
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Rivers Act in 1968.

Rivers may be granted fe de ral

designation protection in con j unction with or separately
from state designation actions.

(For a f urther discussion

of the federal water allocation framework , and federal
river designation procedures, and their relation to state
powers, see Appendix D.)
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CHAPTER FOUR

SOUTH DAKOTA'S WILD, SCENIC AND RECREATIONAL RIVERS SYSTEM

Introduction
The basis for South Dakota's Wild, Scenic and Recreational
River System was provided in the State Water Resources
Management Act (S.B. 44, 1972) adopted by the Legislature in
1972.

The Act provides basic criteria, designation procedures,

and goals for the State's Wild, Scenic and Recreational River
System.

Volume I of the State Water Plan provides more

detailed information for implementing the state's river
protection system.
The purpose of the river protection is stated in SDCL
46-17A-21:

"Some of the free-flowing streams and rivers of

South Dakota possess such unique natural scenic beauty,
water conservation, fish, wildlife and outdoor recreational
values of present and future benefit to the people of the
state that it is hereby declared that the Board (Water and
Natural Resources Board) has a policy to recommend to
preserve these areas for the benefit of the people of South
Dakota."
The Act provides criteria for rivers to be designated
and also a designation process to be followed.

Designation

criteria are based on those found in the Federal Wild and
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Scenic Rivers Act.

(See Appendix D.)

South Dakota 's criteria,

which are not as strict as the federal standards , allow
eligibility of inclusion of more rivers within the state
system than would be possible in the federal system.
The Act basically provides for consideration of a list
of rivers for possible designation by both the Water and
Natural Resources Board and the Game, Fish and Parks
Commission.

Recommendations as to designation of individual

rivers is left solely to the Water and Natural Resources
Board.

Final designation of a river comes through approval

of the Legislature and the Governor.
The initial writing of the designation criteria was
carried out by the Department of Game, Fish and Parks while
the Department of Natural Resources Development (now
Department of Water and Natural Resources) was responsible
for writing the procedures for designation.

(Hofer.)

Gen-

eral dissatisfaction with the designation procedures (at
least within the Department of Game, Fish and Parks) was
expressed during several interviews and also within some
publications.

(South Dakota Department of Wildlife, Parks

and Forestry, pp. 58-61.)

River Classifications
Introduction
Designation and management

crite~ia

for state wild,

so

..
scenic and recreational rivers are provided in the State
Water Resources Management Act and in Volume I of the State
Water Plan.

Three classifications provided for are wild,

scenic, and recreational; with the wild classification being
most restrictive and the recreational classification least
restrictive.
The basic aim of the wild river designation is to
preserve and protect rivers in a primitive setting nearly
free of man's influences.

A scenic river designation's main

goal is to maintain aesthetic beauty and outdoor recreation
opportunities provided ' by a river in a near natural setting.
Recreational river classifications attempt to enhance and
protect existing recreational opportunities afforded by a
river environment.

(SD State Planning Bureau, p. 64.)

One controversial criteria for the designation of a
river into any of the three classes is the definition of a
"river."

According to SDCL 46-17A-3 (9):

"River," a flow-

ing body of water or estuary or a section, portion, or
tributary thereof, including rivers, streams, creeks, runs
and small lakes, provided that no flowing body of water shall
be considered a "wild, scenic, or recreational river'' unless
it has a sufficient quantity of water to support a year-round
game fish population.

If this clause is strictly interpreted,

any river with zero flow at any time during the year would
not qualify for designation as a wild, scenic or recreational
river because it would not then support fish.

Due to

..
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South Dakota's relatively dry summers, most r i vers in Sout h
Dakota occasionally experi e nc e no flow during short periods
in summer months.

Certain rivers may also occasionally

freeze shut during winter months .
only river in South Dakota t o never

The Miss o ur i River is the
experie~ce

zero f lows.

A strict interpretation o f SDCL 46-17A-3 (9) would only
allow the Missouri River to be des i g nated.
The question of a strict inter pretation of SDCL 46-17A-3
(9), not an idle one, arose i n the nomination o f the James
River for designation.

(SD Departme nt of Natural Resource

Development, 1976, p. 46.)

In rep l y , the Secre tary of Game,

Fish and Parks Department sta ted t h at such an interpretation
would be mockery of the legis lative intent in the State
Water Resources Management Ac t a nd that altho ugh fish kills
occur on all rivers in South Dakota , except the Missouri
River, year-round fish popul ations are mainta ined through
migration.

(Popowski.)

Th e criteria provided f or in the

State Water Plan also express ly allows no flows f or short
periods of time in designa ted r i ver s.

Several South Dakota

Supreme Count decisions also mainta in that public waters or
rivers remain so even though a temporary s ubsidence occurs
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due to certain seasons or periods o f drought.!
Wild Rivers
Those areas designated as wild river areas will have
met the strictest criteria re '}Uired of the three river
designations and will also be managed more stringently.
According to SDCL 46-17A-3 (2)

"wild river areas" shall be

free of impoundments, generally inaccessible except by trail,
have essentially primitive watersheds and shorelines,
unpolluted waters, and public use areas away from the river.
According to Volume I of the State Water Plan, major
reservoirs or major roads which parallel the river are not
allowed .

Small impoundments with aesthetic, recreational or

wildlife values and inconspicuous dwellings are allowed,
however.

Agricultural practices are limited to livestock

grazing and hay production.

v7ater quality must meet minimum

accepted standards for limited contact sports.

1

Benson et al., vs. Cook, 201 N.W. 526, 47 S.D. 611, "The
term "definitive stream" implies the presence or existence
of running water, with some permanent source of supply,
running along a fixed channel. Not meaning, of course,
that a stream or river may not run dry during a dry
season without losing its character as a river; but it
must be something more than just a wash or runoff caused
by melting snow or a heavy rain." See also: Quinn vs.
Chicago, M and St. P. Ry. Co., 23 S.D. 126; and Thompson,
et al. vs. Andrews, 165 N.W. 9, 39 S.D. 477.
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The management goal on wild river areas is to preserve
the river's primitive qualities while providing recreational
opportunities in a primitive setting.

Motorized land travel

is usually restricted or prohibited unless it does not
conflict with the primitive setting.

However, compatible

agricultural practices are allowed.

Major public use areas

are located away from the river,and public works projects
which conflict with the primitive setting are prohibited.
Structure designs must harmonize with the environment.
(SD State Planning Bureau, pp. 65-66.)

In general, wild

river areas may be developed for recreational uses only if
the river's primitive setting is not threatened.

(See

Table 4.1.)
Scenic Rivers
Designated "scenic river areas" should both preserve
much of a river's primitive quality and provide recreational
opportunities.

SDCL 46-17A-3 (10) states that "scenic river

areas shall be free of impoundments, have largely primitive
shorelines and watersheds, have access in places by roads and
have public use and access areas adjacent to the river."
Small impoundments are allowed only if they have aesthetic,
recreational or wildlife values.

Bridges may cross scenic

river areas, but long, conspicuous stretches of road
paralleling the river are not allowed.

Agricultural

development is allowed if it is of a natural character.
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Table 4.1.

Managem nt of Wild, Sc nic or Recre tional Riv r
0 ign tions.
TyPe of Designation
Wild

Sc nic

R creational

road ace ss

Small r roads
p rmissabl ,
no p ralleling
roads

bridges allowed
only on short
stretches of
par lleling
road

readily acces ible
bridges and parallel
roads allowed

motor vehicle
access

generally
restricted

on designated
road and
trails only

motor vehicle
access encouraged

aqricultural
practices

livestock
grazing and
hay
production

wid range
allowed if not
d tracting
from cenic
quality

full agricultural
development
allowed

impoundments

not usually
allowed

not usually
allow d

allowed

Water
quality

minimum accepted
sports

tandard

for limited contact

minimum flow

sufficient for a qu lity r cr ational xperience and to
support fish and wildlife
populations, short low flow
periods allowable

public use
areas

locat d away
from river

screened if
n xt to riv r

structures

inconspicuous
dw lling
llow d

som

shoreline
development

no sub tantial
development
allowed

scenic river
boundaries
minimum di cernible
d v lopment

mall communities
and residential
developments
allowed

structure

harmonize
with
environment

harmoniz with
nvironment

not specified

river
modifications

not u ually
llowed

mod t diverallowed
ion , traiqhtninq or riprapping

Source:

building
llow d

to meet expected
recreational
use

p rmitted next to
riv r
p rmitted if do
not advers ly
ffect recreation,
fi h and wildlife
v lu

SDCL 46-17A-3, and south Dakota Wat r Plan, Volume 1, 1977,
Pierre, s.o.
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Some river modification is allowed, s u ch as modest diversions,
straightening or rip rapping; development along the river
should be held to a minimum.

Water quality must meet minimum

standards for limited contact sprats.
The general management goal of "scenic . river areas" is
to provide recreational opportunities in a near natural
setting.

Motorized vehicles are allowed only on designated

roads and trails.

However, a wide range of agricultural

practices are allowed if they do not detract from the scenic
quality.
screened.

Public use areas should be limited in number, and
Structure design should be in harmony with the

environment.

(SD State Planning Bureau, pp. 67-68.)

In

general, management practices allow more intensive recreational
use on scenic river areas than wild river areas ; and also
emphasize the natural setting rather than t he primitive
setting of wild river areas.

(See Table 4.1 . )

Recreational Rivers
Designated "recreational river areas" provide riveroriented recreational opportunities while protecting existing
environmental values of the river.

SDCL 46-17A-3 (8) states

recreational river areas shall be accessible by roads; may
have some past impoundments or diversions and development
along the shoreline; and shall have public use areas
adjacent to the river.

Bridge crossings , parallel roads

and railroads, and numerous access points are allowed on
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recreational river areas.

Full agricultural development,

small communities, and residential developments are also
allowed.

Water quality must meet minimum standards for

limited contact sports on recreational river areas.
The management goal on recreational

riv~r

areas is to

enhance and protect existing recreational, fish and wildlife
values.

Motor vehicle access is encouraged and a full range

of agricultural and resource uses are permitted.

Structures

are allowed if they do not affect recreational, fish and
wildlife values.

Public use areas are permitted next to the

river, and administered as part of the recreational river
area.

(SD State Planning Bureau, pp. 68-69.)

In general,

management practices protect existing environmental values
of the recreational river areas and promote recreational use
of the river.

(See Table 4.1.)

River Corridor
The federal law concerning wild, scenic and recreational
rivers allows for a river corridor in which protection will
take place.

This corridor includes varying amounts of land

on each side of the river to be protected through possible
acquisitions, easements or zoning.

Such a river corridor

is not provided for in South Dakota law, however.

State

designations apply to that area of the river between its
high water marks.

Access to this area can be gained
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through public areas, or through private lands with
permission.2
In the case of the James River designation, the
Department of Game, Fish and Parks proposed purchase of land
for access sites and scenic or conservation . easements from
willing sellers only, and did not propose to make use of
eminent domain or zoning.

(SD Department of Game, Fish and

Parks, October, 1976, pp. 2, 18, and 28.)

Nomination
Introduction
Volume I of the State Water Plan provides for two types
of applications for designation of wild, scenic or
recreational rivers;
applications."

"study applications" and "nomination

South Dakota law briefly give s the basis for

a three step procedure for nominating a rive r:
1)

adequate nomination submitted by qualified sponsor,

2)

review of nomination by the Water and Natural

Resources Board, and
3)

submission of nomination to Governor and Legislature

for approval (SDCL 46-17A-15, and SDCL 46-17A-20).

2

The State

See Flisrand vs. Madson et al., 34 S.D. 457, 152 N.W.
796; for a further discussion of riparian rights relative
to high and low water marks.
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Water Plan fills in the detai ls for the designation process
given in the South Dakota laws.
Study Application
A study application does not request a river nomination,
but merely additional funding and expertise to acquire data
needed for the nomination process.

A study application is

appropriate if the comtemplated management plan for a
proposed river designation is beyond the sponsor 's capabilities.

A study application will also be conside red if a

particular river requires investigation of a greater magnitude
than usual.
A study application sponsor seeks approva l from the
Water and Natural Resources Board.

The Board may either

reject the nomination for insufficient information, offer
aid in obtaining funding from other agencies, or sponsor a
nomination and appropriation bill itself.

If approved, the

Department of Water and Natural Resource coordinates state
and federal agencies, and requests appropriations from the
State Legislature for further study of the river for
possible nomination.
Study applications should show the river is possibly
feasible for designation and that funding for nomination
information is not available elsewhere.
must include:

Study applications

1) sponsor identity, 2) des cription of river

to be studied, 3) proposed classification, and 4) a plan
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of study, including study goals and who will carry out the
study.

(SD State Planning Bureau, pp. 71, and 74.)

Nomination Application
A nomination application requests that river or sections
of a river be designated as a wild, scenic or recreational
river.

The sponsor presents the nomination application to

the Water and Natural Resources Board for review.

The Board

must provide summaries of the application t o interested
federal, state and local entities at least thirty days prior
to the Board's action.

The Board may either reject the

application for insufficient information, conditionally
accept the application pending additional information, or
accept the nomination application for submission to the
Governor and Legislature.

The Board may not reject a

nomination application which fulfills the required
information and procedures.

However, the Board may add its

own recommendation to the Governor and Legislature on final
approval of the nomination for designation.

(SD State

Planning Bureau, pp. 73 and 75.)
The

nomination application shall include eleven points:
1.)

sponsor identity,

2.)

legal description of exact boundaries of land
and water areas proposed for designation,
including river miles if possible,

3.)

a map showing exact boundaries, owners of
affected land areas, access areas , land use
restriction areas, areas where structures will
be removed or altered, and special use areas,

..
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4.)

statement of natur al attributes of present
and future value, including quantitative.
measures of habitat, water areas, fish and
wildlife populations, land uses and of the
existing ecosystem and probably changes,

5.)

a management plan, including
proposed practices,

6.)

a cost statement,

7.)

opportunities or uses foreg one,

8.)

statement of sponsor's agreement to management
responsibility,

9.)

coordination efforts whi ch have taken place,
and comments by reviewing agencies,

obj~ctives

10.)

an environmental impact statement, and

11.)

summary of public reaction to proposed
designation and management pl an.

and

In ascertaining the public reaction, the sponsor will
determine both the views of the directly affect landowners,
and of the general public in the vicin ity of the proposed
designation.

(SD State Planning Bureau, pp . 72-74.)

Procedures
Introduction
The formal adopted procedures for designation of a wild,
scenic or recreational river given in the State Water
Resources Management Act (SDCL 46-17A) are brief and simple.
The Water and Natural Resources Board and the Game, Fish and
Parks Commission determine a list of possible rivers or
sections of rivers for nomination consideration.

The Board
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reviews any study or nomination applications which are
brought before it, and final approval for a river designation
comes from the Governor and t:1e Legislature.

Volume I of the

State Water Plan fills in more formal details of the
designation process, and informal steps also enter into the
process.

(See Figure 4.1 for a flow chart ~f the designation

process.)
Important actors which enter into the

d~signation

process

include: the sponsor of the river nomination, the Cabinet
Subgroup of Natural Resources, the Water and Natural Resources
Board, the ·Governor, the Legislature (both House and Senate),
and the Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources.
Important actors not revealed by the formal process are the
local public and special interest groups.

Each of the

governmental actors are concerned with the interests of the
local public.

The public is also represented to some degree

by special interest groups, which attempt to influence the
governmental actors in the designation process.

(See

Appendix E for a further explanation of public attitudes
towards river designations in South Dakota.)

Important

special interest groups are hypothesized to include groups
representing bank stabilization, irrigation, flood
prevention, water development, conservation, wildlife and
recreational interests.

Pigure 4_.1.

Flow Chart of South Dakota Procedure for designation of a Wild, Scenic,
or Recreational ~iver.
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Sponsor
The sponsor is that entity which fulfill s the requirements of an application for study or nomination, and
steers the proposed nomination through the subsequent steps
to possible approval by the Governor and Legislature, and
finally, implementation of the designated river 's
management plan.

The sponsor is responsible for gathering

information required in the nomination application, and must
support any resulting nomination.
as sponsors:

Three main groups qualify

public entities, quasi-governmental groups

(watershed districts, etc.) and private or non-profit groups.
Private and non-profit groups are required to have a charter,
officers and membership, objectives related to water and
land resources development, and a significant portion of
membership residing or owning land in counties adjacent to
the proposed designation.

(SD State Planning Bureau, p. 70.)

To meet the requirements of a nomination application,
a large amount of data is required.

Many groups possibly

interested in sponsoring a designation nomination do not have
the funds necessary to carry out studies f or the nomination
application.

Possible sponsors may also not be able to make

the long term commitment of carrying out the management plan
for a river if it is designated.

The South Dakota Department

of Game, Fish and Parks is the group most likely to become a
sponsor.

It has relatively long-term stability, goals
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consistent with the purpose of river designati ons, and the
expertise and experience for carrying out the management
The Department of Water and Natural Resources is also

plan.

a possible sponsor.

It also has long-term stability and is

involved in the use, development and conser.vation of the
State's water resources.
The Department of Game, Fish and Parks has recommended
that funding through a special legislative appropriation be
granted to the Department for study of South Dakota rivers
for designation purpsoes.

River systems would be inventoried

and natural attributes, uniqueness, public sentiment ,
social values, and historical signif icance would be documented.
A prioritized list of rivers for poss ible designati on could
be prepared.

(SD Department of Wildlife, Parks and Forestry,

p. 59.)
Cabinet Subgroup of Natural Resources
. Before the Water and Natural Resources Board reviews
and gives a final recommendation on a nomination application,
the nomination is considered by an informal group, the
Cabinet Subgroup of Natural Resources.

The Cabinet Subgroup

will usually deal with and pass recommendations on issues
which involve more than one agency.

The Cabinet Subgroup

consists of representatives of the Departments of Water and
Natural Resources; Game, Fish and Parks; School and Public
Lands; and Agriculture; and the Offices of Finance and
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Management, and Energy Planning; and the State Planning
Bureau.

The Cabinet Subgroup o f Natural Re sources would

make a recommendation to the

~vat er

and Natural Resources

Board as to a nomination of a r iver for d esi gnation.

The

Board will usually follow the advic e of t he · Cabinet Subgroup,
but is not bound to.

(In the case of the J ames River, the

Board did not follow the Cabinet Subgroup 's advice.)

The

Cabinet Subgroup's recommendation carries weight because it
represents the attitudes towar ds an issue of agencies which
the Board and Department of Water and Natural Resources must
often work with.
Water and Natural Resources Board
The sponsor presents either the study application or the
nomination application to the Water a nd Natural Resources
Board.

The Board, after a thirty-day revi ew period, can take

previously specified actions on the adequacy of the
application.

An application may be rejeqted only if adequate

information is not provided.

If the Boar d forwards a

nomination to the Governor and Legislature for their
consideration, the Board may also give its recommendation on
the designation of the nominated river.
General dissatisfaction exists with the review powers
of the Water and Natural Resources Boa rd over river
designations, and was most evident in interviews with
Department of Game, Fish and Parks officials.

In fact, the
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Department has recommended nominations should be reviewed
by the Game, Fish and Parks Commission instead of the Water
and Natural Resources Board.

The Department maintains the

Commission's goals are more consistent with the intent of
designations of rivers than are the Wa ter and Natural
Resources Board's goals.

(SD Department of Wildlife, Parks

and Forestry, pp. 58-60.)
Local farmers, legislators and agency leaders (other
than Department of Game, Fish and Parks officials), who
were interviewed, felt some type of review by the Water and
Natural Resources Board or a similar group was necessary.
Although these people may not have agreed with the Board's
recommendation, they felt a review by a group representing
agricultural and development interests was necessary.

Most

people thought the lack of such a review would make passage
of a nomination in the Legislature more difficult.
It should be noted that the Water and Natural Resources
Board does not have the absolute power to judge whether a
river is adequate for designation or not, but can only
decide on the adequacy of the application for nomination.
However, the Board still retains a great deal of power over
the ultimate designation of a river.

There is a great deal

of discretion allowed in judging whether the nomination
application criteria have been fulfilled.

By strictly

interpreting the required criteria, the Board may make the

.
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,

nomination of a river very difficult.
The Board may also give a recommendation as to the
advisability of designating the river in question.

When the

nomination goes before the Legislature, this judgement may
be the one most noticed by many legislators . who do not have
time to study the nomination application itself.

The Board

is in the position of giving the final summary judgement
before the nomination reaches the Legislature.

At present,

the final recommendation to the Legislature comes from a
Board which has a high preference for water development goals.
Governor
A nomination for river designation goes to the Governor,
if approved by the Water and Natural Resources Board.

The

Governor then chooses to submit the bill as either
departmental legislation or administrative legislation.

If

the nomination becomes departmental legislation, the sponsor
must find legislators to introduce the bill, and must
shoulder the responsibility for steering the bill through
the legislative process to approval.

Departments of the

state government may lobby against the bill if they wish.
The Governor may support departmental legislation, but does
not put the full weight of his office's prestige behind the
bill.

If, of the other hand, the nomination becomes

administrative legislation, the executive shoulders primary
responsibility for getting the bill through the legislative
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process.

Departments may not formal ly lobby against a

nomination which is administrative legislation since the
executive supports the bill and the department s fall under
the executive branch.

Nominations which are administrative

legislation formally have the full weight and prestige of
the executive office behind it.
Legislature
The nomination finally reaches the State Legislature as
either departmental or administrative legislation.

The

nomination is written up as a House or Senate bill and given
its first reading in the appropriat e chambers .

The bill is

then sent to the appropriate standing committee for
consideration.

In the case of river nominations, the bill

is sent to the Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources.
Committee members are appointed in the Senate by the majority
leader and in the House by the Speaker.

The Committee hears

speakers for and against the bill and discusses its merits,
and possible amendments.
either:

The Committee may then adopt

1.) a "do pass" reconunendation,

amended" recommendation,

2.) a "do pass as

3.) a "do not pass" recommendation,

4 . ) a report without a recommendation, or,

5.) a motion to

"table" or "postpone consideration indefinitely."

The bill

then goes back to the chamber in which it was introduced.
The bill is debated and voted on, and if a majority
affirmative vote is received, the bill will go to the other
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chamber and its standing committee for consideration .

If

the bill fails to receive an affirmat ive majority vote ,
that vote may sometimes be subsequently r econsidered.

If

the bill does not receive an affirmative majority vote, even
after reconsideration, the bill dies.

The bill, if approved

by both the Senate and House, goes to t he Governor for
approval.
law.

If the Governor approves the bill, it becomes

If the Governor vetoes the bill, it dies unless both

the House and the Senate override the veto by an
affirmative two-thirds vote.

If the veto is overridden, the

bill becomes law.
Summary
There are several critical or important step s in the
process of nominating a river.

Each of these "hurdles"

affects chances of any river being designated in South
Dakota, and also has an effect on subseq uent steps .

The

nomination application is the first such "hurdle."
Substantial funding is required to carry out sufficient
studies to obtain the information required in the nomination
application.

This step affects the number of applications

for nominations attempted and who will carry out the
applications.

A second important step is the review by the

Water and Natural Resources Board.

This step bridges the

gap between a nomination's "study phase" and its "legislative
phase."

The recommendation given at this step may be
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viewed as a summary of all prvious e iforts and can have a
large impact on subsequent decision s .

A th ird hurdle is

whether the Governor chooses to pass t he bill along as
departmental or administrative legislation.

Administrative

legislation signals the Governor's support of the bill.
The decision reached by the standing committee is also
important and has a large effect on the Legislature 's
decision.

Of course, the final decision by the Legislature

is affected by all the previous steps, especially the public
sentiments expressed during the first nomination phase.
(See Figure 4.1 for a summary of the designation steps.)

Actors
Several actors may be involved at each of the "critical
steps" in the designation process.

Ea ch actor will have

different influences over each of thes e c ritical steps
depending on the abilities and wants o f t he actor and the
characteristics of the particular step. · (See Table 4.2.)
Important actors suggested by the structure include two
state agencies and several special interest groups (SIGs) .
The actors include the Department of Game, Fish and Parks
(DGFP) , Department of Water and Nautral Resources (DWNR) ,
wildlife and fish SIGs, recreation SIGs, preservation SIGs,
bank stabilization SIGs, flood protection SIGs, irrigation
SIGs, and water development SIGs.
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Table 4.2.

Impact Matrix of Designation Proc ss Steps on Actors.
Actors
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The DGFP and DWNR, the two water-relate d state agencies
are often directly concerned with the goals of a river
designation.

The agencies must a l s o be concerned with the

effect their support or opposition of a de signation will
have on popular and legislative s uppo rt of

~heir

agencies.

Besides representing the general pub lic , each agency has its
own "publics" it must be concerned with.

The DGFP will

probably be concerned with the interests o f the publics
represented by the wildlife, fish, r ecre ati on, and
preservation SIGs.

The DWNR will be concerned with the

interests of the publics represented b y the irrigation and
water development SIGs.
The wildlife, fish, recreation and preservation special
interest groups are concerned with the u se of natural
resources which have values not refl ected in the market
place.

The provision of land yielding qua lity recreation,

fish, wildlife or aesthetic e xperiences s eldom returns
pecuniary benefits to the producer, the f armer.

Such special

interest groups are usually small local g roups with few
financial resources or technical capabilities.

A few

chapters of larger, nationally organized special interest
groups with better capabilities exist in South Dakota.
These larger groups are prohibited from sponsoring a river
for designation in South Dakota, since only a very small
portion of their membership resides in any one river basin.
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The bank stabilization and flood protection special
interest groups are interested in changing natural resources
to decrease costs to themselves.

Such groups usually

organize to more effectively deal with these natural resource
problems.

The groups are often small in number, and their

willingness to lend financial support will depend in part on
the seriousness of their problem.
The irrigation and water development special interest
groups wish to modify a natural resource to increase benefits
to themselves.

Proponents of irrigation wish to increase

the productivity of their land.

The water development

special interest group was characterized in interviews as
including large irrigators, implement dealers , bankers, and
contractors.

These interests may reap benefits from the

act of provision of a good, water development, rather than
from that good being actually available.

Impacts
Sponsoring Nomination
-characteristics
The step involved in sponsoring a nomination of a river
for designation has characteristics which would tend to
both attract and discourage certain groups from initiating
this step.

The nomination step has high fixed costs and

high set-up costs in that the nominating group must organize
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itself to gather a large amount of information if it is to
fulfill the requirements of the nomination.

There are high

levels of uncertainty as the nomination is only'the first of a
series of steps toward final designation of a

ri~er.

The

nomination step has high exclusion costs in that once the
knowledge required in the nomination has been gathered, it
is easily used by others at little cost.

It is expected

these characteristics will tend to decrease the number of
groups initiating the nomination step.
Once a group has chosen to initiate the nomination step,
it is

expec~ed

a number of groups such as wildlife, fish,

recreation and preservations groups will tend to lend at
least some support to the designation efforts . . The
nomination will

~ikely

involve homogenous individual

preferences and a low multiplicity of public goods, i.e.,
people with similar tastes working towards a common objective.
Decision making costs would remain low, since the nomination
requires input mostly from groups with similar tastes.
Groups will put minimal effort into the designation if they
perceive their effort as not being crucial and the high
exclusion costs from forthcoming benefits.

For example,

many local sports clubs supported the designation of the
James River at public hearings through testimony, but did
little else to support the designation.
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-impacts
A sponsor which initiates a nomination must have
available resources to carry out the study, must not be
concerned with free-rider effects created by high exclusion
costs and must be aggressive in pursuing a designation to
overcome the high uncertainty costs.

The Department of Game,

Fish and Parks is the agency most likely to initiate a
nomination.

Its resources are geared to gathering information

needed in the nomination, thereby decreasing set-up costs.
The DGFP is less likely to be concerned with free-rider
effects since it is a public funded agency and normally
helps others to promote certain goals.

The aggressiveness

of the DGFP will depend on the popular support of the agency
and the particular river

bein~

considered.

It is expected

wildlife, fish, recreation and preservation special interest
groups (SIGs) will lend some "public support," but not offer
a great deal of financial support for a nomination.

These

SIGs have limited financial resources and can take advantage
of free-rider effects made available when another group
carries out a nomination.
It is predicted bank stabilization and flood protection
special interest groups will support the designation
according to the benefits they perceive they can gain from
a particular designation.

For example, a designation may

be seen as a tool to gain funds for bank stabilization or
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to prevent excess flows causing flooding.

Support is

expected to be given to the nomination for the "external
effects" resulting from that particular designation.
Irrigation and water development special interest groups
(SIGs) are likely to have goals conflicting ·with those on
the nomination.

Decision making costs will rise if these

groups become involved in the nomination process.

It is

expected these SIGs will put forth input at other steps
with lower decision costs and with a greater degree of
certainty of their input being considered.
The degree of support from the Department of Water and
Natural Resources (DWNR) is expected to depend on the public
support of the designation.

The DWNR •·s "public" often consists

of irrigation and water development interest.

If these

groups oppose a designation it is unlikely the DWNR will
support a designation.

If the designation is unopposed by

these groups; the DWNR may support a designation depending
on how aggressive it is towards pursuing such goals.
Public Hearing
-characteristics
The public hearing step is one part of the . initial
nomination phase with characteristics which separate it
from the rest of the nomination phase.

The public hearing,

due to legislation, has high exclusion costs in that all
interests are given a chance to participate and it would be
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costly to prevent a group fr om expressing i ts preferences.
The public hearing step may ha ve large exte rnal effects if
it has a large impact on decisions made i n subsequent steps.
Despite the ease of particpation i n a nd t he importance of
the public hearing step, it ha s high deci sion making costs.
The public hearing is a poor too l t o gai n compromises between
conflicting interests over controvers ial issues.

This is

partly because groups will often use the public hearing to
create uncertainties and affect subsequent decision steps.
-impacts
It is expected that the sponsor, most likely the DGFP,
will participate heavily in t he public he aring.

The sponsor

will have low set-up costs since it can present the
information already gathered to fulfil l nomination requirements.

The cost to the sponsor wil l i ncrease with the

number of hearings, so a lar ge number of hearings are not
expected.

Decision costs wi l l increase with the number of

alternative viewpoints presented, but t he sponsor is
restricted from limiting those viewpoints by law.
It is expected that wildlife, fi sh, recreation and
preservation SIGs will be most involved at this step in the
nomination process.

Little cost is involved in lending

"public support" to the designation since a representative
of the group merely indicates such support at the public
hearing.

Benefits of expressing such support are most
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highly visible at this step, especially to local groups, and
there are low uncertainty costs since support of a
designation will probably be welcomed by the nominating
agency.
It is expected that bank stabilization ·and flood control
SIGs will participate to some degree in the public hearing
depending on the external bene fits they percei ve from the
designation.
Irrigation and water development special interest groups
are expected to be most involved at the public hearing step
in the nomination process, als o .

There wi ll be low costs to

these groups in lending public opposition to the designation.
These groups can also increase the number of conflicts
presented at th's step and thereby increase uncertainties in
later decision steps.

Increased uncertainties will tend to

cause subsequent decision makers to stay with the status quo
and not approve of change in the form of a river designation.
The DWNR is not expected to be heavily involved in the
public hearing step.

The DWNR probably would not want to

oppose a "sister agency" (DGFP) or anothe r government agency
and risk large spillover effects (negative external effects)
of losing public support from public hearing participants in
support of the sponsor.

The DWNR will have lower participa-

tion costs and less risk of spillover effects in subsequent
designation process steps.
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Water and Natural Resources Board Review Step
-characteristics
The Water and Natural Resources Board (WNRB) review
step will likely have low decision making costs for its
members since they probably will have homogeneous individual
preferences.

These preferences are expected to conflict

with those of the nominating agency.
-impacts
High decision making costs are expected to be incurred
by the sponsor in seeking approval of a nomination due to
conflicting preferences concerning the use of water
resources.

The WNRB review step may cause increased costs

to the sponsor if additional information is required of the
sponsor.

Any increased decision making cos ts are expected to

discourage participation in the WNRB review step by the
DGFP and the wildlife, fish, recreation and preservation SIGs.
The bank stabilization and flood control SIGs are
expected to increa.s e their participation at the WNRB review
step.

Decision making costs may decrease for these groups

since the WNRB is concerned with these groups' goals.
Uncertainty costs may also decrease since the WNRB will be
better able to understand the technological aspects of
desires of the bank stabilization and flood control SIGs.
Participation by

th~

irrigation and water development

special interest groups is expected to increase at the WNRB
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review step.

Decision making costs are expected to decrease

since the groups and the WNRB wi ll probab l y have homogeneous
individual preferences.

Uncertainty cost s are also expected

to be low due to better mutual understanding of technological
aspects of desires of the groups.
Governor Approval
-characteristics
High costs may be incurred by ac t ors in influencing the
decision of the Governor.

Typically, h igh set-up costs are

involved in gaining a position to be a ble to effectively
influence the Governor's decis i on.

Howeve r, these costs will

be greatly effected by the practices and p references of the
particular Governor in office.
-impacts
The Governor's choice of the bill as departmental or
administrative legislation may well effe ct subsequent costs
to the sponsor.

Departmental legislation will increase

costs to the sponsor both in increased e f fort in guiding
the designation through the legislative process and in less
influence in support of the bill.
Both the DGFP and the DWNR must weigh the costs of
exerting influence for their preference on the designation
issue on other issues they may also desire.

Special interest

groups must also allocate their resources if they desire
several issues being considered by the Governor.
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The water development special interest group was
characterized in interviews a s having a high degree of
expertise in influencing deci sions made b y the state
government.

It is expected this group will have lower

set-up costs and lower uncer tainty cost s d ue to this
expertise, and will exert their influence most during the
Governor's approval step and subsequent legislative steps.
Committee on Agricultural and Natur al Resources Hearing
-characteristics
The hearing by the Committee on Agri cultural and Natural
Resources is expected to have increas e d de cision making costs
in relation to the Governor's approva l due to varying
viewpoints and increased number of member s.

The increased

decision making costs will be gre atly affected by the
viewpoints of the particular members appointed to the
Committee.

The Committee's de cision is e xpected to have

large external effects in that other legislators may follow
the Committee decision if they are unin f ormed on the
designation issue.
-im~acts

The sponsor will have low set-up costs in presentation
of information at the Committee hearings.

Special interest

groups will have low costs in present ing their desires and
information at the Committee hearings as they will generally
repeat information given at the public hearing step.
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Since the Committee on Agricultural and Natural
Resources is supposed to represent diverse preferences
concerning the use of natural resources, it is not expected
that any single preference will be given greater weight
by the Committee in its decision making.

Groups knowledgeable

in the functioning of the State Legislative process, such as
the DGFP, DWNR and water development SIGs are expected to
face lower decision making costs and have increased
participation the Committee on Agricultural and Natural
Resources review step.

However, it is expe cted the decision

making costs will depend to a large degree on the viewpoints
of the particular members appointed to the Committee.
Legislative Decision
-characteristics
The dominent characteristic of the legislative decision
is the high decision making cost resulting from the large
number of individuals and varying viewpo.i nts.
expected many

legi~lators

It is

will devote little time to

considering the designation issue.

Information which is

clear cut and easily comprehendible will probably be first
considered.

Confusing information or conflicts in

information will increase uncertainty and it is expected
legislators will then tend to vote against the designation.
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-impacts
The two state agenc ies and the special interest groups
will each be able to influence some legislato rs more than
others depending on the particular legislators ' viewpoints.
The two state agencies are expected to be better equipped
to influence the State Legislature due to lower set-up costs
from longer experience in dealing with the Legislature on
past issues.

The water development special interest group

also has greater expertise in influencing legislators
and is expected to utilize its experience and participate
more in this step.
It is expected the DWNR and irrigation and water
development SIGs may also participate more in this
legislative decision step as they may provide more effective
information then opposing special interest groups.

In-

formation on benefits from irrigation and water development
(number of acres, increased bushels per acre, increased farm
income, etc.) is

m~ch

more precise and dire ct than benefit

information derived from river preservation (increased
wildlife, increased recreational days, increased aesthetic
appreciation, etc.).

The groups able to present the more

easily comprehensible information are expected to be more
able to effectively influence legislators with little time.
These groups will thus be encouraged to increase their
participation in the legislative decision step.
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CHAPTER FIVE

JAMES RIVER CASE STUDY AND ANALYSIS

Inroduction
The South Dakota Department of Game, Fish and Parks
sponsored the nomination process for designation of the
upper James River as a state scenic and recreational river.
The department chose to initiate the nomination efforts on
this particular section of river for a number of reas ons,
and had to guide the nomination through a series of steps.
Ultimately, the nomination failed to receive legislative
approval both in 1977 and 1973.

Description
The areas nominated for designation

wer~

along the

James River in Brown and Spink counties in northeastern
South Dakota.

The area nominated for recreational status

included 127.1 river miles extending from the south boundary
of the Sandlake National Wildlife Refuge (northeast of
Aberdeen, S.D.), south to U.S. Highway 212 (east of
Redfield, S.D.).

The recreational status area included

the entire described length of the James River except for
four areas nominated for scenic status.

(South Dakota
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Department of Game, Fish and Parks, October, 1976, p. 2.)
(See Figure 5.1.)
Four areas were nominated for scenic status and included
26.9 river miles and approximately 2,564 acres.

The scenic

areas would include the natural periphery of the river most
generally delineated by the native timber zone.

Stratford

Slough, the northern most scenic area, covers approximately
471 acres.

Rondel Park is the largest scenic area nominated,

covering approximately 1,202 acres.
approximately 520 acres large.

Arrnodale Park is

Turton Grade, the southern-

most scenic area nominated, covers approximately 37 acres.
(See Figure 5.1.)

Attributes
General Attributes
The upper James River area possesses a number of
attributes making it attractive for nomination as a scenic
or recreational river.

The upper James River is an

extremely meandered, slow moving prairie river.

The

average annual runoff of the entire James River basin is
only .23 inches, the lowest of all major river basins in
South Dakota.
River.

The flow is highly variable on the James

Because of its meandered state, the James River is

prone to flooding during high flow periods.
are also experienced.

No-flow periods

The water quality is variable
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Figure 5.1. Map of James River Scenic and Recreational
Nomination Area.
I

·'
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Source:

SO Department of Game, Fish and Parks, October, 197.6,

p. 4.

.
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depending on the river's stream flow conditions.
Dry land agriculture is the principal industry in the
upper James River area.

The river provides a marked scenic

contrast to the surrounding monotonous farmland by providing
a continuous

co~ridor

of hardwood timber with interspersed

marshes and brushy field.
Wildlife Attributes
The upper James River provides a number of wildlife
attributes important to game species.
deer is provided.

Deer hunting success rates of over 90%

are not uncommon in the area.
August, 1976, p. 1.20.}
impo~tant

Excellent cover for

(SD Game, Fish and Parks,

The area provides an extremely

nesting habitat for waterfowl.

cover is provided.

Important pheasant

Fur bearing animals such as mink,

raccoon, beaver, fox and badger are trapped near the river.
In addition to game species, a wide variety of nongame
speqies live in the upper James River area.

At least 161

species of birds and 48 species of mammals are estimated to
live in the affected area.

(SD Department of Game, Fish and

Parks, October, 1976, p. 11.)
Aquatic Habitat
The aquatic habitat of the upper James River, typical
of a prairie stream, has varied stream flows, heavy organic
and sediment loads and low oxygen contents.

Despite these
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seemingly adverse conditions, the uppe r James River is an
important fish production area even f or other areas of the
river.

Primary game fish include bul l head, northern pike,

catfish, and crappie.

In addition, the river's fish

provide an important food source for b i rds and mammals.
Recreational Benefits
The upper James River provides important recreational
benefits for the local area.

It is estimated that the river

received 357,590 hours of annual recreational use consisting
of 19,410 trips by 56,000 people.

(Hansen, p. 9.)

The

majority of the users come from the two adjacent counties.
Brown County accounted for 48% of the users and Spink County
accounted for 28% of the users.

Approximately 71% of the

recreators traveled 25 miles or less to get to the river.
(Hansen, p. 13.)

Only three major public developments are

on the upper James River: a city park near Columbia, Tacoma
Park south of Columbia, and Fisher
northeast of Redfield.

Grove~

State Park

Bridge crossings provide the major

public access points even though they were not intentionally
constructed for public access use.
The upper James River provides significant non-consumptive
recreational uses.

Approximately three fourths of the

recreational users of the river fall into this category.
Non-consumptive uses also account for 87% of the
recreational hours and 67% of the trips.

Sightseeing was the
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most popular activity on the river and accounted for 57%
of the people using the river.

Camping was also popular and

accounted for 62 % of the total hours spent on the river.
(Hansen, 1977, p. 11.)

Other non-consumptive activities

pursued on the river include picnicking, canoeing-boating,
hiking-nature walk, loafing , playground activity, snowmobiling, and partying.
A variety of consumptive uses are also popular on the
upper James River.

Fishing, including angling, ice fishing,

spearing, and archery, was participated in by 11,206 people
and was the second most popular activity on the river.
(Hansen, p. 7.)

Hunting was also popular and included

pheasant, waterfowl, rifle

an~

other miscellaneous game.

Trapping of various species also

occurred on the river.

archery deer hunting, and

(Hansen, p. 12.)

Consumptive uses

provide recreational values, and also provide an economic
return to the user in the form of the game harvest.

In

1976, residents and users of the Brown-Spink Counties area
harvested wildlife equaling an economic return of two
million dollars.

(SD Department of Game, Fish and Parks,

October, 1976, p. 61.)
Oahe Irrigation Unit
In addition to the previous positive attributes for
the decision to nominate the river for designation, an
important negative attribute also prompted the nomination.
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The Oahe Irrigation Unit proposed irrigation in the upper
James River area which would cause substantial irrigation
return flows to the James River.

One of the alternatives of

handling these return flows was channelization.

It was

believed that channelization would have a major serious
negative impact on the upper James River environment .
Scenic and recreational designation of the river would
prevent this proposed channelization.

The Oahe Irrigation

Unit and its possible channelization of the James River was
an important factor throughout the attempts to designate
the river.

Management Plan
Management Objective
The general management objective which guided the
management plan for this proposal was "to preserve the
natural character of the James River and . the adjacent flood
plain."

(SD Department of Game, Fish and Parks, October,

1976, p. 16.)

Pr oposed Restrictions
Those sections of the river nominated for either the
scenic or recreational status had certain proposed
restrictions.

Future impoundments of water above the normal
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river bank would be prohibited.

Channel modification or

bank stabilization which detracted from the scenic quality
of the natural stream bed would be prohibited.

Department

of Game, Fish and Parks officials assured the attendants at
the public hearings that channel improvements which improved
the James River for fish and wildlife and did not detract
from the scenic qualities would be permitted, however.
(SD Department of Game, Fish and Parks, October, 1976, p. 66.)
The management plan also called for encouragement of enforcement of existing water quality standards.
The sections of the river designated under recreational
status would be subjected to additional management guidelines.
Land use practices which enhanced the recreational values of
the river would be encouraged.

Maintenance of minimum water

flows by the controlling state and federal agencies would be
encouraged.
scenic areas.

This would also affect the water levels in the
The Game, Fish and Parks Department would also

secure, through purchase or easement, sma-ll parcels of land
{1-2 acres) from willing landowners.

These parcels of land

would be used for access points with one about every seven
to ten river miles.
The river sections designated as scenic status would
also have additional management guidelines.

Except for

normal farming operations, motorized vehicles would be
prohibited on established roads and trails.

The Game, Fish
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and Parks Department would also s ecure , through purchase
or easement, small parcels of land (1-2 acres) from willing
landowners.

These parcels of land would be used for access

points with one about every seven to t en river miles.
The river sections designated as scenic status would
also have additional management guidelines.

Except for

normal farming operations, motorized vehicles would be
prohibited on established roads and trails.

The Game, Fish

and Parks Department would also seek conservation easements
or scenic easements from willing participants.

These

easements would regulate the use of land in a specified way
for a certain period of time; without transferring the title
or possession of the land.

(SD Department of Game, Fish and

Parks, 1976, pp. 16-17.)

Foregone Opportunities
The Game, Fish and Parks Department .was required to
delineate the foregone opportunities resulting from
designation of the river.
status sections

Both the scenic and recreational

of the river would preclude construction of

dams or other channel obstructions which would impound water
above the normal river bank.

Channel modification or bank

stabilization which detracted from the scenic quality would
also be precluded.

(SD Departnent of Game, Fish and Parks,

October, 1976, p. 19.)
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Precluding channelization would prevent the proposed
channelization of the Oahe Irrigation Unit .

The effect of

this on the entire irrigation project was not agreed on by
the designation process participants, and this issue became
a crucial factor in the designation

efforts~

The

channelization issue will be discussed in greater detail
later.
Additional foregone opportunities would occur on
sections of the river designated as scenic status .

Except

for normal framing operations, motorized vehicles would be
prohibited off established roads and trails.
Overgrazing, land use conversions, and timber harvests
not within proper management guidelines could be prohibited.
(SD Department of Game, Fish and Parks, October , 1976, p. 19.)
However, these opportuniti es would be prohibited only through
negotiated conservation easements, so it is assumed the
landowner would be reimbursed for his relinquished opportunity.

External Effects
The Department of Game, Fish and Parks was also required
to list environmental effects of designation .

No adverse

effects were expected on water quality or timber .

Stream

flows would be affected to the extent that minimum flows
would be encouraged for recreational purposes.

Land use

would be affected by additional flooding if the Oahe
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Irrigation Unit was constructed, since channelization would
be precluded.

This effect would result only from both

projects jointly occurring, however.

An increas e in

recreational use of the river was considered likely.

Minimal

disturbance of wildlife due to this increased recreational
use was considered likely.

The designation could possibly

have induced growth in the area by increasing the economic
and social attributes of the area.

None of the environmental

impacts were considered to be unavoidable.

None of the

commitments were considered to be irreversible or
irretrievable, as the designation could be altered by
legislative action.

Alternatives
No Action
Several alternatives were considered to designation of
the James River.

A "no action" alternat.ive was considered.

At the time of the· nomination, the Game, Fish and Parks
Department maintained this would cause "probable destruction
of the entire ecosystem by channelization."

(SD Department

of Game, Fish and Parks, October, 1976, p. 28)

Howeyer,

there is no distinction made in the "no action" alternative
between failure to nominate the river for designation, or
failure to ultimately designate the river .

The attempt to

designate the river may in itself have had an impact on
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decisions a ff e c ting t he channelization of the rive r.

(Ho f er,

and Kool.)
Other Alternatives
Other alternatives c o nsidered were granting protection
to the river under county zoning laws, under state statutes
regulating land disturbing activities (SDCL 38 -8A-13) , or
by designation of the Jame s River as a federal wi ld, scenic
or recreational river.

These alternatives were considered

to either be inadequate or difficult to obtain, h owever.
(SD Department of Game, Fi sh and Parks, October , 1976, p. 28.)

Channelization and the Oahe Irrigation Unit
Introduction
Channelization of the upper James River was an important
factor in the nomination o f the river for s c e nic or
recreational designation.

Channelization is. one o f the

issues which prompted nomina tion efforts, a nd i t became the
most controversial issue in the d e signation attempts.
Channelization was the connecting issue be tween the designation
proposal and another water r esource d e velopment project, the
Oahe Irrigation Unit.
The Missouri River caus ed f loodi n g in wet years and
quickly drained away wate r i n dry years fr om early farms in
South Dakota.

The Flood Control Ac t o f 1944 was directed
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toward solving these problems.

The Pick-Sloan Plan was part

of this act and involved the construction of four darns on
the Missouri River in South Dakota.
One of the possible uses of the water impounded in the
darns' reservoirs was for irrigation purpose.s .

The reservoirs

provided a large, stable, and dependable quantity of water
for irrigation

use~

Lake Oahe had the greatest potential for

irrigation because it had the largest amount of water available.
Lake Oahe could possibly furnish water to 495,000 acres of
land partly consisting of 445,000 acres along the James
River in Brown and Spink Counties.
The Oahe Irrigation Unit (OIU) of the Pick-Sloan Missouri
River Basin Project was authorized by Public Law 90-453, by
the U.S. Congress in 1968.

The OIU involved irrigation of

those lands in Brown and Spink Counties and, subsequently,
contiguous to those sections of the James River nominated
for designation as a scenic or recreational river.
The OIU proposed the transportation of water from Lake
Oahe through a system of canals and regulating reservoirs
to the James River Valley.

The primary benefit of the

project was the irrigation of 190,000 acres of land near the
upper James River in Brown and Spink Counties.

Additional

proposed benefits included fish and wildlife enhancement,
flood control, recreation, and municipal water supplies.
The excess irrigation return flows from the OIU would
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return to the Missouri River through the James River.

However,

the James River is a slow moving, extremely meandering river.
Additional flows in this type of stream would cause additional
flooding.

How the Bureau of Reclamation proposed to handle

these excess flows became a dominant point of controversy
both in the implementation of the OIU and in the nomination
of the James River for designation as a scenic or recreational
river.
Prior to the authorization of the OIU, the feasibility
report of the project was devised by the Bureau of
Reclamation and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
time, the major consideration

At this

for the project was to

alleviate economic losses from flooding due to natural events
and to accommodate irrigation return flows without additional
economic loss.

The authorization of the OIU in 1968

contemplated channel enlargements and oxbow cutoffs on the
James River to accommodate excess flows, ·

~omrnonly

termed

"channelization."
Channelization Alternatives
Subsequently, the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969 (NEPA) was passed by the U.S. Congress.

This act

created interest in studying alternative methods of
handling irrigation return flows which, unlike the
feasibility report, had an emphasis on environmental
considerations.

The Oahe Unit Final Environmental Statement
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was compl eted in December, 1973, and reported on the environmental impacts of channelization, and of f ered several
possible alternatives for handling irrigation return flows.
The Oahe Unit Final Environmental Statement created
concern about the effects of chanelization on the James River.
Subsequently, the James River Study Team was organized and
consisted of five federal and seven state agency representatives.

The purpose of the study team was to study six

alternatives for handling irrigation return flows.
alternatives were:

1) natural floodway ("greenbelt concept"),

2) floodway channels,
ization"),

The six

3) channel modification ("channel-

4) perimeter drainage systems,

5) channel

clearing, or 6) a combination of these alternatives .
The natural floodway

~

." greenbelt" concept would not

substantially modify the James River.

An increase in

localized flooding would occur due to the excess irrigation
return flows.

Land owners would be compensated for potential

increased flooding due to the Oahe Irrig.a tion Unit through
a one time flood easement.

This single cash settlement

would retain private owne rship of the land .

(Oahe Conservancy

Sub-district Board, p. A-38.)
Floodway channels would allow normal river flows to
remain in the

existing channel.

Excess flows would be

diverted downstream through excavated ditches or floodway
channels.

Some flood protection would be provided.
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(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service p. 3; and Oahe Conservancy
Sub-district Board, p. A-39.)
Channel modification involves oxbow cutoffs, channel
straightening, and is commonly known as channelization.
Channelization would reduce a?proximately 120 miles of the
James River to 54 miles of straightened waterway.

The bottom

width of the channel would be 45 feet to 110 feet wide with
2:1 side slopes.
to a 10-year flow.

Flood protection would be provided for up
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, p. 3;

and Oahe Conservancy Sub-district Board, p. A-39.)
With the perimeter drainage alternative, return flows
would be confined to perimeter project drains and would enter
the James River at a downstream point with greater channel
capacity.

The volume of flow entering the James River above

Snake Creek could be reduced by 70% with this alternative.
(Oahe Conservancy Sub-district Board, p. A-38.)
With the channel clearing alternative; snags, log jams
and minor diversion dams would be removed to speed up the
flow along the James River.

In 1976, 196 log jams were

sighted on the James River.

Als o dead timber along the

banks of the river indicated log jams would continue to be
a problem.

The effect of channel clearing, although difficult

to determine, would ease some flooding problems.

(U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service, p. 3; and Oahe Conservancy Sub-district
Board, p. A-38.)
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The Bureau of Reclamation maint ained they had not
recommended any alternative, but favored a combination of
methods.

(SD Department of Game, Fish and Parks, October,

1976, p. 74; and Oahe Conservancy Sub-district Board, p.
A-39.)

The James River Study Team had not reached a conclusion
at the time of the nomination process for the designation of
, the James River as a scenic or recreational river.
The Game, Fish and Parks Department favored the natural
floodway or "greenbelt" alternative.

This alternative would

preserve fish and wildlife habitat and possibly allow increased
recreational benefits such as nature study, hiking, canoeing,
snowmobiling and camping.

(SD Department of Game, Fish and

Parks, August, 1976, pp. 3, 4.)

The Game, Fish and Parks

Department also did not oppose the channel clearing alternative, and encouraged clearing of major obstructions on the
river to facilitate and enhance recreational activities; such
as canoeing.

(Popowski, p. 5.)

Many

lo~al

lan~owners

were

opposed to the greenbelt concept, as it would c,ause increased
flooding of their lands.
Channelization Effects
Several agencies were concerned with the effects
channelization would have on wildlife, waterfowl and
recreational opportunities on the upper James River.
It is estimated channelization

~ould

have caused a
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direct loss of more than 1,100 acres of high value bottomland
forest.

However, an eventual greater loss of riparian

habitat essential to wildlife would occur as agricultural
practices enroached upon the flood plain due to protection
from flooding.

(U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Serv~ce,

p. 3.)

A

monotypic environment consisting of large fields of row crops
with few fencelines would result and be of little value to
wildlife.

It was estimated the overall net effect on

wetlands, important for waterfowl habitat, would be 13,000
acres altered or destroyed by the Oahe Irrigation Unit.
(SD Department of Game, Fish and Parks, August, 1976, pp.
1.16, 1.18, and 4.2.)
It was believed channelization would cause a significant
loss to wildlife species in the upper James River area.

A

serious reduction of production and protection of deer herds
would result due to the loss of flood plain timber.

A

significant reduction in pheasant population.s would result
due to the decreased diversification of wildlife habitat.
(op. cit., SD Department of Game, Fish and Parks, August, 1976.)
The loss of wetlands would seriously affect the amount of
migratory waterfowl passing through the area.

(SD Department

of Game, Fish and Parks, August, 1976, pp. 1.18, 1.20, and
1.22;

u.s.

Fish and Wildlife Service, p. 2.)

The fishery in the area would be adversely affected due
to loss of spawning and rearing grounds.

Fish population
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would be affected both withi n and outside the immediate
channelization area, due to fish population movements.

In

summary, it was believed channelization of the upper James
River would cause a loss of aquatic habitat for fishes, and
eventual loss of riparian habitat essential . to wildlife.
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, pp. 3.4.)
The Oahe Irrigation Unit proposed eleven recreation
sites of five bodies of water.

However, four of the five

areas were judged to be severely limited in recreation
potential, either due to the fluctuation of the water level
in the reservoirs or the lack of demand for the area's
recreational facilities.

It was estimated channelization

would reduce the recreational opportunities at Fisher Grove
State Park, especially those 3Ctivities related to canoeing.
It was also estimated channelization would reduce or eliminate
much of the recreational opportunities on the upper James
River.

(SD Department of

Gam~,

Fish and Parks, August, 1976,

pp. 2.2 and 2.3.)
Public Hearing and Oahe Irrigation Unit
The possible channelizationcr the James River was a
continuing source of controversy at the public hearings on
the nomination of the James River.

The hearings were

preceded by a slide presentation which discussed the effects
of channelization in general and on the James River.

The

slide presentation began, "The James River in South Dakota
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is scheduled for destruction ... the United States Bureau of
Reclamation has scheduled the river for channelization .•. "
(SD Department of Game, Fish and Parks, October, 1976, p. 57.)
Later in one meeting a Bureau of Reclamation official denied
that the James River was scheduled for destruction through
the process of channelization.

The official maintained

several alternatives were being studied, and ·opposed the
designation of the James River as it would hinder the study
of these alternatives.

(op. cit., p. 77.

SD Department of

Games, Fish and Parks, October, 1976, p. 74-77.)

A state

senator at. the public hearing maintained the proposal for
designation would "kill the Oahe Project."

(op. cit., p. 77.)

The South Dakota Game, Fish and Parks Department repeatedly
stated their support of the greenbelt" alternative.

Various

individuals throughout the public hearings voiced their distrust of the Bureau of Reclamation and opposition to channelization, or their opposition to the designation of the James
Riv~r

due to its possible effect of stopping the Oahe Irrigation

Unit.

(SD Department of Game, Fish and Parks, October, 1976,

PP • 7 4-7 5 1 7 7 • )

Summary
The channelization controversy was a dominant issue in the
James River designation controversy.

The intense controversy

over channelization affected attitudes towards designation and
made compromises toward designation much more difficult.
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Selection Of Upper James River For Nomination
The James River has been characterized as a prime
example of a prairie river.

The meandering, slow moving

forested river has been surrounded by intensive agricultural
land uses.

Yet, the river has still basically survived in

its natural state.

Due to the many wildlife, .scenic and

recreational attributes previously mentioned, the James River
was considered an excellent river for designation by the
Department of Game, Fish and Parks.

One of the Department's

officials has commented that the James River is still
considered to be a top priority for designation as a scenic
or recreational river by the

~epartment

.of Game, Fish and

Parks.
Although the James River may have been an excellent
river for nomination for designation, the ' channelization
issue was the catalyst which brought about attempts to
nominate the river.

The prospect of channelization was a

threat to the environmental qualities of · the river and a
threat to one of the Department's basic authorized functions
and priorities of conserving and protecting game, birds
fish~

which added impetus for nomination efforts.

and

A number

of studies were carried out by the Wildlife Division of the
Department on aspects of James River area.

These efforts

caused a concern for the area by the Department, and enabled
it to carry out the nomination process more efficiently.
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Nomination Preparation
The first step in the formal nomination process was the
submission of the nomination to the Board of Natural Resource
Development from the South Dakota Department of Game, Fish
and Parks.

The submission of this nomination followed months

of study, public contacts and preparation by the Department.
The nomination followed the format prescribed in Volume I of
the State Water Plan.
Public Comments
The conunents from the landowner contacts a.nd public
hearings represented the first formal indication of support
for or opposition to the designation of the James River.
Subsequent judgements by "higher agencies" would take into
consideration these first considerations made essentially by
local groups and individuals.
The majority of affected landowners in the vicinity of
the upper James River supported the designation of the river
as a scenic river.

All of the twenty-one landowners adjacent

to the proposed scenic river areas approved of the designation
at a public meeting prior to the public hearings.

However,

the landowners adjacent to the proposed recreational river
areas were not contacted prior to the public hearings or the
submission of the designation nomination to the Board of
Natural Resource Development.

Upon questioning at a public
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hearing, a Department of Game, Fish and Parks official stated
these landowners were not contacted because they were not
directly affected except to the extent of preserving the
river in its natural state.
During a later review step by the Board of Natural
Resource Development, three separate petition? from local
landowners on the James River designation were presented.
These petitions are discussed along with the Board of Natural
Resources Development review step.
The Department of Game, Fish and Parks received comments
on the proposed designation from a variety of organizations.
At the time of the submission of the nominat ion to the Board
of Natural Resource Development, three organizations had
given testimoney opposing the proposal to designate the James
River, and twenty-five organizations approved of the proposal.
A majority of the Board of Directors of the Upper Crow
Creek Watershed District expressed

disapprov~l

of the proposal

and expressed concern for future flood control in the
watershed district.

Two other organizations expressing

disapproval were the Lower James Conservancy Sub-district
and the "Friends of Oahe."
The Board of Directors of the Lower Crow Creek Watershed
District did not approve or disapprove of the designation
proposal; but called for joint planning between the Upper
and Lower Crow Creek Watershed Districts.

They also resolved
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that channe lization of the James River was not necessary,
and that channel clearing was the mo st favorable alternative
(removal of existing log jams, debr i s, and dams).
The James River Flood Control Association, a third farmoriented organization concerned with f lood control, expressed
approval of the designation proposal.

Twenty~four

other

organizations also expressed approval of the propos al for
designation at the time the nomination was submitted to the
Board of Natural Resource Development.
According to a Department of Game, Fish and Parks
official, the "support" is represented by a cross section of
organizations that represent conservation interests, wildlife
interests, environmental interests, and agricultural
interests."

(SD Department of Game, Fish and Parks , October,

1976, p. 72.)

The number of organizations supporting the

designation had increased to thirty by the time the
nomination was presented to the South Dakota. Legislature .
(Popowski, p. 2.)
Public Hearings
Three public hearings were held to allow discussion
and comments on the designation of the James River.

The

meetings were held September 27, 1976 in Sioux Fallsi
September 29 in Redfield; and September 30 in Aberdeen.
There was no particular requirement or reason for the number
of hearings held.

Department of Game, Fish and Parks
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officials felt three hearings would adequately allow for
citizen input and yet still be financially feasible.

Sioux

Falls was selected to have a hearing away from the heavy
controversy in the immediate designation _area and yet still
in east-river South Dakota where there was greater interest

in the designation.

The Redfield and Aberdeen sites were

accessible meeting points within the proposed nomination
area.
All three meetings were publicized beforehand by several
methods.

The meetings began with an introduction by

Department of Game, Fish and Parks officials.
explanation of the process of nominating
designation was given.
James River followed.

i

First, an

river for

A slide series presentation on the
The slide series looked at both the

effects of channelization on the James River, and the
attributes of the river making it worthy for designation.
An explanation of the management plan was then given.

Questions and comments were then allowed, after which a
vote on approval of the proposal to designate portions of
the James River as scenic or recreational was taken.
The dominant area of discussion at the public meetings
was the effect of the designation on channelization and on
the Oahe Irrigation Unit.
alluded to previously.

Those discussions have been

Other concerns included questions

about property rights, such as ownership of stream bed and
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stream water, rights of access to the river and the right to
put fences across the river.

There were questions about the

scenic and conservation easements contemplated by the
Department of Game, Fish and Parks and about the costs involved
in implementing the total management plan . . There were also
questions about the liability of landowners for the
recreators.

Concern was expressed about the support of

landowners along the recreational river areas and why they
had not been directly contacted.
At the close of each public hearing, the question was
asked, "Do you favor the Department's proposal to designate
portions of the James River as Scenic or Recreational?"
Department employees did not vote.
voting supported the proposal.

Overall, 94% of those

The breakdown of the voting

at each meeting is as follows:
Favor

0EEose

Total

59
100
118
277

1
5
11
17

% Total

94.2

5.8

Sioux Falls
Redfield
Aberdeen ·

(Source:

so

Department of Game, Fish and Parks, October,

1976, p. 30.)
Officials of the Department of Game, Fish and Parks
were very satisfied with the public hearing process.
official said that

altho~gh

One

the Department was not neutral
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in their presentation of the proposal, and that the meetings
did become emotionai, he thought the designation was
presented fairly.
Other

~gency

leaders, legislators and local landowners

who attended the public hearings and were interviewed as part
of this study, agreed that the public hearings were conducted
fairly, but some still felt frustrated by them.

A common

complaint was that although varying viewpoints were allowed
to be presented, the interests representing the prodesignation view were much better prepared with their
presentation.

Most people interviewed, also thought the

public hearings did little to alter people's attitudes
toward the designation but only polarized their existing
viewpoints.

State Government Phase
Introduction
Following the · initial nomination process, the process of
getting legislative approval begins.

The initial nomination

process first involves coordinating the "nuts and bolts" of
the designation: what areas are to be designated, management
plans, facilities, environmental impacts, etc.

The initial

nomination process also involves assessing the public
reaction to the proposal for designation.

Following this

initial nomination process, the designation must be guided
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through a number of steps before it will attain legislative
approval.
follows:

The primary group involved in each step are as
1.)

Cabinet Subgroup of Natural Resources, 2.)

the Board of Natura! Resource Development (now the Water
and Natural Resources Board), 3.) the Governor, 4 .) the State
Senate, House or both, and 5.) The Committee on Agriculture
and Natural Resources.
Cabinet Subgroup of Natural Resources
Normally the nomination is first submitted to the Board
of Natural Resources Development.

However, informally , the

Cabinet Subgroup of Natural Resources first considers and
makes a recommendation to the Board of Natural Resource
Development.
The Cabinet Subgroup of Natural Resources approved of
the designation of the James River as scenic and recreational,
although not unanimously.

It recommended that the Board of

Natural Resources Development approve

of the designation .

Board of Natural Resources Development
The

Board of Natural Resources Development is author-

ized to consider the designation of wild, scenic and
recreational rivers under SDCL 46-17A-3, 20 and 21.

The

Board received a request for designation of the upper James
River as scenic and recreational on October 25, 1976 through
a letter and report from John Popowski, Secretary of Game,
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Fish and Parks.

The Board considered the upper James River

designation on October 28, 1976 and again on December 17,

1976.
At the October meeting, the Board heard a report by the
Department of Game, Fish and Parks on the designation proposal
and the three public hearings.

However, a decision was

postponed by the Board until further information could be
obtained.

The Board raised twelve questions with the

designation proposal which dealt with the reactions of all
affected landowners, the James River itself meeting the
legal definition of a river, the management plan meeting the
legislative intent of a designated river, costs of acquiring
access sites, economic impact s, opportunities foregone,
pumping plants along the river, removal of tree jams and
snags, capatability of canoeis ts and landowners, and affects
on the James River Technical Team and the Oahe Irrigation
Project.
The Board further considered the
at the December meeting

de~ignation

proposal

and received letters, statements and

three petitions both for and against the proposal .
A petition including 154 signatures opposing the
nomination was received from the Upper Crow Creek Watershed
District.

The petition said designation would hinder

development of the watershed.
A petition including 72 signatures opposing the
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nomination was received from the "James River Bottom Landowners and Operators Improvement Association of Brown County."
The petition said the designation did not give consideration
to flood control and hindered alternatives from being
considered.
The most extensive petition was a "position paper"
circulated by the "James River Flood Control Association."
The petition supporting the designation, under certain
conditions, included 161 signatures from 214 landowners
in the upper James River area.

About 75% of the 214 land-

owners signed in favor of the proposal and less than 2% signed
in opposition to the proposal.
Landowners in the upper James River area were heavily
petitioned concerning the James River designation.

Both

supporting and opposing forces to the designation presented
petitions backing their viewpoint.

Local landowners and

legislators interviewed, either discounted

t~e

credibility

of the "other side's" petition, or both sides' petitions.
One local landowner commented that the petitions mostly
reflected the viewpoints of the person circulating the
petition.
Some distrust in the petitions was justified.

Brown

County landowners were the subject of two opposing petitions
by the James River Landowners and Operators Improvement

Association of Brown County and the James River Flood
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Control Association.

Twelve Brdwn County residents signed

both petitions.
However, reliable the petitions were in reflecting
peoples' viewpoints, those interviewed did not trust at least
some of the petitions.

All the petitions

we~e

discounted as

invalid; or the "other side's" petition was discounted.

The

petitions did little to help compromises between opposing
forces and polarized viewpoints to the extent that people
distrusted the other side's information.
The Board further questioned, at the December meeting,
whether the James River fit the legal definition of a river
for designation purposes.

The Board adopted a motion to

transmit the nomination to the Governor and the 1977
Legislature, but recommended against the designation.

The

Board criticized the designation because it did not provide
the handling of ·return flows from the (then authorized) Oahe
Irrigation Unit and did not have a practical management plan
to meet

th~

recreational

statutory requirements of a w.i ld, scenic or
river~

The Board did recommend a special study

committee be formed to review the nomination and investigate
the effects on the Oahe Irrigation Projects, accommodation
of wildlife and recreational values, and the improvement of
flood control and irribability of bottom lands.

(SD

Department of Natural Resources Development, 1976, p. 50.)
Subsequently, a letter was submitted to the Governor
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and the 1977 Legislature from John Popowski , Secretary of
Game, Fish and Parks, answering the twelve que stions raised
by the Board of Natural Resource Development.

It was

maintained the Department of Game, Fish and Parks was not
given an opportunity to respond to the questions even though
it was the sponsor of the nomination and filled the "role as
the statutory cooperator in the Wild, Scenic and Recreational
River System," and the Game, Fish and Parks Commission is
cooperatively responsible with the Board of Natural Resource
Development for the Water Resource Management System Annual
Report.

(Popowski, p. 1.)

1977 Legislative Session
The proposed legislation concerning the designation of
the James River as scenic and recreational was supported in
1977 by the Governor.

However, the legislation was forwarded

to the Legislature in the form of "departmental legislation"
rather than administrative legislation....

Departmental

legislation is approved of by the Governor but not specifically supported in his State of the State Message, nor given
the full weight of the influence of the Governor's office.
The concerned department---The Department of Game, Fish and
Parks in this case---was responsible for the initial "leg
work" of getting the bill introduced and getting support
for the bill.
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The bill for designation of the James River as a scenic
and recreational river was introduced as Senate Bill 120 on
February 3, 1977 in the State Senate.

Senate Bill 120 was

sponsored by three senators and six representatives.

The

bill was read and referred to the Committee · on Agriculture
and Natural Resources.
The Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources
discussed Senate Bill 120 on February 14, 19 77.

Two senators,

the Secretary of Game, Fish and Parks and two other individuals,
spoke in favor of the bill.

The Secretary of Natural

Resource Development and six other individual s spoke against
the bill.

The Committee gave Senate Bill 120 a DO PASS

recommendation with five aye votes, three no votes, and one
excused member.
The Senate read Senate Bill 120 a second time on
February 24, 1977.

The bill was voted on and failed; with

twelve yes votes, twenty-one no votes, and two absent or
excused votes.

The next day, a senator made a motion to

reconsider the vote, which was voted on and lost.

The vote

on the motion was thirteen yes votes, twenty-one no votes and
one absent.
1978 Legislative Session
The following year, 1978, the proposed legislation for
designation of the James River as wild and scenic became
:'administrative legislation."

The proposed legislation was
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specifically supported by the Governor, and the prestige of
his of office was put behind the bill.
On January 3, 1978, Governor Richard Kneip gave his
State of the State Message and supported the legislation
concerning the designation of the James River.

Kneip 's

speech contained several sections, all of which could
reasonably be related to the James River designation .
sections included:

These

Agricultural Policy, Environmental

Quality Policy, Water Development Policy, Oahe Unit Policy,
and Outdoor and Wildlife Policy.

That the recommendation for

the James River designation was included in the Oahe Unit
Policy section of the speech

reflects the importance of

the channelization issue to the proposed designation .

The

Governor was a supporter of the Oahe Project as a whole,
and his recommendation for the designation reflected his
concern for the Oahe Unit.

Kneip said, "I am opposed to

total channelization of the James River; yet, I feel this
nomination is compatible with any thoughts for the future of
the entire Oahe Unit."

(Senate Journal, 1978 , pp. 49-50.)

The legislation for designation of the James River was
introduced as Senate Bill 199 on January 11 , 1978.

Senate

Bill 199, after being introduced, was referred to the
Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources.
The Committee

~

Agriculture and Natural Resources heard

testimony on Senate Bill 199 from several individuals
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including the Secretary of the Game, Fish and Parks Department
and a representative of the Board of Natural Resource
Development.

Since the bill had become "administrative

legislation" a departmental employee could not speak against
the bill, but a member of a board could.

Following testimony,

the Committee gave Senate Bill 199 a DO PASS recommendation
with five yes votes and . four no votes.
On January 31, 1978; Senate Bill 199 was given a second
reading in the Senate and voted on.

The bill lost with

sixteen yes votes and nineteen no votes.

A senator made a

motion the next day to reconsider the vote by which Senate
Bill 199 was lost.

The motion to reconsider the vote passed

with nineteen yes and sixteen no votes.
The Senator then made a motion to amend Senate Bill 199
in order to shorten the designated river to those sections
of the river "lying between U.S. Highway 12 and U.S. Highway
212."

(Senate Journal, 1978, p. 672.}

This .motion would

have excluded designation of the river north of the highway
between Aberdeen and Groton, and significantly shortened the
area to be designated.

The motion to amend Senate Bill 199

was lost.
Senate Bill 199 was then voted on and was lost for lack
of affirmative majority vote.
19.

The vote was yes, 16; and no,
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Subsequent Actions to Nomination
Although the bill for designation of the Upper James
River failed,

the nomination efforts may have helped to

further preservation practi ces on the upper Jame s River.
Several people interviewed suggested the government agencies
involved in use of the James River paid more attention to
preservaiton preferences afte r the nomination.

A watershed

district in the upper James River area to furth er bank
stabilization, flood control and river preservation efforts
has also been proposed, although it has not yet been formed.

Analysis of Hyp·o thesized Impa cts on Actors
Introduction
Several actors, including one federal agency, two state
agencies, and five special interes t groups (SIGs) were
involved in the James River nomination.

Each of these actors

participated at different levels and with varying degrees of
success in the different steps of the nomination process.
The characteristics of each step affected how the actors
participated and how they fared in pursuing their goals.
Department of Game, Fish and Parks; and Wildlife, Fish,
Recreation and Preservation Special Interest Groups (SIGs)
The Department of Game, Fish and Parks (DGFP) and the
wildlife, fish, recreation and preservation SIGs were found
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to participate the most and fare best during the initial
nomination steps, as predicted.

The wildlife and fish SIGs,

recreation SIGs and preservation SIGs were all found to act
in a generally similar manne r toward the river nomination.
These groups also participated most heavily' in the public
hearing step, as hypothesized.

This perhaps occurred

because the DGFP was well prepared for the public hearings
and because the wildlife, fish, recreation and preservation
SIGs could look forward to benefits from a designation
without having to participate in the initial information
gathering work.

As hypothesized, the DGFP carried the

brunt of the load in gathering information for the
nomination, with public funds.
The DGFP did not fare well at the Board of Natural
Resources Development (BNRD) review step , as hypothesized.
The DGFP was required to obtain additional information which
increased their costs.

The BNRD also questioned the

judgement of the OGFP on issues related to the DGFP's
expertise, such as adequacy of the management plan,
acquisition costs of access sites and compatibility of
canoeists and landowners.

The DGFP was also faced with

conflicting petitions on designation support at this step.
The DGFP did not seem to participate heavily in this step,
since it did increase their costs.

The main reply to BNRD

questions came in a letter from the secretary of the DGFP
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to the legislators after the BNRD review step was completed.
The BNRD had a concern for water projects which could have
been hindered by the designation such as the Oahe Irrigation
Unit which increased decision making costs on the nomination
issue.

The DGFP avoided these higher decision costs, pre-

ferring to withhold participation for subsequent steps with
lower decision costs, such as the review by the Committee
on Agricultural and Natural Resources.
The DGFP fared well as predicted at the review step by
the Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resource s, receiving
a "do pass" recommendation in 1977 and 1978, although not by
a wide margin.

The Committee supposedly included members

sympathetic to natural resource issues and water development
issues, which would help decrease decision making costs for
the DGFP, in relation to the BNRD review step.

The DGFP had

a chance to present a greater amount of information to
people familiar with the technical aspects

i~volved

in the

designation, especially when compared to · the Legislature as
a whole.

The Committee's longer consideration time over the

designation issue helped the DGFP to present information not
readily comprehensible! such as wildlife counts, recreation
hours, fish kills, etc.
As predicted the DGFP did not fare well during the
legislative phase and the nomination lost in Senate votes in
1977 and 1978.

Legislators had little time to consider the
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designation issue, and the DGFP did not have the opportunity
to present extensive information to legislators .

Legislators

often based their decision on issues related to the
designation (the Oahe Irrigation Unit) .

Conflicts of

information (conflicting petitions) created uncer tainties
which would tend to cause legislators to vote against the
designation.

Legislators which quickly examined information

concerning the designation would tend to be able to more
readily comprehend data on water development projects than on
river preservation.

These factors tended to

decreas~

the

effectiveness of the DGFP in convincing legislators to
support the James River nomination.
Irrigation Special Interest Groups (SIGs)
The irrigation SIGs, as hypothesized, did .not fare well
during the initial nomination phase.

The nomination had

goals which could hinder irrigators' use of the river.

Little

input was sought from irrigators in preparing the management
plan during this initial phase, as it would have driven up
decision making costs for the nominating agency.
Irrigation SIGs did fare well at the public hearings
in a sense, as predicted.

These SIGs were primarily

responsible for presentation of conflicting information
concerning the effects of designation on irrigation and
flooding.

The format of the public hearings did not require

resolution of these conflicts, so uncertainties were
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detrimental to the James River designation , but may also
have been detrimental to the Oahe Irrigation Unit, a project
which would have helped the irrigators.
The irrigation SIGs fared well as hypothe sized at the
Board of Natural Resource Development (BNRD) review.

The

BNRD had views similar to those of irrigation SIGs, thereby
decreasing their decision making costs.

The BNRD assumed

there would be irrigation with the Oahe Irrigation Unit
(then authorized) and felt the designation management plan
should accomodate this irrigation.

The DGFP assumed the Oahe

Irrigation Unit, at least with channelization, would not be
possible with the James River designation and felt irrigation
should be accomodated to the river designation.
As hypothesized, irrigation SIGs fared well during the
legislative step, and the James River designation was stopped.
Irrigation SIGs could present supportive data which was
comprehendible in a short amount of time and showed pecuniary
benefits in the near future, both important in persuading
legislators.

These factors increased the irrigation SIGs'

effectiveness in the Legislature.
Flood Control Special Interest Groups (SIGs)
Support or opposition to the James River designation

by flood control SIGs depended upon their perception of
external effects of the designation as predicted.

The

Upper Crow Creek Watershed District opposed the designation
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because they thought it would hinder flood control

effo~ts.

The James River Flood Control Association supported the
designation, because they thought designation would prohibit
future excess irrigation flows and

prov~de

funds for

improving the river's stream flow through clearing of log
jams and snags.
The James River Flood Control Association was
surprisingly heavily involved in the initial nomination phase
and was a dominant force in getting local support for the
designation.

The DGFP conferred with the Association in

preparing the management plan, and the Association sponsored
a large petition in support of the designation.
Unlike wildlife, fish, recreation and preservation SIGs,
the supportive

flood control SIGs faced potential exclusion

costs; designation did not assure flood control benefits,
but early participation did help.
Both supportive and opposition flood control SIGs were
involved in the BNRD review as hypothesized.

Both groups

presented petitions, each with over 150 signatures, in
support of their respective views.

The BNRD had interests

and goals similar to those of the flood control

S~Gs,

the

BNRD was also familiar with the technical problems the flood
control SIGs faced.

These factors encouraged participation

by them.
Participation by flood control SIGs ·was not
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particularly evident in steps following the BNRD review as
was hypothesized.
Bank stabilization SIGs, as such, were not particularly
evident in the nomination process, although their participation had been hypothesized.

This may have been true

partly because most bank stabilization problems on the James
River are closely related to flooding problems.

Many of the

preferences of the bank stabilization SIGs may have been
represented by the flood control SIGs.
Department of Natural Resource Development
The Department of Natural Resource Development (DNRD)
had little input into the initial nomination steps and public
hearing, as hypothesized.

The nomination had goals which

may have conflicted with the preferences of the DNRD.
Therefore, little input was sought from the DNRD as it would
have raised decision making costs for the nominating agency.
The DNRD also had little direct participation in the public
hearing as hypothesized.

The DNRD may have wished to not

jeopardize their popular support by opposing the DGFP at the
public hearing, and the DNRD may also have chose to withhold
participation to a later step with lower relative decision
making costs, such as the Board of Natural Resources
Development (BNRD) review step.
The DNRD participated more in subsequent steps and fared
well with the BNRD review as hypothesized.

The BNRD took
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the goals of the DNRD more into consideration and requested
a management plan which allowed for more water development
projects.

The BNRD requested more information from the DGFP

concerning irrigation return flows and pumping plants along
the river.

The BNRD had similar goals to the DNRD and was

familiar with the DNRD's technical language, thereby
decreasing decision making costs and encouraging effective
participation by the DNRD.
The DNRD did participate in the Committee on Agriculture
and Natural Resources hearings, along with the DGFP, although
their particular participation had not been hypothesized.
The DNRD did not fare very well in this step, as the
nomination received a "do pass" reconunendation , although by
only a small margin.
The DNRD, as hypothesized, fared well with the legislative phase, as the nomination did not receive a majority
approval.

The DNRD could use its influence and experience

it had gained with the legislators in se'e king funding of
other projects to discourage approval of the designation.
The DNRD could also present information which was quickly
comprehendible and showed pecuniary benefits in the near
future.

These factors encouraged effective participation

in the legislative phase by the DNRD.
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Bureau of Reclamation
The Bureau of Reclamation was an important actor in the
James River nomination, which had not been hypothesized in
the analysis of the designation process.

The Bureau of

Reclamation was important in the James River nomination due
to its connection with the Oahe Irrigation Unit and its
subsequent effects on the James River.
The Bureau of Reclamation did not fare well in the
initial nomination phase.

The nomination was initiated

partly in response to possible channelization actions by the
Bureau.

Little input was received by the Bureau in the

initial nomination phase.
The Bureau did fare well at the public hearings, at
least in helping to stop the nomination.

Bureau officials

presented information which said decisions regarding
irrigation flows had not been made which introduced
uncertainties and caused polarizations of view points.

This

prevented compromises and decision makers tended to stay
with the status quo and not approve of the designation.
Although such uncertainties discouraged approval of the
designation, support of alternative Bureau of Reclamation
projects may also have been harmed.
The Bureau of Reclamation fared well with the Governor
review step.

In 1977, the Governor did not lend his support

to the designation; and in 1978 the Governor did support the
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project but also expressed his concern for the Oahe water
development projects.

In 1978, federal support of the Oahe

project began to fail.

The Governor may have lent support

to the Bureau of Reclamation projects in an effort to keep
federal water development funds within South Dakota.
The Bureau of Reclamation also fared well during the
legislative step.

Many of the people interviewed, commented

that the legislative vote on the James River designation
reflected support of the Bureau of Reclamation project rather
than disapproval of the designation.

Legislators, like the

Governor, did not wish to lose federal water development
funds which had taken many years to achieve.

The Bureau

probably used the same channels and contacts it had developed
over the years in gaining support for the Oahe Irrigation
Qnit, to help cause defeat of the James River

d~signation.

Participation by water development SIGs in the
designation process was not found to be

evid~nt,

such participation had been hypothesized.

although

Preferences of

various water development SIGs may have been represented by
the Bureau of Reclamation, making these SIGs' participation
unnecessary.

It is also possible water development SIGs

informal participation in the designation process was not
revealed by the case study.
Conclusions
The case analysis of the James River nomination was a
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partial testing of hypotheses derived fro m an analysis of
the structure of South Dakota's river designati on process.
Several hypotheses did not completely stand up in the case
of the James River nomination.

The wildlife, fish,

recreation and preservation special

int~res·t

groups were

found to all act in a similar fashion towards the nomination
(a refinement of the actors hypothesized to participate in a
nomination) .

Certain flood control SIGs were heavily

involved in the early nomination phases which had not been
predicted in the structure analysis.

Bank stabilization

SIGs, as such, were not particularily evident in the
designation process, although their participation had been
hypothesized.

The Department of Natural Resource Development

participated in the Committee on Agricultural and Natural
Resources review step somewhat more than was hypothesized.
There was heavy participation by the Bureau of Reclamation
and little evident participation by other water development
SIGs, although

on~y

been hypothesized.

water development SIGs participation had
Other than these refinements, the

hypotheses of the structure analysis were borne out by the
case study of the James River nomination.

These hypotheses

will be further tested by analyzing an alternative
designation process utilized by the state of Minnesota.
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CHAPTER SI X

MINNESOTA WILD, SCENIC AND RECREATIONAL
RIVERS SYSTEM CASE STUDY AND ANALYSIS

Introduction
The Minnesota Legislature passed the "Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act" in 1973 {Minnesota Statutes, Section 104.31 to
104.40).

The goal of the act is to preserve and protect

rivers and adjacent. lands with scenic, recreational ,
natural, historical, scientific and similar values.

Three

river designation classifications--wild, scenic and
recreational--provide varying degrees of protection.
The act provides for administrative designation by the
Commissioner of the Department of Natural. Resources after a
public hearing and review process.

The Minnesota Legislature

may also alter, delete or instigate a designation.
Protection is mainly provided by land use controls, primarily
zoning.

The state may also acquire land or easements from

willing sellers.

Rivers Nominated
Six sections of rivers have been designated as wild,
scenic or recreational in Minnesota.

The rivers were all
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administratively designated and no river designations have
been altered by the State Legislature.
The Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service
conducted a rivers inventory in both South Dakota and
Minnesota to determine those rivers which should be considered
for designation.

The inventories considered river length,

water resource and cultural development, agricultural
activity, miscellaneous river intrusions, citizen and expert
input and helicopter observation flights of the rivers.

In

South Dakota, 2,473 miles of rivers were found to be
potential candidates for preservationi and 1,534.5 miles of
river were identified in Minnesota.

Despite this, Minnesota

has granted protection to 438 miles of river s and South Dakota
to none.

(Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service, pp.

24-27 and 50-60i and Tollefson, pp. 1-5.)
The Kettle River was the first .river to be designated in
Minnesota.

The Commissioner designated fifty-two miles of

the. Kettle River in Pine County on July 18, · 1975.
Subsequently, the · Pine County Board of Commissioners did not
adopt ordinances supporting the management plan of the
designated river.

The Commissioner adopted the ordinances

for the county eighteen months after the designation.
Litigation ensued, and the Commissioner received a favorable
ruling from the Minnesota Supreme Court on May 11 1 1979.
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A fifty-two mile sec tion of the Mississippi River was
designated on June 25, 1976.

All affected counties, except

Sherburne, adopted zoning ordinances required by the
designation.
A section of the North Fork Crow River, in Meeker County,
was designated on August 20, 1976.
is forty-one miles long.

The designated portion

The required zoning ordinances

were adopted by Meeker County.
A ninety-five mile section of the Minnes ota River was
designated in June, 1977.
A 145 mile section of the Rum River was designated on
March 20, 1978.
The Cannon River, designa ted on November 16, 1979, is
the last river to be designated in Minnesota's Wild, Scenic
and Recreational River System.

Although some local opposi-

tion to the designation was expressed, the hearing
examiner's report recommended designationi . and the
Conunissioner chose to grant the designation.

Study Rivers
Several sections of rivers also have been or are being
actively considered for designation.

Preliminary data has

been collected on a second section of the North Fork Crow
River and on sections of the Snake and Crow Wing Rivers.
Action on several river sections have been postponed
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due to local opposition to designation into the state wild
and scenic river system.

Preliminary data had been assembled

for the St. Louis, Cloquet, and "lower" Minnesota Rivers.
Information meetings had been held on the Cloquet and
Minnesota Rivers and public hearings had been held on the
Cloquet River.

In May, 1979, the Commissioner placed a

one-year moratorium on any river designations.

The moratorium

was to allow local governments time to prepare alternative
plans to protect the river.

River Classifications
Introduction
Three classifications are provided for in Minnesota's
river preservation system: wild, scenic and recreational.
The state statutes define the basic criteria for the
classifications and the Department of Natural Resources
Ru~es

and Regulations further define these ·criteria.
Minnesota Statutes Section 104.33 says the whole or

any segment of a river may be included in the system if it
has outstanding scenic, recreational, natural, historical,
scientific or similar vlaues.

A "river" is defined as a

"flowing body of water such as a stream or a segment thereof,
and may include lakes through which the river or stream
flows."
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Wild River Classification
River sections designated as wi l d have the severest
restrictions.

Wild river sections should be free flowing

without significant alterations to the river
excellent water quality.

The designated

a~ea

and should have
should be free

of evidence of man's intrusion such as h abitations, roads
and railroads.

(Minnesota STatutes Sect ion 104.33(a) and

Minnesota Department of Natural Resourc e s, NR 78(f) .)

(See

Table 6.1 for further management criteria.)
Scenic River Classification
Sections of rivers designated as scenic should also be
free flowing without significant alterations to ·the river;
such as impoundments, diversions or dams.

Scenic rivers

should have adjacent lands with an overall natural character,
but there may be evidence of man's intrusion.
area may have some agricultural,

res~dential

The designated
or land use

development; and may have short stretches of conspicuous
roads or railroads.

(Minnesota Statutes, Section 104.33(b);

and Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, NR 78(f) .)
(See Chart 6.1 for further management criteria.)
Recreational River Classification
The recreational river classification is the least
restrictive of the three possible classifications.

The river

may have undergone some impoundments or diversions and the
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Table 6.1.

Management of Wild, Scenic or Recreational River
Designations in Minnesota.

Management Area

Type of Designat ion
Scenic

Recreational

roads

not paralleled by
conspicuous roads
or railroads,
short wellscreened stretches
allowed

occasional
road or
railroad
bridges,
short
conspicuous
roads,
longer
well-screened
roads

roads may be
developed

·access

public trailtype access
only

public access
with boat
facilities

public access
with boat
facilities

agricultural
practices

permitted

permitted

permitted

river
modification

without
significant
modifications,
may have low
dams

without
significant
modifications,
may have low .

some
impoundments
or diversion
allowed

water
quality

excellent,
approaches
natural
condition

not specified

not specified

minimum
flow

not specified

not

not specified .

public use
areas

no public or
private campgrounds, government open space
recreation area
following management plan
allowed

government
campgro\lnds,
private campgrounds with
a permit

•tructures

specific zoning prov~s~ons for lot size, width
setback structure height, and sanitary
facilities (see text)

shoreline
development

Source:

free of
habitation
and man's
influence

dams

specifi~d

overall natural
character, may
have developed
agricultural,
residential or
other land use

government
campgrounds,
private
. campgrounds
with a
permit

may be
considerably
developed,
full range of
agricultural
or other land
use

Minnesota Statutes, Section 1 .0 4.33: and Minnesota Department
of Natural Resources Rules and Regulations, Chapter Six,
NR 78(f) and NR 79.
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adjacent lands may be considerably developed.

A full range

of agricultural and land uses are allowed and the river may
be readily accessible by roads.

Recreational rivers,

although developed, may be managed to further the purposes
of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.

(Minnesota Statutes,

Section 104.33(c); and Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources, NR 78(f) .)

(See Table 6.1 for further management

criteria.)

Use Provisisons
Introduction
Use of the designated river area is primarily regulated
through zoning.

Basic regulation provisions are provided in

the Department of Natural Resources Rules and Regulations,
and are further defined in the management plan developed for
each designated river.
Land Use Provisions
Several land uses are specifically permitted on all three
river classifications.

These uses include public trail-type

accesses and open space recreational uses which follow
management plan specifications; government approved signs,
and signs not visible from the river; government resource
management areas, agricultural uses, single-family
residential uses, forestry uses, essential services, sewage
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disposal systems, private roads and minor public streets.
Several uses are conditional on all three river
classifications; these uses must follow the management plan
and may also need a permit.

Included are private open space

recreational uses, underground mining,

uti~ity

transmission

powerlines and pipelines, and public roads.
Government and private campgrounds, and public accesses
with boat facilities are not allowed on wild river sections,
but are conditional or permitted on scenic and recreational
sections.

Temporary docks are conditional on wild or scenic

sections and permitted on recreational sections.
Department of Natural Resources, NR 79(b).)
for further listing of

(Minnesota

(See Table 6.1

management criteria.)

Zoning Dimension Provisions
Specific deminsions for each classification provide for
lot size; and structure density, setback, placement and
height.

(Minnesota Department of Nautral Resources, NR

79(c) .)
Specific provisions are also given for the regulation
of various development activities.

Specific regulations

are provided for: sanitary facilities, subdivisions,
vegetative cutting, grading and filling, and flood control
structures.

Regulations are provided for and permits

required of utility crossings, public roads and river
crossings.

(Minnesota Department of Natural Resources,
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NR 79(c- j).)

Public Use Provisions
Guidelines are given for the public use of designated
river areas as well as their private use.

The purpose of

these guidelines is to protect landowner rights, prohibit
trespassing, prevent littering and maintain the essential
quality of the designated rivers.
Public use is limited to the public waters and to
designated publicly owned land.

Restrictions and fines are

also placed on littering, discharge of firearms

(except for

hunting) , overnight camping or fires except in designated
areas and trespassing on private lands.

In addition, the ·

Commissioner may zone water surfaces to reduce conflict
among users, or between users and nearby residents.
Comparison of Minnesota and South Dakota Criteria
Minnesota and South Dakota have the same basic three
classifications of river designations; wild, scenic and
recreational.

Both states have similar requirements for the

river segments to be included in each section.

The

definition of a "river" is much more broad under the
Minnesota statutes.
Minnesota provisions are, in general, more specific and
definitive about the allowable uses of the designated river
areas.

Minnesota regulations also address several areas
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which South Dakota regulations do not.
South Dakota tends to have more restrictive criteria, in
relation to Minnesota, regarding agricultural practices,
minimum flows, and shoreline development.

Minnesota tends

to have more restrictive criteria, in relation to South
Dakota, regarding water quality on designated wild rivers,
and on public use areas.
Minnesota has more definitive criteria than South Dakota
in the regulation

of structures.

Minnesota provides

specific figures relating to lot size, lot width, lot
setback, structure height, and sanitary facilities.
Minnesota also requires permits for river . crossings by
public roads and railroads.
Minnesota regulations address -several river uses· which
South Dakota provisions do not.

Minnesota provides specific

regulations for vegetative cutting, grading and filling, and
utility crossings.

Minnesota regulations also address the

prGblems of public use of the
areas.

designate~

land and water

Regulations and fines are specifically provided for

littering, firearms, overnight camping and fires, and
trespassing.
Minnesota regulations are more definitive and explicit
than South Dakota statutes.

Minnesota provisions are more

directed at regulating industrial and urban development
and the public use of designated river areas than South
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Dakota's.

South Dakota statutes seem more aimed at regulating

the adjacent agricultural uses of designated river areas.
Part of this difference may be due to the larger urban
population in Minnesota.
Summary
The criteria for eligibility of a river · for classification are similar in Minnesota and South Dakota.

River

protection in South Dakota is primarily directed toward
agricultural practices which harm the river.

Minnesota river

protection is directed toward development of the river area,
especially for urban purposes.

Minnesota regulations also

will often give minimum specific measurements, where South
Dakota regulations will only describe the desired goals of
the regulation.

Nomination Process
Introduction
The Minnesota Wild and Scenic Rivers Act provides for
administrative designation as the primary method of river
designation.

The Commissioner of the Minnesota Department

of Natural Resources has the power to designate a river as
wild, scenic or recreational after public hearings and
several review steps have been completed.

Upon designation,

local governments are required to adopt rules or ordinances
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supporting the river's management plan.

The Minnesota

Legislature reserves the right to alter a de signation at any
time.

(See Figure 6.1 for a flow chart depi cting the

nomination process.)
Commissioner of Natural Resources
The Commissioner of Natural Resources, with the help of
the Department of Natural Resources, is responsible for
conducting studies for river designations, developing.
management plans, designation of rivers and management and
administration of such rivers.
The Commissioner of Natural Resources is appointed by
the Governor.

The Commissioner is the head of the Depart~ent

of Natural Resources and has control of all public lands,
parks, timber, waters, minerals and wild animals of the
state of Minnesota.
Management Plan
The Commissioner must prepare a mapagement plan for any
river which is being considered for designation.
of the management plan shall include:

The contents

a.) proposed

classification of river and segments, b.) boundaries, c.)
methods for preserving the river, d.) proposed regulations
for local land use controls and water surface use of the
designated river, e.) proposed plan for recreation management,
and f.) proposed plan for administration of designated river.
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Figure 6.1.

Minnesota's River Designation System Flow Chart.

Comm1ss1oner of Natural Resources 1n1t1ates
preparation of a management plan

I

Data collect1on and management plan
preparation by Department of
Natural Resources
opt1ona1--"local citl.zens
advisory council~ is
formed to give advice on
management plan

~

CommissJ.oner makes managemez:t p~an
available to local agencJ.e.s ·

I

..

optional--Commissioner and
Department of Natural
Resources hold informationa! meetings on the
propo.s ed river designation

:

(within 60 days)

~

publ1c hearings held by Comml.ssioner of
Natural Resources, state h·e aring examiner oversees public hearing and makes out
. .
a review report
(immediately)
State Hear1ng Examl.ner•s report
forwarded to s.t a te planning
agency
(within 60 days}
State Plannl.ng Agency rev1ews report and forwards to Governor
I

(continued)
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(continued)
(within 15 days)
reviews report
I
forwa rds to Commissioner
l andGovernor

I

Comm~ss~oner

makes

I

decJ.des not
to designate . river

CommJ.ss~oner

I

des~gnat~on dec~sl.on

I

.I

~

may request
zoning resolutions by local governmental bodies

· co~ssJ.oner

I

Local governmental bodJ.es
do not adopt ordinances
to comply with the
management I?lan

I

Commissioner adopts
ordinances for local
governmental bodies

I

Minnesota Legislat.u re may
delete or alter classifications or designated
rivers at any time

I

decJ.des to~
designate river
I
Commissioner J.nfor.ms loca~
governmental bodies of
river designation and
management plan

Co~ssJ.oner

Minnesota LegJ.slature may
designate additional
rivers within the system
at any time

inter~

J

:•
1--

<with~

6 months)

Local governmental bodJ.es
adopt ordinance s to comply
with the management plan

CoiilrtUssioner has approva~.
power ove~ certain local
land use· decisions
Minnesota Legislature may
delete or alter classifications of designated
rivers at any time
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The boundaries may not exceed 320 acres on both sides
of the river.

Methods f or river preservation include local

zoning ordinances, scenic eas ements or fee t i tle purchases,
and fee ownership or use eas ements for public use areas.
The management plan should not place unre asonable restrictions
upon compatible, pre-existing e c onomic us es o f particular
tracts of lands.

(Minnesota Stat u tes , Section 104.35, and

Minnesota Department of Natural Reso urces, NR 78(g) .)
Local Involvement
The Commissioner shall make t he completed management
plan available to affected local gov ernment bodies, shoreland
owners, conservation and outdoor recreat ion groups and the
general public.

(Minnesota Statutes, Section 104.35.)

The Commissioner has also found it useful to receive
local input prior to the completion of the management plan.
A "local citizen's advisory council •i is often formed to
assist in drafting each management plan.

The Department

also conducts numerous "informational meetings" with local
groups, agencies, individuals and landowners.

These seminar

or workshop-type informational meetings are useful in
educating the local public about a designation and for
finding out the desires of the local public.
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Public Hearings
The Commissioner is required to hold a public hearing
on a proposed river designation within sixty days of when
the management plan has been presented to local entities.
public hearing is

h~ld

A

in the county seat pf each county

which contains a portion of the proposed designated area.
The public hearing is conduc ted according to state
regulations.

(Minnesota Statutes, Section 104.35.)

State Hearing Examiner
The public hearing is reviewed by a hearing examiner
which is appointed by the chief hearing examiner.

The

appointed examiner shall have expertise in the subject area
to be dealt with.

The hearing examiner shall advise _the

Commissioner of a proper location and time for the hearing
so that all affected interests may participate, ensure
proper notice is given of the hearing, see that the hearings
are conducted in a fair and proper manner, ·and make a report
on the hearing.

·The report shall present the hearing

examiner's findings of fact 1 conclusions and recommendations.
The hearing examiner completes a hearing examiner's report
and forwards it to the Commissioner within thirty days of
the close of the hearing.

(Minnesota Statutesr Section

15.0412 Subd. 4, and Section 15.052 Subd. 1 and Subd. 3.)
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State Planning Agency
The Commissioner forwards the proposed management plan
to the state planning agency, upon receiving the hearing
examiner's report.
The state planning agency shall review the management
plan to determine:

a.) that the proposed river designation

will be properly administered as authorized by statute, and
b . ) recognize values and resources within the proposed river
designation area that are under the responsibility of
another managing agency to protect or develop and provide
for their protection or development through appropriate
designation or through a cooperative agreement.

The state

planning agency shall consult with other state agencies in
its review.

(Minnesota

Stat~tes,

Section 86A.09 Subd. 3.)

The state planning agency must complete a review within
thirty days of receiving the proposed management plan.

If

the agency fails to complete the review, it is deemed
completed and then forwarded to the Governor.
Governor
The Governor has fifteen days to complete a review of
the proposed management plan after its receipt.

It is then

forwarded back to the Commissioner.
The Commissioner is not required to follow the review
comments of the Governor.

However, the Commissioner is

appointed by the Governor, and the Governor may also fire
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the Commissioner.

Realistically, the Commissioner will be

very aware of the Governor and State Planning Bureau
comments since he must work with these entities much of the
time.
Designation Decision
The Commissioner must make a decision on the proposed
river designation within sixty days after first receiving
the hearing examiner's report.

If the Commissioner chooses

to designate the proposed sections of the river, he shall
adopt a management plan to govern the area.

The Commissioner

shall then notify public agencies and private landowners
on the management plan and encourage the adoption· of rules
to promote the management plan.
Local Land Use Ordinances
The local governments have six months to adopt rules
complying with the management plan .after a river is designated
Local ordinances and land use district maps must comply with
the standards and criteria of the management plan.

The

Commissioner shall assist the local bodies in adopting
such rules.
If the local government fails to adopt necessary rules,
the Commissioner may adopt such rules for the county.

The

Commissioner must follow legislated procedure in adopting
such rules for the county.

(Minnesota Statutes, Section
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..
104.36.)
The Commissioner also has approval power over certain
local land use decisions which would affect the use of the
designated area and would violate the management plan.
the Commissioner notifies the local

autho~ity

If

of non-approval

of the land use decision, a hearing may be demanded.

A

hearing must then be held and the Commissioner must certify
or deny his approval of the proposed action within thirty
days of the hearing; based on findings of fact in the hearing
record.

(Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, NR

(b) • )

Legislature
The Minnesota Legislature may, at any time, change the
actions of the Commissioner regarding river designations.
The Legislature may designate additional rivers or sections
of rivers, delete rivers previously included, or change the
classification of a river previously classified by the
Commissioner.

(Minnesota Statutes, Section 104.35 Subd. 4.)

Changes to Process Subsequently Considered
Several changes in Minnesota's designation process
have been considered by the Minnesota Legislature.

The

Senate has considered but rejected bills granting designation
power to several groups including: the Environmental Quality
Board, two separate legislative committees, involved County
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Boards, and the Legislature.

An amendment giving the

Legislature sole power to designate a river was rejected by
the Senate on a twenty nine to twenty eight vote in 1979.
The "Willet Bill" was the most successful attempt at
altering Minnesota's designation process . . The Willet Bill
was approved by the Senate on a 49 to 11 vote in 1979; but
did not reach the House for approval in time for its
consideration.

The Willet Bill would have allowed approval

of a Commissioner's designation by an "Executive Council"
within sixty days of the designation.

The Executive Council

consisted of the Governor, Lieutenant Gqvernor, Attorney
General, Secretary of State, Auditor and · Tre asurer.

In

addition, the bill would have required public informational
meetings, provided funds for ·loca l governments required to
adopt new zoning regulations, and restricted the state to
acquiring not more than 10% of private lands in any river
corridor.

Dissatisfactions over the existing process

expressed during legislative debate included: the designation
outcome seems prearranged despite public hearings, people
feel overpowered by state agencies, and designations should
be by elected officials rather than designated government
employees.
P. 2B.)

("Senate Votes To Change Scenic River Designator,"
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Summary of Designation Process
The Minnesota Wild and Scenic Rivers Act provides for
river protection by administrative designation of sections of
rivers.

This designation can occur only after several

review steps, allowing for broad input, haye been completed.
Local citizens have an opportunity for input at the public
hearings.

An independent, State Hearing Examiner reviews

the hearings to assess this input.

Often, local input is also

obtained through the use of local citizen's advisory councils
and informational meetings.

The State Planning Bureau

reviews the designation and can consider the designation's
impacts on other state projects .

Input from the executive

branch of state government is allowed when the Governor
reviews the proposed designation.

A time frame is set up for

each step in the process after the Commissioner initiates
the Public Hearing.
After a river or river section has been designated, the
local governments must modify their ordinances to meet the
minimum standards

o~

the management plan.

If local

governments do not modify ordinances within a specified time
period the Commissioner has the power to do so.

The

Commissioner also has approval power over certain subsequent
land use decisions which might affect the river designation.
The State Legislature provides an overriding check on
the whole designation process.

The Legislature may, at any
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time, alter a designation.

Comparison of Minnesota and South Dakota Systems
Introduction
Minnesota and South Dakota have contrasting processes
for designation of wild, scenic or recreational rivers.
Four dominant contrasts between Minnesota and South Dakota
are:

a.) administrative vs. legislative designation, b.)

specific time frame vs. open-ended time frame, c.) public
hearings reviewed by an independent examiner vs. public
hearings reviewed by designating agency, and d.)
adoption of ordinances vs. state enforcement of

local
designat~on

guidelines.
Administrative vs. Legislative Designation
Minnesota utilizes an

administr~tive

designation process

whereby an appointed agency official, the . Commissioner of
the Department of Natural Resources, makes the designation
choice.

South Dakota utilizes the legislative designation

approach, whereby the State Legislature must approve of the
designation before the river is provided such protection.
Both states include steps which allow input from the local
public, from separate state agencies and from the state
executive branch.
Under Minnesota's administrative designation system the
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Commissioner, a single appointed of ' cial , makes the
designation decision.

This system contrast s with South

Dakota's where approval is needed by two legislative
chambers and by the Governor.

Under South Dakota's system

there are more opportuni ties to block a des ignation .
Decision costs are much higher under South Dakota 's system.
There is a higher cost in gaining approval of designation
by three different entities than just one.

Thi s is especially

true when two of the three groups include a large number of
individuals with widely divergent viewpo ints.

Decision

costs are higher under South .Dakota's legislative designation
system than under Minnesota' s administrative desi gnation
system.
Different types of information will probably be
considered under Minnesota's designation system , in relation
to South Dakota's.

Minnesota's Commissioner of Natural

Resources makes the designation decision and has also been
involved with the designation procedure for the particular
river under consideration.

The Commissioner is also trained

in the field of natural resources and should have knowledge
of the requirements and effects of the designation.

More

consideration of designation needs may result with designation

by the Commissioner.
In contrast, groups with a large number of members must
reach a majority affirmative vote to approve a designation
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in South Dakota.

Most l egislators have littl e knowledge of

the particular designation, and have litt le time to become
familiar with the literature about the de signation.
Legislators will tend to look at the designation from a
viewpoint reflecting their particular prefe rences.

Particular

legislators will have specific reasons for supporting or
opposing a designation and may no t cons ide r the entire
benefits and costs of a designation.

More preferences may

be considered with legislative d esig na tion , although they
cannot

e~sily

be studied as in- d epth a s wi th an administrative

designation.
Although Minnesota's administrative designation system
may yield lower decision making costs and may yield more
in-depth nomination information, the reverse side of the
coin is that Minnesota's administrative - designation process
will have higher political externality costs than South
Dakota's legislative designation process . .. The designation
decision is made by one appointed official in Minnesota.

At

least a majority of 105 legislators and also the Governor
must support the designation in South Dakota.

South Dakota's

process gives each citizen much greater representation and
also less of a chance of bearing the negative externalities
of a designation.

Minnesota's designation decision is made

by a single individual, the Commissioner, and the citizens
receive a smaller degree of representation than in South
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..
Dakota.

The Minnesota system will tend to have higher poli-

tical externality costs; and each citizen will have more of
a chance of being forced to bear negative externalities
under the administrative designation system , other things
being equal.
The political externali ty costs are reduced by an
important factor in Minnesota.

The Legislature may alter a

designation at any time, thereby giving the citizens a
greater degree of representation over the ultimate designation
decision.

The Commissioner is aware of this legislative

power and that he can also lose his job much easier than an
elected official.

The Commissioner will .seldom disregard

public sentiments, due to the risk of losing his job and also
the loss of public support (and power) for his agency, the
Department of Natural Resources.

Minnesota's administrative

designation system will tend to have higher political
externality costs, but this is tempered by the overriding
legislative check, the risk of job

los~

and the risk of

losing public support for his agency.
Time Limits vs. Open Ended Time Frame
The Minnesota designation process is set within a time
frame whereas the South Dakota process places no time limits
on the completion of each step.

Minnesota's designation

process will have lower decision costs, but this may be
offset by increased preparation costs.

Minnesota's process
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will move the proposed designation onto the next step after
a certain time period and assume the prior step has made a
favorable decision toward the designation.

The nomination

moves relatively quickly from step to step and there is little
time to collect additional data.

This will decrease decision

costs as each reviewing body cannot demand additional new
information, but the final decision may also be made on a
smaller amount of information.

However, since there is

limited time to furnish additonal information upon a reviewing
agency's request, the Department of Natural Resources may
prepare excess information to meet all expected requests of
information.

Infomation in excess of what the reviewing

agencies need to make a decision might be prepared.

South

Dakota's process does not specify any definite time limits.
Additional information, such as a

lando~ner

survey, was

prepared between steps in the James River nomination.

South

Dakota's system does increase the uncertainty in the decision
process.

The nominating agency must calculate each step's

time length so as to introduce the nomination so it will
reach the Legislature at an opportune time.

Minnesota's

more definitive process decreases decision costs, but may
/

increase preparation costs.

South Dakota's less definitive

process allows for collection of additional data, but may
increase decision costs and uncertainties.
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Public Hearings With Examiner Review vs. Publi c Hearings With
Nominating Agency Reviews
Both Minnesota and South Dakota have similar public
hearing steps except Minneso ta's is reviewed and conducted
by an independent examiner and South Dakota's is reviewed
and conducted by the nominating agency.

Minnesota 's system

has a small increase in costs since an examiner must be paid
to review the hearing.

However, Minneosta's system does

utilize an independent source to assess the situation at a
step where many conflicting viewpoints are repre sented.

If

the hearing examiner's analys is is accepted in subsequent
steps more readily than the nominating agency's analysis
would be, decision costs might be lowered.

A common criticism

of public hearings, both in South Dakota and Minnesota, is
that the result seems predetermined.

Review by an independent

examiner will tend to lessen this criticism and may result
in increased participation in the public hearing process.
The independent examiner review is probably most important
in reducing decis'ion costs in that it provides information
more readily accepted by opposing viewpoints and thereby
decreases duplication in information collection.
Required Local Adoption Of Ordinances vs. State Control
The Minnesota system requires existing local governments
to adopt ordinances supporting a designated river's
management plan.

South Dakota's system utilizes state
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enforcement of the adopted management plan.

Under the

Minnesota system, there is a high initial cost.

Many

governmental entities are involved in the use of a river and
all must modify their ordinance s to comply with the
management plan.

Once the initial modifications have been

made, there will be only a small increase in costs as the
enforcement structure is already in place.

South Dakota's

system has smaller initial costs but may have larger
enforcement costs.

South Dakota's system allows for state

enforcement of the management plan and does not require local
ordinance changes.

Subsequent state enforcement might be

expensive as the management agency will have to deal with
many different local governments, and a new structure may be
required to cope with these problems.

Minnesota's system

has higher start-up costs and lower enforcement costs; South
Dakota's system has lower start-up costs but higher
enforcement costs.

Analysis Of Impacts Of Minnesota's Designation Structure
Introduction
The structure of Minnesota's designation system has
several impacts on actors in the designation process.

These

actors differ somewhat from South Dakota's due to differing
circumstances.

The actors include the Department of

Natural Resources (DNR) and several special interest
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groups (SIGs).

How these actors participate in the process

is affected by characteristi cs of the designation structure.
Department of Natural Resour ces (DNR)
Most of the nomination and designation functions are
carried out by the Department of Natural

R~sources,

Minnesota's

natural resource agency involved with wildlife, fish and
recreation concerns.

This helps to reaffirm the hypotheses

that the SD Department of Game, Fish and Parks is the most
appropriate and likely agency to be involvrd with river
designations in South Dakota, as it is South Dakota's natural
resource agency involved with wildlife, tish and recreation
concerns.
The dominant effect of Minnesota's designation structure,
in relation to South Dakota's, is that the nominating agency
is much more aggressive in pursuing river nominations.

The

DNR has designated six rivers for protection, in comparison
to no rivers with state protection in South Dakota.
Decision costs are lowered for the DNR for several
reasons.

A single body carries out the initial study,

prepares the
decision.

man~gement

plan and make the designation

Communication costs are lowered and there are

fewer diverse preferences to deal with.

Since there is a

set time-frame for the decision making process, there are
fewer uncertainties to be faced by the DNR.
There are fewer "roadblocks" to designation under
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Minnesota's system which also decreases uncerta inties.
South Dakota river designations face substantial roadblocks
in reviews by the Board of Natural Resource Development and
the Agriculture and Natura l Resources Committee and must also
receive legislative approval which allows many more
opportunities to halt a designation.
Expected costs .are lower for the DNR, since local
governments must adapt their structure to the management plan
and bear the costs of enforcement of the · management plan.
These factors encourage participation by the DNR and
have resulted in more rivers being designated for protection
in Minnesota than in South Dakota.

If some of these factors

were institute~ in the South Dakota designation system,
greater participation by the nominating agency and more
designations might also be encouraged.
Local Government Special Interest Groups (SIGs)
Another significant impact of Minnesota's designation
structure is the opposition of local government SIGs toward
state designations.

This opposition is directed not towards

preservation and protection of the natural river environment,
but towards state control of the means of this protection.
Local government SIGs were not previously hypothesized
as an important actor in the designation process, although
they are involved in Minnesota's designation process.
reason local government SIGs participation may be more

One
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evident in Minnesota is because of the increased costs to
them from a des-ignation in relation to South Dakota .
The main opposition to designations on the local level
is from county boards.

A loss of local control is the main

fear of local government SIGs.

(Swenson.)

Supporters of

the "Willet Bill" which would have altered the designation
process, said landowners and local county governments were
best suited to preserving river banks.

("Sceni c River Act

Opponents Testify," p. 4B.)
In May, 1979, Commiss ioner Alexander of the DNR announced
a one-year moratorium on designation to allow local governments an opportunity to draft alternative plans for river
protection.

The Commissioner also delayed desi gnation of a

lower Mississippi River segment at this time, and the segment
has not as yet been designated.

("DNR ,Commissioner Postpones

Decision On Minnesota River," p. 6B.)

In October, 1979 the

Commissioner decided not to designate a section of the
Cloquet River, despite a DNR staff recommendation of
designation.

The Commissioner decided against designation

" •.. because the local governments appear willing to share in
(the river's protection) •.. " and " •.. the opportunity is
available to ask, rather than tell the (local) counties to
adopt zoning ordinances."

("Scenic Status Urged For Cannon,"

p. lA.)

Local governments are involved in the initial nomination
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steps through "advisory councils" formed by the DNR.

These

advisory councils hav e i nput into a river's management plan,
but the DNR has final say over the plan.

The local

governments also formall y express input at the p ub l ic
hearings.
However, there will be several local government entities
at the public hearing who a re involved in the control of
the river resource.

Each local government wi ll be one voice

among many, and many diffe rent desires or prob l ems may be
expressed.

The variety o f goals and the number of entities

make local goverment effor ts to

organiz~

to oppose or modify

the management plan difficu lt.
During Minnesota's Senate deba te o n the "Willet Bill,"
critics of Minnesota's present sys tem sai d p eople feel
overpowered by state agencies and outcome s seem prearranged
even though public hearings a r e h eld .

( "Senate Votes to

Change Scenic River Designat o r ," p . 2B . ) . This observation
helps to reaffirm the previous hy p o t hesis that public
hearings tend to be a poor t ool f or r eso l ving conflicts over
the use of water resources.
These factors tend to raise decision making costs for
local governments and discourage their participation in the
decision processes.

This observation reaffirms the

previously hypothesized difficulty of involving groups in
the initial nominating phases which tend to raise decision
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making costs for the nominating group.
Minnesota local governments face greater external costs
from a designation than do South Dakota governme nts.

Local

governments must adapt their local ordinances to the
designated river's management plan, and bear much of the
costs of enforcing the management plan.

For example, Pine

County refused to adopt ordinances supporting the Kettle River
designation.

Subsequently the Commissioner adopted the

ordinances of the county, and was supported by the Minnesota
Supreme Court in a decision on resulting litigation.
Local government SIGs have attempted to modify Minnesota's
structure to decrease their decision costs and external costs.
Greater control over the designation process or designation

by a coalition of local governments has

been proposed.

This

would decrease local governments' uncertainties over having
their desires implemented in the management plan.
has also been proposed to assist local

g~vernments

local ordinances to the management plan.

State aid
in adapting

This would decrease

costs placed on local _ governments by a river designation.
These factors would tend to encourage participation by local
governments in the designation process and decrease costs to
them.
The Minnesota case analysis points to the possible
importance of local government SIGs in the river designation
process.

If South Dakota were to adopt certain designation
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procedures similar to those of Minnesota, it would possibly
affect its local governme nt SIGs in a similar way.

For

example, if South Dakota required local governments to adopt
ordinances supporting the management plan, it is likely
South Dakota local government SIGs would increase their
resistance to designations, as have Minnesota local government SIGs.
Recreation Special Interest Groups (SIGs)
Minnesota recreation SIGs differ from South Dakota's in
their attitudes toward river designations due to varying
circumstances.

Minnesota has a much larger urban population

than South Dakota, and some Minnesota rivers near
centers face very intense recreational use.

popula~ion

These sections

of rivers may be managed to restrict recreational uses to
protect the river's natural environment.

If certain uses,

such as motorboating, face restrictions, these users may not
favor a designation since they will be excluded from using
the river resou+ce.
Zoning restricting boating activity has been considered
for the St. Croix River, part of the National Wild and Scenic
River System.

The DNR also has experimented with zoning

of lake surfaces to prevent overcrowding and resolve
conflicts among motorboaters, water skiers, canoeists,
swimmers and fishermen.

("Flood Of Boats Prompts Idea To

Zone St. Croix Surface," p. lB.)
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Minnesota statutes, unlike South Dakota statutes,
specifically provides for zoning of water surface s of
designated rivers to reduce conflicts among users or between
users and nearby residents .

(Minnesota Department of

Natural Resources, NR 80 (c).)

South Dakota doe s not

generally have intense enough recreational use of rivers to
threaten their natural environment, and does not have to
face such management decisions.
South Dakota's population does not general ly provide
sufficient recreation of rivers to threaten their environmental integrity, as does Minnesota's large urban population.
If South Dakota's population were to increase, a change in
management restrictions of designated rivers might be
required to protect their environmental qualities.

·However,

such a population change is not a hypothesis of this _study.
Irrigation, Flood Control and Bank Stabilization Special
Interest Groups (SIGs)
Agriculturally oriented SIGs face different circumstances
in Minnesota and South Dakota.

Minnesota farmers are not as

concerned with water rights for irrigation and problems with
flood control.

(Swenson.)

These factors may decrease these

SIG's opposition to river designations since their preferences
do not conflict with designation goals.
Minnesota farmers also face less stringent restrictions
and

more well defined restrictions from a . river designation
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than do South Dakota farmers.

These factors may also be part

of the reason for these SIG's more favorable attitude toward
river designations.
Minnesota farmers may also anticipate external benefits
from a river designation.

For instance, federa l funds were

made available to farmers along the Rum River for control of
feedlot runoff.

State designation of the Rum River helped

to obtain these funds.

(Tietz, p. 92.)

Climatic or geographic changes affecting South Dakota
farmers are not possible

(e.g. provision of gre ater

quantities of surface wate r through increased rainfall or
more rivers).

However, structural

chang~s

discus sed in

Minnesota's designation system might tend to have similar
effects on South Dakota farmers if instituted in South
Dakota's designation structure.
Although agriculturally oriented SIGs may tend to
support a river designation in Minnesota, members of this
groups will also often be members of

l~ndowner

SIGs which often

have different attitudes toward river designations.
Shoreline Development and Riverfront Landowners Special
Interest Groups (SIGs)
Minnesota's designations have more of an impact on
riverfront landowners and shoreline development SIGs than
would South Dakota's.

Minnesota rivers face greater pressure

for shoreline development due to their

greater urban population.
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Restrictions on deve lopment are clearly specifi ed, which
decreases uncertainties for developers.

Such restrictions

will also coordinate development along a river, possibly
providing external bene fits for each developer.

These SIGs

attitudes toward river development will depend upon specific
circumstances and the developer' s perception of the external
costs and benefits of the designation to him.

However,

pressure for shoreline development similar to that experienced

in Minnesota is not likely in South Dakota, and is not a
hypothesis of this study.
Landowner opposition results partly from a fear of future
condemnation proceedings by a state agency, de spite the
fact present Minnesota designation legislation does not
allow condemnations.

Landowners are also concerned with the

effect recreationists will have on

the~r

those landowners near urban centers.

land , especially

This observation

reaffirms the fear local interests have of state control of
their use of natural resources.
Summary
Minnesota's river designation structure seems to
generally have resulted in a

~uch

more aggressive approach

to the designation of rivers and seems to have provided
more river designations and increased river preservation
protection, in relation to South Dakota.

Minnesota's

structure also seems to have resulted in increased
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dissatisfaction of local government SIGs with the river
designation process.

It is suggested that the adoption of

portions of Minneosta's designation structure by South
Dakota may have impacts similar to those experienced in
Minnesota.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

OPTIONAL DECISION FRAMEWORKS

INTRODUCTION
In suggesting option a l decision s y ste ms f or South Dakota
river designations, an infinite number of poss ibilities come
to mind.

To facilitate d i scussion of alte rnat ive systems,

three optional decision systems will be presented.
The -basic structure for each system will first be
presented; and then, var i ati o ns within each s ystem, which
have been suggested as part icularly applicable ·to the South
Dakota political-economic-natural - c u ltural environment will.
be discussed.
The general impact of each sys t e m a nd of specific
variations will be discussed .
i~terest

Likely impacts on special

groups, river designations, and r iver protection

will be predicted and examined.
Each decision system will be made up of three "components"
which will vary between the optional systems:

a.) a

nominating agency, b.) agency (or entity) authorized to
designate a river, and c.) method of protection.
Three alternative decision systems are presented with
variations on each component.

The first system is the

pre~ent designation system, where designation authority
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rests with the State Legislature.

The second sys tem g r a nts

the state government, particularly state agencie s, greater
power.

Under the thi r d system, most of the powe r concerning

river designations rest s with the local governments.

(See

Table 7.1.)
Present System
The first decision s ystem is based on South Dakota's
present system where:

a.) any agency or group may carry out

a nomination, b.) designa tion is by legislative authority,
and c.) there is state enforcement of the adopted management
plan.
Nomination component variations which wil l be discussed
include the funding of nomin a tion studies and changes in the
public hearing step.

Desi gn ation variations d iscussed will

include designation by an " executive co unc il ," and changes
in the review step by the Water and Natura l Re sources Board.
Variations on the state enfo rcement c omponen t include the
state adoption of more exp licit minimum standards for
regulating land and water use .
System Granting State Government Greater Power
The second proposed decis i on s y stem grants state
government particularly state agencies, greater power over
the designation process.

This process will initially involve:

a.) nomination procedures carried out by the Department of
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Table 7.1.

Optional Decision Systems For South Dakota River
Designations .

Components of
Decision Systems

Optional Decision Systems
Grant State
Gr ant Local
Government
Present
Gov ernment
Framework
More Power
More Power

Nominating
Agency

any agency
or group

Department of
Game, Fish
and Parks

local governments or
groups

Designating
Agency

Legislature

Secretary of
Game, Fish
and Parks

local governments or
g roups with
State Legisla·ture approval

Method of .
Protection

state
enforcement
of manage ment p lan

required
local ·adoption of ordinances

local adoption
of ordinances
(not required)

.
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Game, Fish and Parks, b.) designation granted by the
Secretary of Game, Fish and Parks, and c.) the requirement of
local adoption of ordinances supporting the adoption of a
management plan by the local governments.
Several variations to the nomination portion of the
process will be discussed.

Nomination approval by other

state agencies will be examined.

The legislation requiring

the Department of Game, Fish and Parks and the Department
of Water and Natural Reso urces to jointly determine a list
of rivers to consider for designation will also be examined.
The effects of new funding methods for nominat ion studies
of rivers will be considered.
Variations on the designa tion component include:
legislative power to alter a . designation , designation by an
executive council, and required review _of designations by
other state agencies. ·
Authority and funding variations on the protection
component which will be conside red include the power of the
managing agency to use eminent domain and to review variances
granted by local authorities.

The acquisition of property

rights through state funding or by tax incentives will also
be considered.
System Granting Local Government· Greater Power
The third decision framework grants local governments
greater power over the designation process.

This framework
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includes:

a.) nomina tion initiated by local governments or

groups, b.) designation by a local government with review
powers by the State Legis lature, and c.) the local adoption
of ordinances supporting the management plan .
Which groups would have what effects . in carrying out
the nomination component will be discussed.

Effects of the

funding of nomination stud ies will also be considered.
In the designation component discussion, variations
which will be considered include powers of local governments
from areas outside the designated area.
Variations on the loca l adoption of ordinances component
which will be considered include enforcement of a management
plan by a local "river management board," and review of
variances by a state _ government agency.
Factors Which Influence Performance
The components and variations o.f the designation system
a~e

hypothesized to have various impacts, i.e. performance

consequences, for special interest groups, river designations
and river preservation.

These hypotheses are based on

several economic factors applied to the suggested structures
for South Dakota river designation systems.

Actual testing

of the hypotheses could only take place if the structures
were actually adopted.

However, the hypotheses are useful

in suggesting consequences of possible actions· for the various
special interest groups.
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Economic concepts which the predictive hypotheses are based
on include decision making costs, uncertainti es, externalities
and political externalities.

These concepts were described

in Chapter Two and will only be briefly res tated here.
Increased decision making costs will .usually discourage
a group from pursuing its preferences.

Several factors

affect decision making costs, the costs involved in obtaining
an agreement.

As the number of individuals or the degree of

representation of the decision body increases, decision
making costs also increase .

A decision body of heterogeneous

individual preferences will have high decision costs,
although "sense of. community" may offset the costs of this
factor.

Increased information costs will inc rease decision

making costs.

Increased amounts and accuracy of information

required will increase information costs, and the type of
information required is also a cost factor.

The "numbers ·

illusion" of information also affects decision making.
Increased multiplicity of the public goods ·demanded will
increase decisioh making costs of the supplying organization;
if a new organization is formed, set up costs become a factor.
Increased seriability of a decision will decrease decision
making costs.

An

increase in the rational capacity of an

organization and an increase in the clarity of organizational
goals will decrease decision making costs.
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Uncertainties may affec t decision making by result ing
in a bias toward the status quo.

Two fact ors of uncertainty

are conflicting informa tion a nd heterogeneous pref erences.
Externalities are consequences of an ac t which are not
considered in a decis ion on the act.

Externalities may be

an important concern involved with the use of river resources.
Extended boundaries of the dec ision group may decrease
• externalities but increase deci sion costs .
Political externalities a r e i nvo l ved when an individual
is coerced into an action by a po l itical organiz ation
decision.

As the degree of rep resentation of the decision

group increases, expected political e xternality costs will
decrease.
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PRESENT SYSTEM

Introduction
The present system of desig atio
in which:

consis ts of a process

a.) any agency or group m·y carry out a nomination,

b.) designation is by legis lative author'ty, and c.) there is
state enforcement of the adop ted management plan.

Of course,

these characteristics give onl y a basic sketch of means by
which South Dakota has chosen to designate river s as wild,
scenic or recreational.

The present system, including its

actors and a specific cas e appl ication and the performance
consequences are describe d in greater detail in preceding
chapters.

Impacts of this particular designation system will

now be summarized.

Variations on the present system have

been suggested by participants in the present system and these
different approaches to designa tion of river will be also
discussed.

(See Table 7.2.)

General Impacts ·
The general impact of South Dakota's present system, as
revealed by the case analysis of the James River nomination,
is that river designations are difficult to achieve for a
variety of reasons.

High costs accrue to the agency seeking

a designation both in the nomination process and in seeking
designation approval.

During the nomination process
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compromise between con flicting viewpoints is difficult to
achieve and many steps are involved in re aching a designation,
each adding costs to the designatio n process.

Once a

designation has been achieve d, the managing agency must deal
with several different local governments in enforcing the
management plan; increas ing the cost of coordinating
enforcement of the management plan.

Costs to any single

group of designating a river will usually outweigh the
benefits it receives, which discourages river designations.
Impacts on Special Interest Groups (SIGs)
The present system discourages most groups , especially
private groups, from pursuing a designation (due to the high
costs of nominating a river) of receiving legi slative approval
and of enforcement of the management

pl~n.

Therefore,

nominations will usually be carried out by a state agency
since they have the ability to spread designation costs over
the state through taxation, may have g9als homogeneous with
those of the designation, are familiar with the legislative
process, and have necessary powers to enforce the management
plan over an area also governed by several local governments.
The present system encourages nomination by the
Department of Game, Fish and Parks (DGFP) in relation to
other agencies since the DGFP has the resources to carry out
the nomination study and agency goals compatible with a river
designation.

However, decision costs for the DGFP increase
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as the final designation decisiot" ~ tep is approached.
generally opposing a des ignatio

lso have gre ater acce ss

and lower decision costs in these lat.r steps .
system tends to encourage a

Groups

nomin ~ tion

The pre sent

by the DGFP but

designation process steps are more diffic~lt to succes s f ull y
achieve after the nominati on has been initiated.

(See Table

4. 3.)

This situation i s reflected in the fact that the DGFP
has been the only agency to initiate a state rive r
nomination in South Dakota.

DGFP officials are presently

skeptical a river nomination wo uld be accepted fo r designation
although they feel several rivers are possible c andidates.
The officials also express awareness of poss ible effects of
a nomination, even though a successful designation might
not be likely.
The wildlife, fish, recreation

~

preserva t i ·o n SIGs

are discouraged from i nitiating a nomination due t o t he
involved costs.

These SIGs also have the opportunity to

benefit from free-rider effects of letting the DGFP carry the
burden of the nomination.

These SIGs' participation (at low

cost) is encouraged in the early nomination steps; but, like
the DGFP, their access a n d influence decrea s e s as the
designation decision step is approached.

(see Tab 1 e 4 . 3 . )

The Department o f Water and Natural Resources (DWNR),
irrigation and water developme n t SIGs are di scouraged from
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participation in the early

Their involvme nt

and influence increase in step
initiated.

·t.C--!

In the James Rive

lese SIGs participated

more and were more succes sful i .\
Development review step, the

~· h

g:ci..... u

rd cf Natural Resource

(''c

tU.E)

Resource Comrni ttee revi ew step ···nd Ll
step.

omination has been

~~

cnr Natural

.<-:.qJ.·~·l ati ve

approval

(See Tab 1 e 4 • 3 • )
In general, pro-de signati on

~o

c~

az i cip ate more and

have more influence ove r the ear] y nomir .. ·.ion s teps; while
groups with preferences which c uflict
have more participation in and
designation steps.

·n·lu.n<.:~

The present

proce~

i t.h river designations

over t he later
ends to discourage

compromises between conflict ing viewpoin s ove r river
designations in the early fo rmative nomination steps , and
then encourages participation by groups gene rally opposing
designations during the later, crit'cal desi gnation approval
steps.
Impacts on River Designations
Thus far only one river has been nominated for state
designation in South Dakota.

The upper James River designation

failed to receive legislative approval in 1977 and 1978.
The specifics of the James River case are discussed in Chapter
Five.

By contrast, six rivers have been designa ted in

Minnesota which uses a contrasting administrative designation
system.

South Dakota's present system inhibits the
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designation of rivers from which otherwis e might be possible.
Impacts on River Preservation
The present nomination system has not increased
protection of rivers due to river designations.

River

nominations may, by themselves, increase awareness of the
need for river protection and cause some agency to adopt
protective measures.

The James River nomination was

certainly a contributing factor in the decision to not
implement the Oahe Irrigation Unit, a threat to the James
River preservation.

Local governments have also subsequently

adopted measures granting the James River greater
preservation protection.

Variations On The Present S"yst·ern Of Des·ig·n ation
Several variations on the present system of
have been suggested.
include:

des~gnation

Variations on the nomination component

a.) funding of nomination studies, and b.) public

hearings conducted and reviewed by an independent examiner.
Designation component variations include:
by an executive council, and b.)

changes

a.) designation
~n

Natural Resources Board (WNRB)review step.

the Water and
Enforcement

component variations include the state adoption of more
explicit minimum standards for regulating land and water use.
The impacts of these variations on special interest
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groups, river desi g n ations and river pres e r vaiton will be
hypothesized; in relation to the present systems components.
(See Table 7.2.)

Funding of Nomination Studies
Hypotheses Concerning General Impact s
A variation to the p resent system which h as been
suggested is the state funding of supporting studies for river
nominations.
Funding of nomination studie s wo uld c ut c osts for groups
interested in river designa tions but without resources to
conduct studies necessary for a nomination.

Funding would

cut costs for groups not ab le to charge for benefits from a
designation, as some groups could do through taxation.
This variation would also s pread n ominati o n costs over the
entire state.
Much of the information gathere d for a river designation
has high exclusion costs and is u s eful to some state agencies.
(It is difficult to prevent ano t her agency from utilizing
the data, at no cost, once i t has been gathered.)

With

funding of nomination studies, the funding for this information would come from a central source and help prevent one
agency gaining free-rider benefits from another

~gency.

Information such as wildlife counts, hunter success, use
counts, length of stay, etc. would be useful for the DGFP in
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Table 7.2.

I mpacts ot Variations on Pr .nt ~yst em on Participat ion
of SIGs, River 0 iqnation , and Riv r Pr servation.
Va.ri

)

....
Q)

>

~

....I:
Q)

0'\ ••

Impact of
Variations
on:

1::0.
C'CS

Q)

..C:::.4J

CJ(Jl

Participation
of Various ~:

-DGFP

E

E

E

E

v

-wildlife, fish
recreation and
preservati on
SIGs

E

D

E

E

v

-irrigation SIGs

0

D

0

0

E

D

D

E

-flood control
SIGs
-water development SIGs

D

E

E

D

0

E

-DWNR

D

E

E

D

D

E

E

-local government SIGs
~

Designations :
+

-number of rivers · +
nominated
+

+

-on designated

+

+

-indirectly provided on nondesignated
rivers

+

-designation of
nominated rivers
~

E
D
V
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

v

Preservation:

tends to
tends to
variable
tends to
tends to

encourage
discourage
impact
increase
decrease

+

+
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determining management poli cie ·

'.' v r flow da ta would also

be useful for many natural resou rc· criented state agenc ie s.
The funding o f nomi nation .· ·;u i(. ~ would te n d to i n duce
more planned designations of ri

~r

.

D signat io n s wo u l d be

pursued on rivers wi th o utstandi g n tur 1 attr ib ute s r ather
than in response to an antic ipated con- t J.cti ng u se o f the
river (such as channe lization on the ~ra·es Rive r) .

Additional

information might re duce some ·nforrnat~'onal conflicts
concerning the river resource and decrease unce rtai nties in
subsequent steps.

I f information aided in compromi ses, the

fewer conflicts might dec rease decision costs in t he
designation process.

Funding would substanti ate a commitment

by the Legislature which wo uld create a more positive attitude
toward designations.
A problem with f unding which might rais e de cision making
costs is the river being nominated and man a ged b y d i ff erent
groups.

Funding would allow more groups t _o purs u e a

nomination.

In mos t c ases, howev er , the river would best be

managed by a large gove rnment e nti ty .

Many priva t e or small

public groups would no t have the f unds , enforcement powers
or long term stability t o manage a designated river.

If the

nominating agency and managing agency were dif ferent entities,
decision making costs wo u l d increase through the nomination
process.

If the entiti es were uncoordinated i n their

expectations of management goals , uncerta i nty costs might
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increase for legislators, making

t

6 .sj. CJnation more difficult.

Hypotheses Concerning Impacts 0
(SIGs)

:-'pe<.~i

al J.nt.erest Groups

The funding of nomina tion studieu wou ld tend to increase
the DGFP's power over the nomination p1:oc ess , if it received
the funds.

The funding would cut co -t.:s for. ·the DGFP in

pursuing a nomination in the sense tha: :t would not have to
balance the use of department funds be·we n ri ver nominations
and competing departmental goa ls.
emph~sis

The

.:r:t

nding woul d put an

on river designation by the L .r.J'sluture.

The

information obtained from the studies would c ut uncertainties
and decision making costs for the DGFP in .3 ubsequent
designation steps.

The fundin g of nomin tion studies would

encourage participation by the DGFP in

t~e

nomination process .

Wildlife, fish , recreation and preservat ion S'IGs would
be encouraged to increase their partic ipation in the
designation process, especially if these group s received
funds to carry

o~t

portions of the study.

The funds would

tend to further the preferences of these SIGs and encourage
their participation.
Groups with preferences often in conflict with river
designations would be faced with increased decision costs in
stopping a
studies.

designa~ion

due to the funding of nomination

Groups such as the DWNR, and irrigat·i on and wa·t ·e r

development S'IGs would face increased decision making costs
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since there would be more i nform· · .. '• t

dt.eppc r ting a river

designation and fewer

·he designation.

Due to these factors, the s e SIGs

face i ncreas ed costs

in altering or stopping a design·

These SIGs might also
d··t...-~~io n

face increased costs in a l egis .. :. ·'ve
the Legislature had

app ropri at~d

mone. ·

f·.

phase since

d s ignation

purposes and would tend to b e mo

to a nomination.

Hypotheses Concerning Impac ts on Riv

e ignations

.t

The funding of nomi nation stud ier:

~10

Jld tend to increase

the number of nominations due t o the ·

cr ~ as ed

pursuing a nomination.

of nominated rivers

The p erce n tag

cost of

granted designation would also tend to increase due to
decreased uncertainties.

Legi s lative approval might also be

made easier since it had committed

fm~ds

t oward a designation.

This variation would tend to increase the number of
designations.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On River Preservation
River preservation would increase to the extent river
designations increased due to the funding on nomination
studies.

River preservation protection would also increase

on rivers which failed to receive designation .

The studies

would provide information regarding the need for river
preservation measures and decrease uncertainties and decision
costs concerning river preservation measures.

Non-designating
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government agencies woul d

end

9reater protection

'.

if

for these river segments eve
preservation WOUld tend tO il

o ..... , . J.

River

Ll'.ei .,,"·r..J:

r

At•

t:O the fundi ng Of

nomination studies.

Public Hearings Conducted And ..~. ~:! 2.~(- · hy ~· · ~ Independent
xam~ner

Hypotheses Concerning Gene ral Imp cts
A variation in the nomina

on p

Minnesota's designation sys t m is

CJ"-,8

h

••

ggested by
cf an independent

state examiner to conduct and review th · .ubli c hearing
process.

The cost of the publi c hearing.

to the nominating

agency would be about the equa l or slightly h igher to pay
for the services of the state examiner.

The advantage of

the variation would be in decreasing uncerta inties in the
decision process since intere sted groups might be willing
to accept the examiner' s revi ew of the pupli c hearing ,
over a review by the nominat ing agency.

For example,

opponents of the James River designation did not accept the
outcomes of the public hearings on its river designation.
Although the public hearing costs might be increased,
decision making costs would be decreased.

The public hearing

would be carried out in a specified fashion allowing all
viewpoints to be presented.

The examiner's recommendation

following the public hearing would resolve conflicts among
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viewpoints.

Since an exami ner

Tould nr::tke recommendations,

special interest groups would b. enco raged to present goals
compatible with those of other inte:n:· ts.
be encouraged, rather than

co nfl'ct~

Compromi ses would

nd un certainties.

Hypotheses Concerning Impacts on Spe cial Inte rest Groups
(SIGs)
Special interest gro ups opposed

o the nomination would

tend to increase their parti cipation 'n the p ublic hearing
step.

Groups such as irrigation and water development SIGs

would face lower decision

mak~n g

costs in the hearings since

they would be presenting information to an impartial observer,
the examiner; rather than to an agency with an opposing
viewpoint, the nominatin g agency.

The hearing would tend to

carry more influence in subsequent decision steps if
conducted by an independent examiner, thereby encouraging
participation by these speci al interest groups.
Special interest groups suspportive qf the nomination
would still be ~ncouraged to participate in the public
hearing step.

Wildlife, fish, recreation and preservation

SIGs would still find the public hearing an opportunity to
show "public support" for a river designation without great
cost to themselves.

The nomination sponsor would be able

to participate in the public hearing at a low cost since the
information prepared for the nomination could easily be used
in the public hearing.
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Hypotheses Concerning Impact on R.'

:~ t~

Designations

If an examiner were utili zed in conducting and reviewing
public hearings, river de signat.' ons
other things being equal.

The us

~~~~t.

:tld tend to increase ,

of an examiner would

decrease uncertainties in subsequent ... tep s since conflicts
might be more easily resolved and

sub ":"-~ cquent

de cision makers

would more readily trust the independ!..Jt.: examiner 's account
of the public hearing.

The Legislatur E. would face fewer

uncertainties and be more willing to aiop t change and depart
from the status quo, thereby increasin g the c hances of river
designations.
Hypotheses Concerning Impact on River Preservation
Protection of rivers would increase due to the
independent examiner variation to the extent that river
designations increased.

Preservation without designation

might increase due to compromises between opposing viewpoints
on river preservation worked out during the public hearing
process.

Designation By

An

Executive Council

A possible variation on the legislative designation step
is designation by an "executive council."

This method of

designation was considered in the "Willet Bill " which failed
in the Minnesota Legislature in 1979.

Under the Willet Bill
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the executive council cons isted of the Gove rnor, Attorney
General, Secretary of State , Auditor and Treas urer.

(See

Chapter Six for a furthe r explanation of t he Willet Bill.)
Hypotheses Concerning Gener al Impacts
Designation by an e xecutive council would cause a decrease
in decision making costs in re l at i on to l egis lative designation decisions thereby decreas ing the c o s ts of arriving at
a decision.

The executi v e counc il , if i t u sed more time to

consider the designation i nformation i n depth would face
fewer uncertainties, thereby also de cre asing decision making
costs.

However, more negative politica l externalities would

be involved with an execut ive council designation.

Each

citizen would have less representation as compared with the
Legislature, and would have a gre a ter
negative external costs.

~hance

of bearing

The designati on decision would

still be open to political i nfluen c e a nd a decision might be
determined by issues unrelated t o the . designation.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
(SIGs)
The impact on SIGs of designation by an executive
council would depend to a large degree on the preferences of
those on the council.

In general, SIGs with broad political

experience and influence would tend to have the most access
to the council.

The council would also have more contact

with SIGs concerned with issues of state-wide concern rather
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than SIGs mainly conce rned with problems of a small
geographical area.

These factors would tend to encourage

access to and influence over the council by water development
SIGs, large wildlife, fish, recreation and conservation SIGs;
the DGFP and the DWNR.

The latter two state agencies would

also be familiar with the informal workings of the state's
political structure; decreas ing their fixed costs of
influencing the council.

These same factors would tend to

decrease access to local SIGs with little state-level
political power.

These groups would include small flood

control and irrigati·o n s ·IGs and small, local wildl.ife, fish,
recreation and pres·e rvation· STGs.
Hypotheses Concerning Impact On River Designations
Designation by an executive council would tend to
encourage more nominations as expected decision _making costs
would be lowered.

This factor could result in more river

qesignations to a small degree.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On River Preservation
River protection would increase to the extent that
designations increased due to the executive council
designation.

River protection without designation would not

be helped a great deal by the executive council variation
as the council would most likely pass judgement on a
designation withdut suggesting

alte~natives.
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Change In Water And Natural Res o urce s B·o ard Review Step
Hypotheses Concerning General Impacts
A change which has been suggested, especial ly by DGFP .
officials is altering the Water and Natural Re sources Board
(WNRB) review step.

(See Chapter Five.) · Two variations on

this review step to be considered include review by the Game,
Fish and Parks Commission and secondly; review by a
combination of state agency water development and preservation
interests.

An example of the latter mi ght be a board

including representatives of the DGFP, Department of Water
and Natural Resources and Department of Agricul ture.

(i.) Review By Game, · Fish :A nd Parks· Co'Ilmlission
Hypotheses Concerning Gene ral Impacts .
Review by the Game, Fish and Parks Commission w.o uld tend
to decrease decision making costs for the nominating agency
at this stage of the nomination.

The· Commission would have

goals and viewpoints similar to those of the nominating
agency which would decrease decision making costs at this
step.

The Commission might also have an understanding of

the technology involved in river preservation, thereby
decreasing communication costs for the nominating agency.
Review by the Commission would decrease costs for and
encourage participation of

the

nominating agency; in relation
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to review b y t he WNRB .
Hypotheses Concerning Impac ts On Special Interest Gro up s
{SIGs)
Review by the Commission would tend to lower d ecision
making costs for pro-designa tion groups such as the DGFP,
and wildlife, fish, recreation and preservation SIGs.

The

Commission would have interests and preference s in common
with these gorups, re sulting in lower decision making costs.
Decreased communicati o n costs would also tend t o encourage
participation by these SIGs.
Review by the Commission would tend to incre ase decision
making costs for groups such as the Department of Water and
Natural Resources, irrigation, flood control and water
development S'IGs.

The Commission would have p references

diverse from these groups, and the Commission would not be
familiar with the technology involved in these groups'
preferences for uses o f water resources . . These f actors would
tend to increase dec ision making

cost~

for the se groups.

Participation by these groups would tend t o be discouraged
at this step due to increased costs to them.

These groups

would utilize subsequent, less effectiv e steps with higher
decision costs in relati o n to the WNRB r eview step.
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Hypotheses Concerning Impac t On River Designations
Review by the Commiss ion woul

t.end to encourage more

nominations to be attemp ted which might cause an increase
in the number of rivers des ignated

The var iation would also

lessen one of the "roadblock s" to designa:ti on and would
decrease the effectivene ss of one of the tools for halting
a designation of groups with preferences in confli ct with
river designations.

Since thes e groups wo uld have to resort

to other steps with higher decision costs to them (in
relation to the WNRB review step) , designatio ns would tend
to increase.
Hypotheses Concerning Impac ts On River Preservation
Protection for rivers would increase to the extent more
rivers were designated.

No signficant alternatives to

designation for preservation are provided by this step, so
preservation without designation would not be greatly affected.

(ii.)
Review By A Combination Of State Agency Water
Development And Preservation Interests
Hypotheses Concerning General Impacts
A second alternative to review by the WNRB would be a
review by a board of both preservation and development
interests such as representatives from the DGFP, Department
of Water and Natural Resources, and . Department of Agriculture.
State agency approval of nominations by the DGFP would
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tend to decrease the number of nominations , in genera l.

This

variation would add another step to the decis ion process;
increasing decision co sts.

Agencies othe r than the DGFP

would probably receive less _support from their constituencies
for a river designation since their pref~r ences would not

-

lie with a river nomination even though they might not
particularly oppose a desi gnation.

An agency with preferences

in conflict with a ·desi gnation (such as the Department of
Water and Natural Resources) would be ab le to calculate
designation costs more readily than its benefits which would
also lead to fewer designations.
However, the board might have a better understanding of
technical aspects of both river preservation and development
thereby decreasing communication costs and decision making
costs, in relation to the WNRB.

Review by the board could

also decrease uncertainties in subsequent step s in the
designation process.

If the board could . reach compromises

between conflicting information.

The· legislators would have

fewer uncertainties to deal with and be more willing to
depart from the status quo and designate a river.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
(SIGs)
Review by the board would encourage participation by the
~'

wildlife, fish, recreation and preservation· STGs, in

relation to the WNRB review.

The board would have some
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members with preferences in common with these group s who
would understand the technology involved in river preservation.
Participation by these groups would be increased over a WNRB
review step.
Review by the boa rd would discourage , to some extent,
participation by the Department of Water and Natura l Resources,
and irrigation and water development SIGs; in relation to
review by the WNRB.

Decision making costs, for these groups,

would tend to increase due to the additional viewpoints
included in the board.

Thes e SIGs would still have low

communication costs since many of the board members would
still be familiar with the technology invo lved in these groups
preferences.

The step would probably still be the most

attractive step for entry into the designation process and
offer them the least costly opportunity for having their
preferences count.
Hypotheses Concerning Impact On River Designations
Review by a board of both water development and
preservation interests would tend to increase river
designations, in relation to the WNRB review.

More

nominations would be encouraged due to decreased costs for
the nominating agency.

The variation would also tend to

diminish a roadblock to desigantion for the nominating
agency and decrease the number of uncertainties faced by
the Legislature in its designation

decision~

These factors

. J
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would tend to increase both the

numb~r

of nominations and

the percentage of nominate d riv rs fin lly designated.
Hypotheses Concerning Impac ts On River Preservation
River protection for preservation
increased by the board review.

~au ld

te nd to be

Riv .r prote ction would first

increase to the extent more rivers were offered designation
protection.

Preservation might also be increased on

non-designated rivers.

Agencies involved i n the review step

would be made aware of the need for river prese rvation on the
proposed ·segments and seubsequent management deci sion by these
agencies would take this into account .

Alte rnati ve forms of

protection might be offe red by one of several agencies as an
alternative to designation. · Coordination of agencies for
river protection would also be facilitated by this step.
These factors would tend to increase river preservation on
non-designated rivers.

State Adoption Of More . Explicit Standards For Regulating
Land and Water Use
Hypotheses Concerning General Impacts
A variation suggested by Minnesota's designation system
(see Chapter Six), by DGFP officials, and state legislators
is the use of more explicit standards in the management plan
for regulation of land and water use.

This variation does

not require more restrictive regualtions, merely more
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explicit explanations of the se regulations.

For example,

conspicious dwellings are no t permitted on desi gnated wild
rivers in South Dakota.

This regulation could be expanded

to include setback, lot size, structure height and screening
specifications.
The variation of adopting more e xpli cit standards would
likely result in a decrease in uncer tainties faced by SIGs
and decision makers.

Those af f ected by t he desi gnation

would know more what to antic i pate from the de signation.

The

management plan would be less variable, a nd as a result less
adaptable to specific situations on a river.

Decision making

costs would be decreased to the extent that fewe r issues
would have to be decided since regulations would be less open
to variation.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
(SIGs)
More explicit standards would tend to decrease decision
making costs for pro-designation SIGs sucp as the DGFP, and
wildlife, fish, . recreation and preservat·i on SIGs.

This

would result in fewer regulations to be decided on in
drawing up the management plan.

The variation would decrease

the power of the nominating agency over the final management
plan however.
SIGs with preferences often in conflict with river
designations would also tend to favor more explicit regulations.

These SIGs would include the Department of Water and
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Natural Resources, and ~·ter ~evel o ment and irrigation SIGs.
The more distinct bo unds of explici t regulations would
decrease uncertain ties of thes
adopted management plan .

SIGs over the effects of an

The nomi nating agency, which has
\

greatest acces s to the management .P lan decis ions, would be
restricted in its decis ions concern ing prote ction to be
proposed for the rive r.
support of

These fact ors woul d encourage

more expl icit standards by thes e SIGs.

More expl icit standards would also tend to decrease
uncertainties faced by local government SI Gs.

These SIGs

would likely support more expl icit standards, although their
participation in the designation process would not be
greatly affected by this variation .
Hypotheses Conce rning Impact On River Designations
More explic it standards would tend to increase the
percentage of nominations approved for designation because
legislators would face fewer uncertaintie s concerning the
designation decision.

Legislators would tend to be more

willing to depart from the status quo and approve of a
designation.

The variation would not necessarily increase

the number of nominations attempted , however.

Without

increased nominations, the number of designations would not
increase a great deal.
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Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On River Preservation
More explicit standards would cause less variability in
the protection granted a river.

More or less preservation

protection could be provided the river.
agency were particularly aggressive in

If the managing
e~forci ng

the

management plan, explicit standards might res ult in less
preservation protection.

If SIGs with preferences in

conflict with the designat i o n were particular ly aggressive,
more explicit standards would result in greater protection
for the river.
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SYSTEM GRANTING STATE GOVERNMENT GREATER POWER

Introduction
The second basic designati on system to be discussed is
a framework granting state governments greater power.

This

system is designed to allow state government greater power
in designating rivers, and most of the designation
responsibilities rest with the Department of Game, Fish and
Parks (DGFP), a state agency.

This system grants power to

state government over the preceding "present system" by either
increasing the benefits received or decreasing the costs of
an action by the state government.
The second system consists of three basic components,
which are alterations of the components of the first system.
The three components of this second system include:

a.)

nomination procedures carried out by DGFP, b.) river
designations granted by the Secretary of .Game, Fish and Parks,
and c.) requirement of adoption of ordinances by local
governments to support an adopted management plan.
Nomination procedures are carried out exclusively by the
DGFP instead of by any agency or group under this new system.
The DGFP gains more control over a system of designated
rivers in South Dakota; the system's management will probably
also be a DGFP responsibility.
Designation of rivers is granted by the Secretary of
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Game, Fish and Parks (head of
State Legislature.
designation step.

~

DG l) instead of by the

This component ci ange cuts costs o f t he
It also places

interests which are more posit ive

de~iqna tion
to~ards

The enforcement of the management

powers with

a river de signation.

p~an

of an adopted

river is aided by the requirement of adoption of ordinances

by affected local governme nts to suppor t the management plan
rather than just state enfo rcement of the manageme nt plan.
This component change cuts costs for the state agency
managing a designate d river.
Some impacts o f these component changes in r elation to
the previously described "present system" wil l fir st be
discussed and hypotheses of fered.

Variation s on t he system

granting state government greater power will the n be
discussed along with their likely impacts in rel a ti on to the
second basic system.

Nomination Procedures Carried Out B
and Parks · DGFP )

artment Of Game,

F~sh

Hypotheses Concerning General Impacts
The first compone n t of the system granting state
government greater power is that nomination procedures are
carried out by the DGFP .

This component is more restrictive

in that only a state agency may carry out a nomination.
The DGFP has control over the first step towards a river
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designation.

The DGFP would likely be more aggressive in

pursuing nomination s , and nominations woul d increase due to
this _variation.
Hypotheses Concerning Impac ts on Special Interest Groups
(SIGs)
This component c hange could increase costs f or the DGFP
by eliminating poss i b le opportunities for free - r ider effects
to the DGFP, i.e. the DGFP would not be able t o have another
agency or group nominate a river and then manage the river
itself.

However, the DGFP could be assisted i n its

nomination efforts by a group interested in a specific
designation, thereby cutting designation cost s.

This change

would also cause groups to put more pressure on the DGFP to
nominate rivers since they would be the only source of a
nomination.

Some unce rtainties might be e l i minated in the

designation process as to which g-r oup shoul d be pursuing a
·-

nomination.

This might increase support o f a DGFP nomination

by groups previously interested in nomin ation efforts
themselves.

Overall desi gnation c osts would decrease since

the nominating agency wou ld also be the designating and
managing agency.

Decision mak ing costs would be decreased

since the nomination c ould be _ geared toward DGFP management
capabilities.

Communicati on and coordination costs would

also be decreased since one agency would be involved in the
entire designation process·.

These factors would tend to
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increase the participation of the DGFP in t he designation
process.
Pro-designation groups, such as wildlife, fish,
recreation and preservation SIGs, would face decreased costs
in pressuring an agency t o nominate a river s ince only the
DGFP would have the power to do so.

Decision making costs

would tend to be decreased since interested groups would not
face the question of which group should carry out the
nomination.

The component change wo uld also leg.itimize

free-rider effects for thes e SIGs from a DGFP nomination.
These factors would increase t h e se SIGs' p ressure on the DGFP
to carry out nominations, but would not n ecessarily increase
their participation in the rest of t h e d esignation process.
This component change would decre ase the power of local
government SIGs.

Local gove rnment SI Gs would not have an

opportunity to pursue a nominat ion and to formulate a
management plan reflecting the ir pre f erences.

Decision making

costs·would be increased in obtaining their preferences in
the management plan formulated by the DGFP.

These factors

would tend to discourage participation by local government
SIGs in the designation process.
Hypotheses Concerning The Impact On River Designations
The impact on river designations may not be great.
Nominations would not be carried out by groups other than the
DGFP.

Increased pressure on and support of the DGFP would
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encourage them to pursue nominatiqns which might result in
increased river designa tions.
Hypotheses Concerning Impact On River Preservation
River preservation would increase to the extent more
rivers were designated.

However, this component change would

tend to discourage most SIGs interested in · rive r preservation
from being involved in the designation process , however.
Therefore, unless these groups pursued alternative means of
protection, river preservation would tend to decrease.

Designation Granted By The s ·e cre:t ·ary

Of

Game·, F'ish and Parks

Hypotheses Concerning General Impact s
The second component change in the system granting state
government greater power cons ist s o f designati on granted by
the Secretary of Game, Fish and P·a rks rather than by the
State Legislature.

This is a change from legislative

designation to administrat ive designation.
Designation by the Secretary (head of DGFP) would result
in a large decrease in decision making costs in relation to
legislative designation.

Fewer people would be involved in

the designation decision and there would also be fewer
alternative viewpoints involved in the decision.

Communication

costs might decrease since the Secretary would have a good
understanding of the technical aspects of a designation.
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Unlike most legislators, the S · c.r: ·~ tr-n:·.greater familiarity with t he specj

"c.

~ou.ld

also have a

designa tion under

consideration.
Designation by the Sec rete r .'

~·r-,uJ.rJ

increase in possible negative ·>Jl:.t.Lc.d.
citizens would be represented

p:ro 'ably r esult in an
txtc~rnali ties.

The

y one p-:..,..ron .c ather than the

many Senate and House legi s lators

Si~ce

etch citizen would

have less representat ion, they would .Ea'"'e a gre ater danger
of having a negative politic al e x ernality fo r ced on them,
i.e. a designation they d id not want .
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
(SIGs) .
This component change would gran t the DGF P much more
power over the designation step.

The DGFP wo uld likely face

much lower decision making c osts in obtaining a nomination
approval since the Secre tary would have homogenous
preferences with those of the DGFP and would lower
communication costs to the DGFP for r easons previously
discussed.

Uncertainties wo uld also be · decreased since the

DGFP would be . more knowledgeable of probable information
requirement·s of the Secretary than of tbe Legislature.

This

change would encourage the DGFP to participate in the
designation process.
Access to the designation decision step would be
increased for pro-designation groups such as wildlife, f ·i ·s h,
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recreation and preservation SIG's.

These SIGs would be able

to use their influence with the Secretary to gain approval
of a designation.

Decision making costs in obtaining a

designation would be decreased for these SIGs due to
homogeneous preferences and better communication between
these SIGs and the Secretary than with the Legislature.
Decision costs would be raised f0r SIGs with preferences
often in conflict with designation goal$.

The Department of

Water and Natural Resources (DWNR) · ·a nd wa·t er development and
irrigation SIGs would have varying viewpoints towards
designations from the Secretary, thereby raising decision
making costs.

Access to the des.ignation decisions would

probably decrease for most of these ·SIGs.

Access might

increase for the DWNR since it might . have b~tter ties. with
its "sister . agency," the DGFP, than with the Legislature.
Access to the designation decision would also decrease
for local government SIGs.

A local ' government would have

less influence on the Secretary than a local legislator.
The legislator would also probably be more knowledgeable
with various local preferences concerning the use of the
river resources, so the component would result in increased
comm.u nication costs for local government SIGs.

This

component would tend to discourage participation in the
designation process by local government SIGs.
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Hypotheses Concerning the Impact On River Designations
Designations would tend to increase due to designation

by the Secretary of Game, Fish and Parks.

A major "hurdle"

to designation, legislative approval, would be diminished.
This would encourage more nominations and a greater
percentage of rivers nominated would be approved .
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On River Preservation
River preservation would increase t ·o the extent that
river designations increased .

However, the component would

not involve to any great extent agencies other than the DGFP,
which might be interested in river protection.

The component

would . not likely encourage these groups to pursue river
protection and would not encourage protection of rivers by
means other than designation.

Requirement of· Adopti·o n .of -Ordin:ance·s By L·o cal "Gove·rnments
To Support· The Adopt·e d Manageme·n t Pl·an
The third component change fn the system granting state
government more power is the requirement of adoption of
ordinances by local governments to support the management
plan of a designated river rather than only state enforcement
of the management plan.

Local governments, in this case,

include boards of county commissioners and boards of special
improvement districts such as watershed districts and
conservancy subdistricts.

These boards usually are made up
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of locally selected citizens and have some regul atory
capacity affecting the use of the river resource .
Hypotheses Concerning· General Impacts
The requirement of local adoption of ordinances would
allow more coordination between local governments in enforcing
the management plan; this would tend to decreas e enforcement
costs to the managing agency in general for the designated
river.

Some enforcement costs would also be transferred from

the managing agency to local governments.
would likely decrease for

th~

Des ignation costs

managing agency, probably the

DGFP; but costs would increase for local governments.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
(SIGs)
Costs would likely be decreased for the DGFP in enforcing the management plan by this component change..

Management

of designated rivers would be facilitated by coordination of
local governments involved in river regulations 1 otherwise
the DGFP would not have to enforce the management plan
. according to a different set of rules of each local
government.

Many of the designation regulations would be

enforced by the local governments instead of the DGFP, with
this component.

Th~

anticipated decreased costs would also

encourage the DGFP to undertake more nominations.

These

factors would encourage participation by the DGFP in the
nomination process.
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Pro-designation groups such as· wildlife , fish, recreation
and preservation SIGs would support this c o mponent change to
the extent it .would i n c rease designations and help designated
rivers to be managed t o reflect their prefere n ces.

These

local SIGs might have more access to local g o v ernment
officials for getting t h e ir specific preferences reflected
in the ordinances suppor ting the ma nagement plan.

The local

adoption of ordinances requirement would_ e n courage
participation by these local SIGs in at le ast the enforcement
stage of the designation process .
Costs might increase for S IGs whi ch p refer uses of river
resources conflicting wi th the ma n agemen t plan.

Groups such

as the DwNR, and water devel"opme:n t · S T Gs would face increased
costs in implementing projects opposed by
plan.
the

t~e

management

These groups would h a ve t o negotiate with two groups,

~anagi~g

agency and t h e i n v olved local government to

receive permission or a var iance for certain projects.

These

SIGs' decision making costs wo u lq be raised due to the
increased number of groups i n volved in· .decisions concerning
their preferences.
these groups in

There wo u ld be 'little change in cost to

p~rticipating

process, however.

in the actual designation

This variation would not significantly

affect these SIGs participation in the designation process.
Irrigat·ion· SIGs, espec·ially those on a local · scale,
might have good access to local governments.

This component
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change might decrease decision 'making costs faced by irrigation SIGs in getting their preferences reflected in the
ordinances enforcing the management plan.

Decision making

costs in obtaining a variance would also be affected by the
power of the DGFP to review variances granted by local
governments

con~erning

ed later) .

Irrigation SIGs would tend to support this

the river designation (to be discuss-

component change to the extent it would -increase their access
to the enforcement decision concerning the designation and
their irrigation interests.
Costs will likely increase for local·_ governments SIGs
if

lo~al

governments are required to adopt ordinance changes

supporting the designation.

Local governments will have to

go through the process of modifying their ordinances,. maps,
etc. and enforcement costs may be increased if stricter
standards must be enforced.

Local · government SIGs will also

lose some powers concerning standards for the

reg~lation

of

river resources to the ·state government, and will have to
largely adopt ordinances reflecting the standards set by the
DGFP in the

~anagement

plan.

Loss of power t6 state

government seems -to be a special fear to many local
government SIGs.
This variation could also alter power relationships
between local governments.

Equal minimum standards might

prevent governments which had created external costs on
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adjacent _ governments from continuing to do so.

For example,

areas allowing certain flood control structures might cause
increased flooding in adjacent areas.

Designation management

plans banning these structure would decrease the power of the
previous government over the latter.

Lqcal governments with

less restrictive ordinances would be faced with higher
subsequent costs than governments with already more
restrictive standards.

In fact, governments with sufficiently

restrictive standards would not be faced with cost increases
due to the designation.

Local government SIGs would probably

oppose the requirement of local adoption of ordi nances
supporting the management plan due to the incre ased costs
\

and decreased powers they will anticipate.
Hypotheses Concerning The Impact On River Designations
The - requirement of local adoption of supporting
ordinances will make nominations

mo~e

attractive to pro-

designation SIGs and encourage an increase in the number of
nominations.

Designations will t end to increase, especially

with designation by the Secretary of Game, Fish and Parks.
This componen-t change will tend to increase opposition by
local government SIGs . toward designations due to their fear
of state control; which may tend to decrease designations,
especially with designation by the Legislature.
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Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On River Preservation
This variation would facilitate protection of a
designated river as management would be more easily _
coordinated among the various local governments involved in
the enforcement of the management plan.

The cooperation

between other local governments may also encourage further
cooperation between othe r local gover·nments and facilitate
preservation of non-desi gnated rivers.

Variations To System Granting· s ·tat·e · Gover·n ment Greater Power
Several variations on the thr ee components making up
the system granting state government greater power have been
suggested in interviews or by M·i nnes.ota' s designation system.
Variations on the component whereby nomination procedures
are carried o-u t by the DGFP include:

a.) nomination approval

by other state agencies, b.) consiqerati on of a

~ist

of

rivers for · designation by the· DGFP and the DWNR, and c.)
funding for nomination studies. · Variations on the component
whereby designation is granted by .the Secretary of Game,
Fish and Parks include: . a.) legislative power to alter a
designation, b.) designation -by an executive council, and c.)
required review by other state agencies.

Variations on the

component whereby the adoption of ordinances by local
governments supporting the adop-t ed management plan is
required include:

a. ) .power of the managing · agency ( DGFP)
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to use eminent domain, b.) the power of the managing agency
to review variances granted by local authoriti es, and c.)
acquisition of property rights through state funding or tax
incentives.
These variations will be described and then their impacts
will be discussed and predicted in relation to the component
and the system granting state government greater power.
(See Table 7. 3.)

Nomination Approval By Other st·a t·e· Agenci·e s
Hypotheses Concerning Gener al Impacts
A variation on the component whereby the DGFP carries
out the nomination procedure s is the . granting of nomination
approval to· other state agencies.

Approval · might be .r equired

by agencies such as the DWNR, the Department of Agriculture,
and the State Planning Bureau.

The general impacts of this .

variation would likely be similar to those of the variation
on the "present system" of review by a combination of state
agency water development and

prese~vation

interests.

Designation costs would be raised since another step would
be added, in relation to direct designation by the Secretary
of Game, Fish and Parks.
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Table 7.3.

Impacts of Variations on System Granting State Government
Greater Power on Participation of SIGs, River
Designations, and River Preservation.
Variations

>.

.Q

Impacts of
Variations
on:
Participation
Varl.OUS §.!2.!.:

£!

-DGFP

E

E

0

D

0

-irrigation SIGs E

E

0

E

E

E

D

-flood control
SIGs

E

0

D

E

E

E

-wildlife, fish D
recreation and
preservation SIGs

-water development

E

E

0

E

E

E

E

E

0

E

E

E

E

E·

-landowner SIGa
-DWNR
-local
government
SIGa
~

-designation of +
nominated rivers

+

-indirectly
+
provided on
non-designated
rivers

+

+

+

+

+

+
+

tends to encourage
tends to ~iscourage
tends to 1.ncrease
- tends to decrease
+

D

Preservation

-on designated
rivers

E
D

D

Designation

-number of
rivers
nominated

~

E

0

+

+

+

+
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Hypotheses Concerning Imp c
(SIGs)
Review by other

sta t~
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1
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costs for the DGFP in rela . · · >

_

·~·

costs.

,..~ .,

The review step wuu. d
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•.

,..~

· ., • ·.:
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,.d.!.::C

preferences on the use of r·· .·F-· ·
decision costs.

Review by . . t

ease designation

:' .· · su1ation by the

Secretary of Game, Fish and ;.·,,.,:
with an additional step i

est Groups

1·~··~~··

· l;

'.

. ._. . h would raise

: fi

~

,s s, increasing

·;.valve diverse

r··: ~

·•· ·:..

a~._ .~."";

.. . t

t •1"'. ~:

~

lation to

direct designation by the S ·.
participation in the des ign·

:· n!.

;_ ·n

1.·~~

.,_ ·

th.·

nomi nating

agency, the DGFP.
Groups with preferences

ft .. f

l

·.. )~

'l

f l 'iJ. ·t with a river

· creased to the

designation will likely have ·h ·r
designation process by this va .·a tic n,
approving agencies share their
the DWNR, irrigation and water

>

.:..

:>t::.

:nc--.s

e£

devel~~~

o

ially if the
Groups such as
SIGs will have

decreased decision making costs in h ving their preferences
count in the nomination decision.

Th

.many uncertainties

at this state o f the design ation process will also discourage
nominations, which these SIGs would likely prefer .
Hypotheses Concerning The Impact On River Designations
This variation would decrease the number of nominations,
in relation to designation by the Secretary of Game, Fish
and Parks.

Costs for the DGFP to pursue a nomina tion would
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be increased and other agencies would face higher costs than
the DGFP in pursuing a nomination.

However, river s which

were nominated might have a better chance of bei ng designat~d.
These rivers would likely face less opposition to designation.
Overall, probably fewer desi gnations would result from this
variation.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On River Preservation
River preservation on designated rivers wo uld probably
decrease since interests with preferences in co nflict with
designations would have better access to the n omination
process.

The step might facilitate communication between

, opposing viewpoints toward river

d~signations,

which might

facilitate compromises providing river prote ction without a
designation.

Overall river preservation would likely be

decreased, however.

Considerat·io·n Of A ·L ist Of .Rivers For· De·signati·o n By The
Department· ·o f· ·Game·r· Fish .and ·p arks . ·(DGFP) . And ·T he· Department
Of Water And Natura·! Resour·ces· (DWNR)
Hypotheses Concerning General Impacts
The conside·ration of a list of rivers for designation
as wild, scenic or recreational has been legislated for the
boards of the DGFP and the DWNR (SDCL 46-17A-20).

These

boards may not have the adequate technical expertise or
funding for an adequate con~ideration of such a ·list.

To
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date, these boards have not developed a list of rivers to be
considered for designation.
Representatives o£ the DGFP and the DWNR with technical
expertise concerning South Dakota's river resour ces would
probably be better qualif ied in determining a list of rivers
to be considered for designation.

If funds were appropriated,

the two agencies would also be encouraged to develop such a
list.
The development of a list of rivers to be considered for
designation would encourage nominations, at least for those
rivers on the list.

Decision mak ing costs would be decreased

for .agencies in determining which rivers to pursue nominations
with.

If an agency wished to nominate a particular river,

it would first need to get joint approval ·Of the two boards,
increasing decision costs.

Decision making costs might be

decreased somewhat in subsequent ·steps due to preliminary
approval . given by the DWNR, an agency with preferences often
in conflict with designations. Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
{SIGs)
The consideration of a list of rivers would cause the
DGFP to increase their coordination with the DWNR on river
designations.

This would increase decision making costs in

the preliminary steps, but could decrease costs in subsequent
steps.

If compromises were worked out early with the DWNR,
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the decrease in the number of conflicting viewpoints would
lessen decision costs.

The consideration step would also

cause the DGFP to investigate the possibility of nominating ·
particular rivers, which could possibly increase the number
of nominations it would initiate.
This variation would increase the access of the DWNR
to the nomination decision and increase their power over
nominations.

Nominations would be relatively easy for the

DWNR to stop at this stage due to the uncert ainties from a
lack of information.

The re would also tend to be more

information readily availab le on alternative uses of the
river resource (non-irrigated vs. irrigated crop yields,
industrial water uses, floo d cont rol benefits) at this
stage.

This readily access ible information would likely

decrease decision making costs of the DWNR in the nomination
decision.

These factors would

en~ourage

participation by .the

DWNR in this variation.
SIGs with interests often in conflict with river
designations would also have increased access to the
nomination decision.

I"rrigation, wa·ter de·v e·loptnent and f ·lood

control SIGs would be encouraged to participate in the
nomination decision due to the more readily accessible
information concerning their preferences and the uncertainties
surrounding competing uses· due to lack of information.
SIGs could use their influence with the DWNR to achieve

These
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nomination decision reflect ing their preference s.
Initial nomination decision making costs would likely
be raised for pro-designation groups, suc h as wildlife, fish,
recreation and preservation

SIG~.

These interests would have

to convince the DWNR, in addition to the DGFP , to pursue a
nomination.

This would increase decision making costs for

these SIGs in pursuing a nomination on their own or convincing
the DGFP to pursue a nomina tion.

These factor s would dis-

courage participation by these SIGs in the nomination decision
steps.
Hypotheses Concerning The Impact On River Des ignations
The consideration of a list of rivers for designation
by the DGFP and the DWNR would tend · to decrease the number
of nominations pursued due to the increased decision making
costs involved in the nomination decision.

Those rivers

which were nominated might have a better chance of being
nominated due to decreased decision making costs in
subsequent steps.

Overall, designations would probably tend

to decrease due to the decreased nominations.
Hypotheses Conce·r ning Impacts On River Preservation
River preservation protection would decrease to the
extent that nominations decreased.

This variation would cause

the DWNR to consider river preservation needs ·and would help
coordinate water development and river preservation activities
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between the DGFP and the DWNR:

River prese rvation without

designations might be increased to some degr ee due to this
coordination.

Funding Of Nomination Studies
Hypotheses Concerning General Impacts
A variation which could be applied to the system granting
state government greater power is the legis lative funding of
nomination studies.

This funding would go to the DGFP, since

it would be the agency responsi ble for nominat ions.
The general impacts, and impacts on special interest
groups, river designations and river preservation would likely
be similar to those caused by

fundi~g

of nomination studies

in the previous .. present system."
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
(SIGs)
The funding of nomination studies would increase the
power of the DGFP over the nomination process.
would cut costs for the DGFP in

p~rsuing

The funding

a nomination in the

sense that it would not have to balance the use of department
funds between river nominations and competing departmental
goals.

The funding would put an emphasis on river

preservation.

The information obtained from the studies

would cut uncertainties and decision making costs in
subsequent steps of the designation process faced by the DGFP.
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The funding of nomination studies would tend to encourage
the participation of the DGFP in the nomination process.
Groups with preferenc es often in conflict with river
designations would likely be faced with increased decision
making costs in stopping a nomination due to fund ing a
nomination study.

Groups such as the DWNR, and ·irrigation

and water development SIGs would face increased decision
making costs since there would be more ·informati on in ·
supporting a river designat ion and fewer uncerta inties.

These

SIGs would also face increas ed decision making costs in a
legislative decision phase since the Legislature had
appropriated money for designation purposes and would tend
to be more receptive to a nomination.
Hypotheses Concerning The Impact On River Designations
The funding of nomination studies would tend to increase
the number of nominations due to decreased cost of pursuing
a nomination.

The percentage of·- nominated rivers which were

designated would also tend to increase - due to decreased
uncertainties and more homogeneous goals of the Legislature
and the DGFP.

River designations would tend to increase due

to this variation.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On River Preservation
Protection for river preservation would be increased to ·
the extent that river designations increased.

Studies on
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the rivers would also provide information with which nondesignating agencies could provide greater protection on
river segments even tho ugh they were undesignated.
studies would provide information concerning the

The

nee~

for

river preservation but would probably not provide information
on alternative means of protection, however.

River preserva-

tion would tend to increase due to the funding of nomination
studies.

Legislative Power To Alte·r A De-s ig·n ation
Hypotheses Concerning General Impacts
A variation on the component whereby designation is
granted by the Secretary of Game, Fish and Parks

wo~ld

be

granting the Legislature power to alter a river designation.
Decision making costs would tend _to be increased somewhat,
since a nominating agency would have to face at ·least the
possibility of legislative

revi~w,

a costly step.

This

variation would provide a "check" on. :the designation powers
of the Secretary of Game, Fish and Parks.

The additional

legislative power would also significantly decrease possible
negative political externalities, since each citizen would
have greater representation available to him.
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Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
(SIGs)
The optional legislative review would yield decreased
costs to the DGFP i n rel ation to legislative de signation.
The variation would t end to cause increased decision making
costs in relation des ignation by the Secretary of Game, Fish
and Parks.

The Secretary would likely face increased

decision making costs since he would also have to consider
the review powers available to the Legislature .

The

variation would probably cause a greater awareness of
opposing viewpoints b y the Secretary so as to avoid legislative
alteration of a designation.

(See Chapter Six for discussion

of an example of a simi lar type of. administrative designation
by the Commissioner of Natural ResOurces in Minnesota.)
This variation would tend to increase decision making
costs in relation to legislative _designat ion for groups with
preferences often · in conflict with river designations.
Legislative approval wo uld become a v ari able rather than a
fixed cost in the designation proc e ss ; and most of the costs
of carrying the nomination through t h e legislative process
would be transferred to groups s u ch as the DWNR, and
irrigation and water developme n t STGs.

In relation to

designation by the Secretary , these groups would obtain an
additional, although expensive , tool for halting a designation.
Also, just the threat of legislative alteration to a
designation would tend to cause the Secretary to give more
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Designation by the Secretary,

even with the legislat ive rev iew option, would tend to result
in more river designations than with legisla tive design ation.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On River Preservation
This variation would likely not have a significant impact
on protection provided for river preservation, except to the
extent that river desi gnations were affected.
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Desi nation B

An Exec utive Counci)

Hypotheses Concerning General Imp cts
Another variation to desig.nat.ion

bj:

the Secretary of

Game, Fish and Parks is t he optional r '.ri ew of designation

by an executive counci l, which was discussed wi th the "present
system."

Many general i mpacts would li.kely b e similar to

the previously discussed l egislative approval variation ,
though perhaps not as exten sive.

The execu t ive council

variation would tend to lowe r possib le negative political
externalities in relation t o designation by o nly the Secretary
of Game, Fish and Parks.
Hypotheses Concerning Impac ts On Special Interest Groups
{SIGs)
The executive council variat ion would tend to raise
decision making costs for the DGF P by hav ing to go through
the extra step of receiving executive council approval or

by just the threat of executive c ounci l review of the
designation.

The threat of review by . the executive council

would be greater than that o f the . Legislature, since the
council could act more easily due to the lower number of
individuals.

However, the DGFP would also probably face

lower communication costs with the council than with the
Legislature.
Groups with preferences often conflicting with river
designations would tend to face lower costs in initiating
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action to alter a designa tion, in relation t o legislative
review, due to the fewer number of people involved.

More

established groups, knowledgeable in the mechanics of state
government, would be most effective in getting a de signation
reviewed by the council.

The DWNR and the water development

SIGs would likely face · low fixed costs in convincing the
council to review a designation, as they would alre ady have
knowledge and influence concerning state government .
Local . government STGs might face decrease d access to the
designation decision, in rel ation to optional legis lative
review.

Local government SI Gs would have more influence with

local legislators due to better communication and common
preferences.

The influence o f l o c al government SIGs would

depend to a large degree upon the preferences of the
particular individuals on the executive counc il.
Hypotheses Concerning The Impact .On River Deiignati ons
The optional review by an - executi ve council would tend
to decrease the number of designations due to increased
decision making costs from the threat of alteration or from
the additional review step by the council.

The preference of

the particular individuals on the committee would greatly
affect the decision costs of dealing with the committee.
Designations would likely increase under this variation in
relation to

th~

legislative designation process used in the

present system of designation.
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Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On. River Preservati o n
There would no t likely be a large impact on river
preservation due to the op tional rGview by an executive
committee, except to the extent. the, n uxnbe r of des i g nated
rivers were altered.

The var iation would probably not

greatly affect protec tion of river$ for preservation without
designation.

Re uired Review B

Other State

-~e'Itcies

Hypotheses Concerning Gene ral Inpac ts
A third check on the component by which the Secretary
of Game, Fish and Parks des ignates rivers would b e required
review by other state agenc ies.

A possibility mi ght be

review by the Cabinet Subgroup of Natural Re sources (see
Chapter Three for a des cription of this group) , or the State
Planning Bureau.
This variation wo uld have many similar effect s of the
preceding two variations .

It would tend to increase designa-

tion decisi9n making co sts and would lower pos sible negative
political externality co s t s, in relation to d esignation by
only the Secretary.

This v a riation would f o rmally cause

consideration of alternative uses of river r esources to
designation.
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Hypotheses Concern ing Impacts On Spec) 1 Intere st Groups
(SIGs)
Decision costs would likely b

ir~reas ed

f or the DGFP

due to the extra step o f review ly other state agencie s.
This variation would for ce the fo1:mal consideration of
alternative viewpoints, and the DGFP would have to satisfy
several agencies in the formulation of its management ·plan.
Decision making cos ts would tend to be de creased for
groups with preference s conflicting with rive r designation
such as the DWNR, and irrigation and water development SIGs.
The costs of consideration of uses of the river reflecting
these groups' preferences would be decreased , and these groups
would gain access to the designation decision.
Hypotheses Concerning The Impact On River Designations
River designations would likely decrease somewhat due
to increased designation decisi on making costs, an impact
similar to the precedi ng two variations.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Ri ver Preservation
River . protection for preservation would decrease to the
extent this variation caused decreased designation s without
alternative forms of protection.

Preservation protection

on designated rivers might be decreased somewhat to allow
development activities advocated by other state agencies.
River protection on non-designated rivers might be increased
somewhat since other agencies might be made aware of
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preservation needs and incorporate this knowledge in to
subsequent decisions invo lving the use of river resources ..
Overall, the protection provided fo r river pre servation
would tend to decrease due to the var i a tion of requi red
review by other state agencies5

Power Of Mana

' (DGFP)

To Use Emi nent Domain

Hypotheses Concerning General Impacts
A variation on the component whereby local governments
are required to adopt ordinances supporting an adopted
management · plan, is granting the eminent domain power to the
managing agency, further extending the power of state
government.
manag~ng

The eminent domain p ower woul d assure the

agency the abil ity to acquire areas criti cal to

the accomplishment of the des ignation goals on the river.
Management costs migh t be decreased on other parts of the
river due to this power.

The eminent domain power would tend

to increase the possible negative political externalities
from

rnanag~ment

decisions however.

Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
(SIGs)
The eminent domai n power would increase the power of· the
~

over local governments and landowners.

' The DGFP would

have increased flexibility in its management decisions, as it
would be able to purchase areas of land, the present owner
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might not be otherwise will ing to sell~

Ove ral l

costs of

managing the river wo ul d tend to decrease , since the DGFP
would be able to control area.s critJ.cal to the r iver's
protection.
The eminent domain power would. not likely have a large
effect on groups with preferences .c onflie·ting with river
designations.

The DGFP would not likely use the power of

eminent domain to restri ct uses preferred by g ro ups such
as the DWNR, and irr·igation· antl water development SIGs.
The DGFP could not afford to purchase areas of t he size
utilized by these inte res ts (large field areas, channel
areas, small watersheds) and would probably attempt to
utilize other methods to r e strict activities of these groups
when in conflict with

th~

ri ver de signation.

Local g·o vernm:ent a nd loc·a l l andowner STGs would likely
be opposed to the option o f eminent domain.

The DGFP would

acquire extensive power s over these g r o ups' interests beyond
mere regulation of land uses .

Local tax bases could also be

affected to some extent in the de signated rive r area.

These

groups wouid face high ·decision making costs i n altering
management practices on the river if the ma n aging agency
chose to utilize its eminent domain p ower .

Eminent domain

would be the greatest ma!lifestation of sta t e over local
control which these SIGs tend to f e ar .
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Hypotheses Conce rning The Irnpa.ct On River Desi gnati ons
This v ari a t ion would probably tend to dec rease d esign a tions due to inc reased opposition from lo cal governmen t and
landowner SIGs, e s peciall y with legislative de signa t i o n or
approval.

The variat i on would not. great ly affect t he

number of designations if rivers ·Were desi gnated by t he
Secretary of Game , Fish and Parks.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On River Prese rvati on
The eminent domain variation would h i nder river
preservation protection to the extent i t caused f ewer
designations and a lternative means of protection were no t
provided.

The va riation would tend to facil itate preserv ation

protection on des ignated rivers since critical areas on t h e
river could be given maximum protection.

Power Of Managing Agency TO · Review Variances Granted By Lo cal
Authorities
Hypotheses Concerning Ge neral

!~pacts

A variation o n the l ocal adoption of ordinances supporting the management p lan which fur the r increas es t he control
of the managing agency over t he r iver resource i s granting
it the power to review var i ances granted by l ocal authorities.
This variation would increase decision making costs for
local . governments regarding the granting of variances which
affect a river desi gnation.

Local governmen ts would have to
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go through an addi tional step of
approval to adopt variances.

:r>-c~~3l . ;;ir

g management board

Va1ianceu whic h conf l i ct with

designation goals would be more difficult to achieve ; and
each local government wo uld not he

r:

!'•Jo to place e x ternal

costs on adjacent g o vernments as easilyo
This variation would tend t.o. 'leer t"ase coordi nation
costs between the v arious local gave rments in enforcing the
management plan.

Communi cation and <.::oordina.tion between

state and local governments would also tend to be increased.
The power of local governments over the managemen t plan would
likely decrease; but deci sion making costs woul d also rise
to adapt the management plan to local prefer ences while still
meeting designation g oals.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
(SIGs)
The power to review variances wouLd tend to increase the
power of the DGFP (t h e mana ging agency) to enfor ce the
management plan, and over local governments .

The DGFP would

likely face decreased decision making costs . in c onflicts with
local _ governments o ver management plan enforcements.

The

cost of justifying the variance would be tran s f erred from the
DGFP to the local government granting the vari ance.

The DGFP

would ·not have to convince the local government i t should not
adopt the variance, rather the local government would have to
convince the DGFP the variance did not suffi ciently conflict
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with designation goals to have it repealed.
Local governments SIGs would

fac~

a l oss of power to

state government and an increase in d ·cision making costs in
modifying the management plan

du~

to this variation.

Local

governments would be unde r additi nal state government
controls concerning land and wat r use regulations affecting
a river designation.

Loc al

gov.rnment~

SIGs would face an

additional step in modi fying management plan regulations by
granting of variances , t hereby increasing deci sion making
costs.

Most of the enforcement costs of the man agement plan

would still be borne by the local governments.
Groups with pre feren ces often in confli ct with river
designations would tend to face increased decision making
costs in pursuing uses of

rive~

river designation goals.

Irrigation

resources which conflict with .
a~d

water deve·lopment

SIGs would have to convince an additional agency , the DGFP,
of the appropriatenes s of the . vari ance, increasing decision
making costs.

Decision mak ing costs would also be increased

since these SIGs and the managing agency would often have
conflicting viewpoints, especially regarding the variances.
These SIGs would also face additional costs of acquiring
additional information of the effects of the variance on the
designated river; costs the managing agency would have
previously had to bear in convincing the local government
not to grant a variance.
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Hypotheses Concern ing The I~pact On Ri.ver Designations
There would no t be a large impact. o n r iver designations
due to this variation.

Designa.ions might decrease to some

degree due to incre ased o pposition from local government SIGs
to the designatio ns.

Thi s opposition would probably be more

effective with legis lative designat.ion than with designation
by the Secretary.

Although in Mjnnesota, which uses

administrative designa tion, a one-year moratori um was granted
by the designator (Commis sioner of Natural Resources) to
allow local governments a chance to investigate alternatives
to river designation.

(See Chapter Six fo r a furth er

explanation.)
Hypotheses Concerning Impact.s On Rive r Protecti on
The power of the manag:ng agency to review variances
woul-d tend to increase river preservatl.on protec tion on
designated rivers sinc e the managing agenci would ·have
increased powers over the e nforcement of the management plan.
This variation would not gr~atly affect river preservation
without designation, unless local governments were spurred
to pursue alternatives to avoid this variation

(and the

component of the required local adoption of ordinances
supporting the management plan).
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Ri hts Throu h State Fundin

Or Tax

Hypotheses Concerning Gener al Imp cts
A variation on the requi rement of local adoption of
ordinances supporting the management

lan would be the

acquisition of property rights througl state f unding or tax
incentives.

Scenic easements 1 could be purchased outright

or the state might ass ist in paying future property taxes
reflecting the property owners

dec~eased

rights on the land.

This variation would incre ase the power of the managing
agency over the enforcement of the management plan, although
not to the extent the eminent domain power woul d.

(Although

a·further variation might be the purchase of property rights
through the power to eminent domain .)

Purchase of property

rights would help spre ad the cost of enforcement over the

1

Scenic easements are essentially purchase of interest in
the land which limit the extent to which the landowner
may develop his land. Usually landowners are paid to
keep the land in the use it is presently .inl and
prohibited developme nts on the land are specif ied.
Scenic easements do not grant public access to the
affected land, but only affec~ the owner's use of the
land unless otherwise stated in the easement .
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entire state.

The p urchas e of property r ights would also

allow the managing a gency to acquire only the ri ghts essential
to the river designation a nd allo
most of his uses of the land.

the landowner to continue

The effacts of purchase of ·

property rights would thus likely not be as dras tic as the
purchase in fee title of p roperty th -ough e minen t domain.
Purchase of property rights from willing se llers would also
compensate the landowner f or rights giren up .
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
(SIGs)
The acquisition of property rights through state funding
or tax incentives would decrease cos ts to t he DGFP of enforcing the . management plan.

The DGFP could purchase only the

portion of the "bundle of property ri ghts" it f elt was
essential to the river des ignation goa l s, rather than the
entire bundle of prope rty rights at a h igher co sts.

The

DGFP would likely face decre ased decis i on making costs since
it would not have to c o nvince . the property owner to sell
rights unessential to river design ation goals.
The variation would probably be favored b y irrigation,
flood. control and landowner

~·

These groups would be

compensated for lost property rights, rather than just being
prohibited from some us e of land and water re sources.

These

groups would also be able to retain many of t heir preferred ·
uses of resources, especially in relation to purchase in fee
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title by eminent domain.
Local government S IGs would pr :tb;ibly n ot be largely
1

affected by this variation if their tax base was not altered
due to the easements .

These SIGs would have de creased access

to management plan e nforcement decisions due t o this
variation.

Overall , thi s variation would probably not be

particularly offensive t o local governrn.e:nt S IGs.
Hypotheses Concerning The Impact Qn Riv r Des ignations
Nominations might i ncrease somewha'

since the managing

agency would anticip ate inc reased f lexibility in implementing
the management plan.

The percentage o f nom inations

designated would tend to inc r e ase due to d ecre ased opposition
of irrigation, flood control and landowner SIGs.
Hypotheses Concern ing Impacts On River Preservation
Protection for r iver preservat i on would increase on
designated rivers due to the increased flexi bility in
enforcing the manageme nt pla'n.

There would be no direct

improvement on river p reservati o n due to the variation .
However, the var.iation

migh~

put into practice preservation

techniques which could be applied to unde signated rivers.
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SYSTEM GRANTING LOCAL GOVERNMENTs· GRE ATER POWER

Introduction
The third basic system for designa ting rivers grants
greater power to local governments in relation to the other
two systems.

The· third system's components include:

a.)

nomination initiated by ·local governments or groups,

b.)

designation by a local government with review powers by the
State Legislature,

an~

c.) local adoption of ordinances

supporting the management plan.

Each of these three

components also have variations which will be discussed.
The three components will first be discussed along with
their impacts in relation to the components in the previous
two systems.

Then the variations will be discussed along

with their impacts on their re.s pective components.

The first component of the system granting local
governments greater _power is that river nominations are
initiated by local governments or groups.

In the case of

river nominations and designations the "local governments"
which will be considered are the County Board of Commissioners,
Watershed Districts and Conservancy Subdistricts.

These

groups are described in Chapter Three and their impacts on
river nominations and designations are discussed in the
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variation discussions.
Hypotheses Concerning General Impacts
Nominations by local governments would likely increase
their access to and power over the nomination decision, in
relation to the preceding two designation systems.

Possible

negative political externalities would tend to be decreased
as each citizen would be assured greater representation than
with designation by a state agency.

This component could be

a means for local governments to seek state funding for
river management, if state aid were made dependent on designations.

Decision making costs would probably be higher in

nominating the river due to the diverse interests concerning
river use at the local · level in relation to the less varied
interests of the DGFP.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
(SIGs)
Access to the nomination decision would tend to be
decreased for the Department of Game, Fish and Parks (DGFP).
Decision making cost·s would tend to be increased for the DGFP
in initiating a nomination since it would have to persuade
a local government to pursue the nomination.

The DGFP would

still be a good "information provider" concerning nominations
as it would have low variable costs in obtaining nomination
information.

But it would still face high uncertainties as

even the provision of nomination information would not
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guarantee that lQcal governments wo u ld carry out a nomination,
due to their diverse preferences.

This component would

discourage participation by the DGFP in the nomination
decision.
Local wildlife, fish, recreation and preservation SIGs
might have greater access to the nomination decision, than
with state agencies in general.

Decision making costs

between these SIGs and local governments might be lower due
to better communication, greater familiarity with local
preferences and more trust.

However, decision making costs

might be increased due to increased diverse preferences
concerning river use at the local level; although these SIGs
would be familiar with or even members of SIGs with
preferences conflicting with a river designation.

This

component would tend to encourage participation in the
nomination decision by these SIGs.
Access of l<?cal , irrigation and t ·lood control SIGs to the
nomination decision would tend to increase due to the
component whereby local governments initiate nominations.
These SIGs would likely face decreased decision making costs,
in relation to state agency nominations, due to better
familiarity and communication with local governments, and
often preferences in common with the local governments.
Information on local irrigation is usually somewhat readily
obtainable and understood by local government boards,
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further decreasing decision costs.

Thi s component would

encourage participation by these SIGs in the nomination
decision process.
Local government SIGs would likely increase their power
over the nomination due to this component, by increasing
their access to the nomination decision and decreasing
decision making costs to them.

Decision making costs would

be decreased since the local governments would not have to
persuade another agency, probably the DGFP, to take action
on a nomination reflecting their preferences.

However, if

local governments chose to pursue a nomination, they would
face high costs in collecting nomination in£ormation.

An

agreement might be worked out with the DGFP since they would
face lower fixed costs in

ob~aining

nomination in£ormation.

This component would encourage participation by local
government SIGs in the nomination decision process.
The impact o£ this component on the Department of Water
and Natural Resources (DWNR) would depend on its prior
involvement with local resource use projects on the local
people and governments.

If the DWNR had assisted in

irrigation, water development or flood control projects in
the area it would likely have greater acces to decisions
by local governments due to better familiarity with the local
governments and local preferences and problems.

The DWNR

would also be able to provide information on resource uses
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in such areas, thereby also decreasing decision making costs.
Hypotheses Concerning The Impact On River Designations
Nominations would tend to decrease due to the lack of
ability by local governments to obtain information required
for a designation decision
resulting £rom the

vari~d

and high decision making costs
preferences regarding river

resource use with the decision body.

These factors would

probably also tend to decrease the percentage of nominated
rivers which were designated.

Overall, river designations

would tend to decrease.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On River Preservation
Protection for river preservation would tend to decrease
on designated rivers due to increased access of SIGs with
preferences conflicting with river designations.

Designations

would be modified to allow for these groups' preferences,
thereby decreasing protection for river preservation.
River preservation protection might increase on nondesignated rivers.

If l0cal governments became more aware

of river preservation needs, they might take actions to
satisfy specific needs without pursuing a full fledged
nomination.
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persuading local governments to pursue a nomination, and
would likely be discouraged from participating in the
designation process due to this compon ent.
Wildlife, fish, recreation and p reservation SIGs would
tend to have increased access to the designation decision
for the same reasons they had increased access to the
nomination decision.

These SIGs would face higher decision

making costs due to the increased number of varied viewpoints
at the local level concerning river resource use, however.
These pro-designations SIGs would be encouraged to participate
in the designation decision by this component, in relation
to the previous systems.
Local irrigation and flood contr·o l S'IGs would likely
face increased access and decreased decision making costs to
the designation decision due to this componenti for reasons
similar to those with the first component.
Loeal governments making. the nomination decision would
face increased access and decreased decision making costs
regarding the designation decision for reasons similar to
those with the first component.

Adjacent governments would

be subject to spillover effects of the local government
designation decision.

For example, if flood control ·

structures were removed on the designated se-ction, adjacent
areas might experience increased flooding.

Adjacent

governments would likely face hi-gh decision making costs
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regarding the designation decision due to the alternative
viewpoints.

High decision making costs would also be faced

by adjacent governments in obtaining a review by the
Legislature.

Local governments ·would h ave low access to the

Legislature as a whole and would face h i gh costs in guiding
the review through the Legislature .

Information on the

spillover costs would also be difficult and costly to obtain.
With this component, the fixed cost o£ the legislative
designation decision becomes variable and is transferred
from the nominating agency to an agency opposing the
designationi in relation to the system using legislative
designation.
The DWNR would likely have decreased access to the local
designation decision, due to . reasons similar to those of the
first component.

The DWNR would have increased access during

the legislative review step and would face lower decision
making costs due. to better communication and more influence
with · the Legislature.

This component would not necessarily

increase participation by the DGFP in the local designation
decision, but might encourage their participation in the
legislative review step.
Hypotheses Concerning The Impact On River Designations
River designations would tend to decrease due to
designation by the local _ government component.

Designations

would decrease due to the high information costs concerning
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designations and the varied local preferences concerning
uses of river resources.

The legislative review step would

be used primarily to halt designations by opposing groups
and would also tend to decrease river designations.
Hypotheses Concerning Impact On River Preservation
River protection would tend to decrease to the extent
designations decreased due to this component.

River

preservation protection would also decrease on designated
rivers since SIGs with preferences conflicting with river
designations would have increased access to the nomination
process, thereby decreasing protection granted the river.
Overall, river preservation protection would tend to . decrease
due to this component. ·

Local Adoption Of Ordinances Supporting· The Management Plan
Hypotheses Concerning General Impacts
The third component of the designation system granting
local government greater . power, is the local adoption of
ordinances supporting the management plan.

This component

would not require adoption of ordinances but would leave the
decision with local governments.
This component would place enforcement costs of the
designation on local governments.

However, it would also

give local governments power over the implementation of the
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management plan of the designated river.

Decision making

costs would tend to increase for enforcement of the management plan, in relation to the other two systems, since each
involved government would have to be persuaded to adopt the
ordinances.

Opportunities would also increase for local

governments to gain free-rider benefits from other adjacent
governments.

For

exam~le,

if three government agencies

chose to restrict development and enhance wildlife
opportunities on a river, a fourth government agency might
allow development of the river bank but would still experience
increased wildlife benefits from the -surrounding areas.

The

fourth area would experience benefits _ essentially provided
(free) by the three other areas.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
(SIGs)
If local governments managed the river, the power of
the DGFP would tend to be decreased over the river management.
If the DGFP were the managing agency, their enforcement costs
would increase, in relation to required ordinance adoption,
as each government agency would have to be dealt with
separately.

This component would likely discourage

participation by the DGFP in the enforcement of rules of a
designated river.
Local pro-designation groups, such as wildlife, fi·sh,
recreation

an~

preservation SIGs would tend to have greater

access to enforcement decisions.

These SIGs might be able
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to get action on specific goals more easily than with the
other designation systems, as they would have better access
to the local government managing the river and would also
have lower communication costs.

Each local SIG could seek

specific ordinances from the local government it is most
familiar with.

However, these SIGs would also face higher

decision making costs due to the increased number of
,;

preferences on river uses at the local leve-l.
would encourage

~articipation

This component

by these SIGs in the enforcement

of the management plan of a designated river.
Access to enforcement of the management plan would be
increased for irrigation STGs.

The irrigation SIGs would

tend to face decreased decision making costs in convincing
local governments to adapt the management plan to their
preferences or to obtain variances to the management plan; in
comparison to the other two designation systems.

These SIGs

would tend to face decreased decision costs with local
. governments due to better familiarity, decreased communication
costs and more common resource development goals; in
relation to the DGFP.

The influence of these SIGs would

tend to decrea$e preservation protection given to the river.
This component would encourage participation by irrigation
SIGs in the enforcement of the management plan of the
designated river.
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Costs will increase for local . governments SIGs, in
relation to state enforcement, as local governments will
have to bear the costs of enforcing the management plan.
However, the power of local governments will likely increase,
in relation to the other two designation systems, as they
will make the decisions to pass ordinances to implement
the management plan.

Hence decision making costs will

decrease greatly for local governments SIGs concerning
the management plan enforcement; and this enforcement will
likely reflect more the preferences of the loc_al governments.
Each local government will be able to create spillover
effects for other areas and will attempt to reduce spillover
effects on itself from other areas.
also have the opportunity to . gain
other local government areas.

Local governments will

free~rider

effects from

This component will encourage

participati·on of local government SIGs in the enforcement
of the management plan of the

design~ted

river.

The DWNR's access to enforcement decisions will depend
on their access to and i ·nfluence with the local governments.
This access and influence will depend partly on the DWNR's
involvement in water projects in the area, as in the previous
two components.
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Hypotheses Concerning The Impact On River Designations
Nominations and designations would tend to decrease as
a result of this component.

Although pro-designation groups

would have increased access to enforcement decisions, they
would also face increased decision making costs due to the
large number of preferences on river uses at the local
level, and coordination· between the various local governments
involved in

regula~ing

the river.

These factors would tend

to decrease the number of designations as a result of this
component.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On River Preservation
River preservation protection would decrease to · the
extent fewer rivers were designated.

The enforcement of

the designation would also likely vary from government to
government; this lack of coordination would provide
opportunities for spillover effects and free-rider effects
and river preservation efforts on designated rivers would
be discouraged.

There would not be a large impact on

preservation on non-designated rivers.

Overall, river

preservation protection provided would probably not be as
great as that provided by state enforcement or required
adoption of ordinances.
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Variations On The System Granting Local Governments Greater
Pow·e r
Each of the components of the system granting local
governments greater power may have several variations.

The

impacts of these variations in relation to their respective
components will now be discussed.

(See Chart 7. 4.)

Variations which are discussed concerning the component
whereby the nomination is initiated by local governments or
groups include:

a.) which groups will have what effects on

carrying out the nomination and the designat,ion, and b.)
funding of nomination studies.
Variations which are discussed concerning the second
component whereby designation is by a local government with
review powers by the State Legislature include the powers
of local governments from areas outside the designated area.
Variations which are discussed concerning the third
component whereby ordinances supporting the management
plan are locally a?opted include:

a.)

enforcement of the

management plan by a river management board, and b.) review
of variances by a state agency . .

Which Local Governments wo·u ld Have Wha·t · E"f·f ·ec·t s In Car·r yi·n g
Out The Nomination Components

(i.)

Introduction
Several possible local governments could carry out the
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Table 7.4.

Impacts of Variations on the System Granting Local
Governments Greater Power on Participation of SIGs,
River Designations, and River Preservation.
Variations
Which Local Governments
Would Have What Effects
In Carrying Out the
Nomination Components
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designation process.

Watershed Districts, CQnservancy

Subdistricts, and Boards of County Commissioners have
appropriate powers and responsibilities to carry out a
designation and were suggested in interviews as alternatives
to state agency designations.

Thes~

local governments are

governed by a board of local citizens and have certain
powers within a specified geographical area.

The local

governments are described · in Chapter Two.
The characteristics of each local government will
affect how the agency approaches a designation and the
on special interest groups.

~mpacts

The hypothesized impacts on

each of these government agencies will be discussed
separately.

(ii.) Watershed Districts

Hypotheses Concerning General Impacts
Watershed Districts usua·lly cover a smaller area than
Conservancy Subdistricts or counties and their boundaries
are usually formed along . natural drainage lines.

Watershed

District goals are oriented to projects involving
conservation· of water and natural resources.

Although

conservation is emphasized the Watershed District is still
usually involved with the development of resources and not
their preservation.

The District has taxing powers to

carry out projects but must receive 60% voter approval.
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This relatively tight local control decreases possible
negative political externalities for those within the
istrict.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
(SIGs)
The DGFP would tend to face decreased access to the
designation process, and increased decision costs, in relation
to designation by the Secretary of Game, Fish and Parks.
It would probably also have decreased access in relation to
legislative designation.

A designation by a local

government in general would tend to discourage participation
by the DGFP.
Local

pro-design~tion

groups such as wildlife, fish,

recreation and preservation SIGsmight have increased access
to the Watershed District.

The Watershed District is

oriented to agricultural use of resources and the conservation of these

resourc~s

for agricultural use.

These local

SIGS would have many pro-designation preferences but would
also likely share a concern for the District preferences.
Many members of a watershed District are likely to be
members of both pro-agricultural and pro-designation SIGs.
If conflicting, these preferences are likely to increase
decision making costs concerning a designation restricting
agricultural use of the resources.
Local . gove:r nment SIGs would tend to favor the Watershed
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District carrying out the designation process.
would increase over the designation decision.

Local control
The 60% voter

approval requirement for taxing powers would yield relatively
tight local controls over designation powers of the District
and would also decrease possible political externality
costs.
Local irrigation and landowner SIGs would tend to have
increased access to the designation process, in relation to
a designation carried out by the DGFP.

The District is

oriented toward assisting these SIGs in the conservation of
resources, which would result in low communication costs and
low decision costs due to common preferences.

Designation

by Watershed Districts would encourage participation by local
irrigation and landowner

SIG~.

Hypotheses Concerning The Impact On River Designations
Designations would not likely increase due to the
Watershed

Distric~s

carrying out the designation process,

in relation to the DGFP carrying out these functions.
Watershed Districts · are oriented toward the conservation of
resources and the agricultural use o£ these resources.

The

District's preferences would decrease designations to the
extent they were incompatible with river designations.
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Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Ri ver Preservation
River preservation would decrease to the extent river
designations decreased due to Water shed Districts carrying
out the designation process.

River

preserva~ion

without

river nominations might be facilitated by Watershed Districts.
Districts might be interested in preserving certain aspects
or sections of a river without pursuing a complete designation.
Preservation protection would likely provided to the extent
it was compatible with agricultural uses of the river
resource.

(iii.) Conservancy Subdistricts
Hypotheses Concerning .General Impacts
Conservancy Subdistricts usually cover larger areas
than either Watershed Districts or a single

coun~y.

Urban

residents vote on subdistrict matters which may or may
not be true of the other two local . governments.

Subdistricts

assist landowners and municipalities in the conservation,
distribution and stqrage· of water and emphasize the
conservation of water.

The Subdistricts may be involved in

a large variety of projects, most of which are required to
have majority voter approval and approval or review by the
DWNR.

The Conservancy Subdistricts have some, though not

extensive, taxing powers.
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Conservancy Subdistricts were formed partly so that all
those receiving benefits from larger water projects could be
taxed to pay for the provision of these benefits.

For

example, the entire James River nomination was within the
Oahe Conservancy Subdistrict.

Most of the costs and benefits

which would have occurred from a James River designation
would have accured to interests within the Oahe Conservancy
Subdistrict.

This would . also tend to be true of other

designations and Subdistricts, since Subdistricts cover
fairly large, multi-county areas which roughly follow
natural drainage boundaries.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
( SIGs)
The DGFP would tend to have decreased access to the
designation process if carried out by a -Conservancy
Subdistrict in comparison to designation duties carried out
by the DGFP.

The DGFP would likely -have better access to

designation decision made by the Conservancy Subdistrict
than by Watershed Districts or a Board of County Commissioners,
however.
Local pro-designation groups, such as. wildlife, · fi.s h,
recreation and preservati·o n STGs would have good access to
Conservancy Subdistrict designation decisions.

Most of

these SIGs affected by a designation would be within
subdistrict boundaries.

Although these SIGs would likely
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have better access to designation decisions, they would also
face increased decision making costs due to varied
preferences concerning the river's use at the local level.
Irrigation and flood control SIGs would also tend to
have good access to designation decisions made by the
Conservancy Subdistrict.

The Subdistrict is often involved

in projects involving these SIG's preferences, thereby
decreasing communication · costs.

These SIGs which were

affected by a designation would almost always be within the
designating Subdistrict, helping to assure access to
designation decisions.
The DWNR would tend to have increased access to
designation decisions made by Conservancy Subdistricts.
The DWNR may review most projects of the Subdistrict,
helping to assure access and decrease communication costs.
Local government SIGs would likely favor the Conservancy
Subdistrict carrying out the designation process.

In

relation to state agency designations, Conservancy Subdistricts
would increase local control and decrease possible negative
political externalities.

These local interests most affected

by the designation would have good access to Subdistrict
decisions since its boundaries would encompass most of these
interests.

The Subdistrict would also have experience in

working with the other various local governments within its
boundaries, especially concerning coordination of water-related
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decisions.

This would help decrease decision making costs.

All local interests possibly affected by a river designation
would probably best be represented in Conservancy Subdistrict
decisions, in relation to Watershed Districts, Boards of
County Commissioners, and state agencies.
Hypotheses Concerning The Impact On River Designations
River nominations would not likely significantly
increase if Conservancy Subdistricts carried out the
designation - process.

Conservancy Subdistricts would be

more concerned with conservation goals rather than
preservation and would also tend to favor water development
for agricultural uses.
have a good chance

Rivers which were nominated -would

of · b~ing

designated since the nominations

would tend to have good support of local interests and the
DWNR.

Designations would tend to decrease due to Conservancy

Subdistricts carrying out the designation process, in
relations to a DGFP nomination and Secretary of Game, Fish
and Parks designation.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On River Preservation
River preservation practices would be decreased to the
extent river designations decreased due to the Conservancy
Subdistrict carrying out the designation precess.
Conservancy Subdistricts would tend to be favorable to
protection measures without designation, however.

SIGs
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which would be interested in preservation practices would be
fairly well represented by the Conservancy Subdistrict.

For

example, 75% of the recreational users of the upper James
River lived within 25 miles of the river.

Fairly good support

for preservation practices compatible with agricultural
practices could come from within the boundaries of the
Conservancy Subdistrict, which would help provision of
preservation practices on undesignated rivers by Conservancy
Subdistricts.

(iv.) Board Of County Commissioners
Hypotheses Concerning General Impacts
Boards of County ·commissioners govern a relatively small
area, a single county, with legal boundaries seldom reflecting
natural boundaries.

Commissioners do not generally have

regulation powers over municipalities, but the Commissioners
maywork in conju11ction with municipalities and adjacent
counties.
Commissioners have a wide latitude in regulation powers
which would be useful in enforcing a management plan of a
designated river.

There is an emphasis on regulation of

land uses oriented to guiding development.

Regulat·ions

which are formulated by the County Planning Commission must
be approved by a local vote, the State Planning Bureau and
the Board of County Commissioners.

Zoning districts with
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specific regulations may be established with specific
regulations concerning land and water use in each district.
These regulations may be changed by the Board o£ County
Commissioners upon request of 30% of the people in a zoning
district.
County Commissioners have regulatory powers well suited
to obtaining the goals of a designation.

Land use development

regulations may be formuiated to fit the needs of each zoning
district.

Development along a river could easily be regulated

through these zoning districts.

There is heavy local control

over regulations since voters must approve regulations which
may be modified upon request by each zoning district.

County

Commissioners also have fairly broad taxing powers with which
to carry out projects.

Although County Commissioners do have

appropriate powers to enforce a management plan, a river
designation will seldom cover only one county.

To provide

adequate protection 'for a river designation County

-

Commissioners would likely have to develop mutual agreements
with municipalities . and · adjacent counties.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
(SIGs)
State agencies, such as the· DGFP and the DWNR would tend
to have decreased access to the designation process with
the County Commissioners in relation to watershed Districts
or conservancy Subdistricts.

These state agencies would
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have less control over a designation carried out by this
local oriented board.
Local pro-designation groups such as wildlife, fish,
recreation and preservation SIGs would tend to have good
access to the designation process with the County
Commissioners in relation to state agencies.

Many users

of a designated river will reside within the affected county.
For example, on the upper James River, 48% of the recreational
users were from Brown County and 28% from Spink County.

Most

of the pro-designation users of a possible designated river
could be represented by the adjacent County Commissioners
although mutual agreements between counties and municipalities
would probably be need.e d.

The Board of County Commissioners

carrying out the designation process would encourage
participation by these pro-designation groups.
· Irrigation, flood control, and landowner SIGs would
likely have increased access to designation decisions made
by County Commissioners in relation to the DGFP or the
Legislature.

These _SIGs . might have somewhat less access in

comparison to the Watershed Districts or conservancy
Subdistricts carrying out the designation process since the
Board of County Commissioners might not be as concerned
with agricultural uses of water.
Local _ gover.rtrnent STGs would tend to favor designation
by the County Commissioners.

Local interests would have good
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control over commission actions and possible negative political
externality costs would be low.
problem is that all 6f the

loc~l

The Commission 's main
interests affected

by a river desigantion would probably not be within a single
countyi so mutual agreements with adjacent counties might be
required, raising decision costs.
Hypotheses Concerning The Impact On River Designations
River designations would tend to increase if County
Commissioners carried out the. designation process.

The Board

of County Commissioners would be the local government agency
best suited to enforcing the management plan and would face
low fixed costs in regulating river uses as its enforcement
structure would ·already be in place.

However, the County

Commissioners would not usually govern an area large enough
to enforce a complete river designati on, so intergovernmental
agreements would be required, raising designation costs.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On River Preservation
River preservation would increase to the extent river
designations increased due to the County Commissioners
carrying out the designation process.

Participation by

County Commissioners in the designation process would _also
encourage river preservation on non-designated rivers.
County Commissioners might become aware of the need for
protective measure and provide appropriate regulations without
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providing a complete designation.

Riv er preservation would

tend to increase if the Board of County Commissioners were
involved in the river designation process.

(v.) Summary On Local Government Effects
All three loca1 g?vernment agencies--watershed Districts,
conservancy Subdistricts and Boards of County Commissioners-could conceivably carry out a river designation and also
could easily provide many river preservation protection
measures.

In relation to designation by state agencies,

these local governments would tend to increase the access of
local interests to designation decisions and decrease
possible negative political externalities.
The Board of County Commissioners would tend to have
goals most in common with a river · designation as it is
concerned with reguiating the development of resources.
Watershed Districts and Conservancy Subdistricts are more
oriented . toward the development o£ river resources for
agricultural use.
The Board of County Commissioners is also the local
government agency with

enfo~cement

powers most appropriate

for a designated river's management plan.

Their powers are

geared toward _ guiding development o£ resources in specific
zoning districts.
likely face the

The Board of County Commissioners would

lo~est

costs in enforcing the management
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plan.

The Conservancy Subdistrict would also have powers

appropriate for enforcing a management plan.

Unlike the

Board of County Commissioners, the Conservancy Subdistrict
boundaries would likely encampass the entire designation
area.

The Subdistrict would be experienced in working with

various local governments along the designated river
concerning its use.

The Conservancy Subdistrict would tend

to have lower coordination costs than the Board of County
Commissioners. · The Watershed Districts are not geared
toward regulating land uses, but promoting water conservation
practices.

Of the three local governments, the Board of

County Commissioners and the Conservancy Subdistricts tend
to have powers best .suited to carrying out the management
plan of a designated river.
The Conservancy Subdistrict would generally g overn an
area most appropriate for a river designation.

The

Conservancy Sub.d istrict boundaries would encompass nearly
all those interests bearing designation costs and most of the
interests benefiting from a designation.

Watershed Districts

cover a smaller area and interests bearing designation costs
would still be represented, but many interests receiving
benefits from the designation would probably not be
Watershed District boundaries.

~ithin

Counties wo.uld likely include

both cost-bearing and benefit-receiving interests, but a
single county would seldom encompass those entire interests
affected by a river designation.
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Funding Of Nomination Studies
Hypotheses Concerning General Impacts
A variation on the component whereby local governments
carry out river nominations is the state funding of
nomination studies.

The general impacts of this variation

would _likely be similar to the impacts caused by this
variation in the previous two systems.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
(SIGs}
The DGFP, if , it did not receive the study ·funds, would
tend to lose access to nomination decisions due to this
variation.

The DGFP would have less control over information

for nominations

since the local governments would be able

to use funds to obtain the information themselves.

However,

the DGFP could stil.l be a significant "information provider"
of nomination information, although _i t would still likely
lose access to nomination decisions.
Local pro-designation SIGs; such as w·iTdli-fe, £i-sh,
recreation and preservation SIGs, could more easily influence
local governments to obtain information relevant to their
specific preferences, due to increased access in relation
to studies by state agencies.

Otherwise, impacts would

be similar to the previous two systems and these SIGs would
be encouraged to participate in the nomination process.
Like local pro-designation SIGs, local irrigation,
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flood control· a·n d landown·e r STGs could also more easily
influence local governments to obtain information relevant
to their specific preferences, in relation to state agency
studies.

Otherwise impacts· would be somewhat similar to the

previous two systems and these SIGs would tend to face
decreased decision costs in convincing local governments not
to pursue a designation.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On River Designations And
Preservation
The impacts on river designations and preservations from
this variation would be similar to the impacts in the previous
two systems.

Generally, river designations and preservation

would tend to increase due to the £unding o£ nomination
studies.

Review Powers 0£ L·o cal Gove·rnmen·t s p ·rom Area·s Out·side The
Desl.gnated Area
Hypotheses Concerning General Impacts
Another variation to the component whereby local
governments have designation powers is granting of review
powers to local governments adjacent to those carrying out
the designation.

This variation is primarily aimed at

spillover costs created by the designation.

For instance,

a designation might require the removal of flood control
structures or provide the channel clearing o£ a designated
river.

These actions might cause increased flooding downstream.
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Quantity and quality requirements for flows of designated
rivers might prevent certain uses upstream from the
designation area.

A river designation may affect resource

uses and their respective _ governing agencies outside areas
actually designated.

In fact, a river designation may affect

the entire state, but major impacts will probably fall on
adjacent governments and individuals.
Review powers by adjacent governments would tend to
increase decision making costs for a river designation
because of the extra review step and the increased number of
individuals involved in the designation decision.

Nomination

costs would also not easily be passed on to others by the
designating

agency, - ~hich

would perhaps increase costs for

some groups affected by the · designati9n.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
(SIGs)
Irrigation and' flood control' SIGs would tend to have
their access increased to designation decisions due to this
variation.

These groups are most likely to bear external

costs of a designation, and would be afforded an opportunity
to affect the designation decision by this variation.
State agencies would not be greatly affected by this
variation.

However, the DWNR and the DGFP might be in a

position to provide information on the effects of the
designation on adjacent areas, since they would have
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knowledge of both areas.

Their assistance with this type

of information would increase their access to the designation
decision . .
Local government STGs involved in designating a river .
would probably oppose this variation.

Review by adjacent

governments would increase designation decision making costs,
and they would not be able to pass on designation costs to
other areas easily.

Local governments adjacent to possible

designation areas would tend to favor this variation as it
would increase their access to the designation decision.
Adjacent local governments would likely face decreased costs
in working out compromises with governments designating a
river and would thus .not be forced to bear the external costs
of a designation.
Hypotheses Concerning The Impact On River Designations
River

designat~ons

would tend to decrease due to review

powers by adjacen-t governrnent:s ..

Designation decision making

costs would increase ahc;i costs: to those groups in a
designation area might increase if costs could not be passed
on to other areas.

These factors would tend to decrease the

number of designations.

Adjacent. governments would also

probably be more aware of external costs, for example
increased flooding, than external benefits such as recreation
opportunities or wildlife increases.

This would increase
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adjacent . governments opposition to designations.

A

designation's external benefits would also have high
exclusion costs, so adjacent governments would be reluctant
to bear

designatio~

costs if it felt it could obtain free-

rider benefits from the adjacent government's designations.
These factors would tend to decrease river designations.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On River Preservation
River preservation would decrease to the extent that
river designations decreased due to review by adjacent
governments.

River preservation on designated rivers would

tend to decrease since any protective measures with external
effects would be

di~couraged.

River preservation would tend

to decrease due to this variation.

Enforcement Of Management Plan By A River Mana·gement Board
Hypotheses Concerning General Impacts
Another variation of the component whereby local
governments choose .to adopt ordinances supporting the management plan is enforcement by a "river management board."

The

river management board would be made up of local citizens,
who might be appointed by the County Commissioners in each
of the affected counties.

The· river management board would

be a method for coordinating local governments.

The board

could determine what ordinances local governments would
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enforce concerning the river, and have review powers over
variances granted on these ordinances.
There would tend to be an increase in fixed costs due to
the new structure of the river management board.

The board

would likely decrease coordination costs for enforcement
of the management plan, however.

A board with area-wide

representation could also decrease the external effects from
one area on another.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
(SIGs)
Coordination costs would tend to be decreased for
governments by a river management board.

~ocal

The board . would

also decrease each government's ability to create external
costs on other areas.

The board would likely lower costs

for the local government designating the river since the
board would provide a means to coordinate the other local
governments in enforcing the management plan.

Affected local

governments would likely approve of the board as it would
increase their access to enforcement decisions.

A river

management board would encourage participation by all the
local governments within the designation area.
Irrigation ·and flood c·o ·n:tr·o l STGs would tend to · face
increased decision costs in pursuing projects with external
costs.

Interests bearing these external costs would be

represented on the board, which would tend to increase
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decision making costs for these SIGs in obtaining a variance
to the management plan, in relation to obtaining a variance
from a single local government.

However, these SIGs would

probably have. better access to the river management board
than the DGFP, and the board would also probably have
preferences more in common with irrigation and flood control
SIGs.
Decision making costs would tend to be decreased for
wildlife, .fish, recreation and preservation STGs.

These SIGs

would tend to prefer projects with wide-spread benefits,
which would be encompassed by the board more so than a single
local government.

The board would also probably be. more

familiar with river designation needs and technology than a
local government with many other concerns, which would cut
communication costs for these SIGs.

These SIGs would also

only have to approach one board rather than several local
governments, cutting their costs.

A river management board

would encourage participation by these pro-designation SIGs.
Hypotheses Concerning The Impact On River Designations
The river management board would not likely have a
significant impact on the number of river designations.
Individual local governments would likely perceive decreased
management costs due to the board, but would also perceive
the board as taking away their power over the management plan.
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Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On River Preservation
River preservation would tend to be increased on a
designated river due to the river management board.

Variances

decreasing river protection which caused external costs
would be more difficult to obtain from the board than a
single local governmen.t.

Preservation regulations with wide

spread benefits would tend more to be approved by the board
than a single local government.

The river management board

would not effect preservation on non-designated rivers since
a river would need to be designated to form the board.

Review Of Var·iances By A State Age·n cy
Hypotheses Concerning

Gener~l

Impacts ·

Another variation to the component of local adoption
of ordinances is the review of variances to these ordinances
by a state agency.

· Ordinance variances could be reviewed

by department heaas such as the Secretary of Water and
Natural Resources or the Secretary o£ Game, Fish and Parks.
The general impacts of this variation would likely be
similar to those of the "managing agency review of variances"
variation under the system granting state government . greater
power.

Generally, local governments would tend to lose power

over enforcement of the management plan and face increased
decision costs in the granting of variances.

Specific impacts

depend on which department head actually is granted the
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review powers.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On Special Interest Groups
The DGFP and the DWNR would tend to have increased access
to enforcement of the management plan if their respective
department heads had review powers over variances.

Decision

making costs in influe'n cing the management plan to reflect
their preferences would then be decreased for these agencies.
The effect · of this variation on pro-designation SIGs
such as wildlife, fish, recreat·ion and preserva·tion STGs
would depend on which department head had review powers.

If

the Secretary of Water and Natural Resources reviewed
variances to ordinances, these SIGs would likely face low
access to variance decisions, conflicting preferences regarding river resource use, and increased communication costs.
These factors would discourage participation by these SIGs
in variance decisions.

However, if .the Secretary of Game,

Fish and Parks reviewed variances, these SIGs would likely
enjoy good access, common preferences, and low communication
costs.

These factors will encourage participation by these

SIGs in decisions on variances.
Impacts on irrigation and 'flood cont·r ·o l STGs WO\lld be
similar to those on pro-designation SIGs, except in reverse.
Participation by irrigation and flood control SIGs would
likely be encouraged by the Secretary of Water and Natural
Resources review of variances due to good access, common
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preferences and low communication costs.

Participation by

irrigation and flood control SIGs would likely be discouraged
by Secretary of Game, Fish and Parks review of variances;
due to poor access, conflicting preferences and high
communication costs.
Local governments SIGs would tend to oppose this
variation.

Local governments would likely lose power to the

state government over the enforcement of the management plan,
and their powers in relation to each other would be likely
affected as they could not place · external costs on adjacent
areas as easily.
Hypotheses Concerning The Impact On River Designations
The impact of river designations on this variation would
be similar to the previous variation of review of variances
by the managing agency.

River designation would tend to

decrease due to review of variations by a state agency.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts On River Preservation
River preservation would be decreased to the extent
river designations decreased due to this variation.

Review

by the Secretary of Water and Natural Resources would tend
to decrease protection for river preservation on
rivers.

de~ignated

Variances for flood control, irrigation, or water

development which might decrease preservation of the river
would tend to be granted more readily by this department
head.

However, review by the Secretary of Game, Fish and
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Parks would tend to i ncrease preservation on designated
rivers.

This Secre t a ry would be less li kely to gran t

variances threatening river preservation.

Preservati on on

non-designated rivers would not likely be greatly affected
by this variation.
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CONCLUSION
Several suggested optional decision systems by which
rivers could be designated in South Dakota have been
analyzed in this chapter.

The three general systems of

designation suggested include: the present system, a system
granting state government greater power and a system
granting local government greater power.

Several variations

within each of these systems have also been suggested.
It has been hypothesized that these systems and their
variations would have certain impacts on special interest
groups, river designations and river preservation.
impacts have been examined and predicted within this
chapter.

These
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CHAPTER EIGHT
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Introduction
Water is one of South Dakota's most important natural
resources.

Demand for water is increasing and an important

source is surface waters, including rivers.

As demand

increases, conflicts develop over the best use of the
State's water resources.

Alternative uses include industry,

mining, agriculture, transportation, fish, wildlife,
outdoor recreation, environmental uses and water conservation.
The South Dak.ota Legislature determined in 1968 that
one important water resources use to be provided should . be
the designation of wild, scenic or recreational rivers.
purpose of

design~tions

conservation,

fish~

The

is to preserve scenic, water

wildlife and outdoor recreational values

-

on free-flowing streams and rivers.

South Dakota has a

number of rivers which · would probably qualify for a river
designation.

No rivers have received state designation in

South Dakota and only one, the James

Rive~has

been nominated

for designation; the legislative intent expressed in 1968
has not been fulfilled.
The designation process, part of the water allocation
process, affects the ability with which groups may pursue
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their preferences and affects river designation and river
preservation.

Method of Investigation
A structure-conduct-performance approach is utilized
to develop a set of

~

priori hypotheses on the effects of

various designation systems on several groups' abilities
to pursue their preferences.
to test these

A case study approach is used

hypotheses in two state settings.

Within the case studies, the structure, the existing
designation system, is first described, including the actors
involved in water allocation, and the formal and informal
designation

process~

Critical steps _ in the

d~signation

process are identified and analyzed.
The conduct, what actors do given the structure, is
described in the James River case analysis.
the results of

~his

Performance,

conduct, are described with regard to

various groups pursuing their preferences and on river
designations and river preservation.
serve to test the set of

~priori

Such descriptions

hypotheses.

An alternative system of designations is then
investigated.

The Minnesota designation system is described

and compared to the South Dakota system.
}

Evidence from the

Minnesota analysis is ' used to complement the test of the
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~

priori hypotheses and to suggest optional systems of

designations for South Dakota.
Three optional systems, with variations, are described:
the present system, a system granting state government
greater designation power, and a system granting local
government greater

d~signation

power.

The effect of each ·

system is analyzed and a set of predictive hypotheses are
developed for various groups' ability to pursue their
preferences and on river designations and river preservation.
A case study method was used to determine the present
structure and to indicate conduct and performance resulting
from alternative structures.

Literature reviews and

personal interviews· were used in carrying out the case study.
Several economic concepts are used in predicting
performance.

Decision making costs affect the ability of

groups to pursue their preferences.

Factors which will

increase decisi?n making costs include an increase of:
number of individualp in the decision making body, degree of
representation, costs of information and multiplicity of
public goods.

Factors which increase decision making costs

include a decrease of: homogeneity of individual preferences,
sense of community, seriability, rational capacity . and
clarity of utilities.

Uncertaintie s result from several

factors and may bias a decision against designations ( a
change from the status quo).

Externalities are the effects
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of a decision which are not considered in making that
decision, and are important considerations in predicting
actors' conduct.

Positive external effe cts may often be

free-rider effec t s , and negative external effects are termed
spillover effects.

Boundaries of the de c i sion making group

will affect impacts on various groups.
externalities

resu ~t

Political

from a political d e c ision which cause

a person to carry o ut an eco nomic action he would not
otherwise do.

South Dakota's Water Allocation De cis i on Structure
South Dakota i n itially a dopt ed a riparian system of
water allocation.

In 1955, the South Dakota Legislature

adopted an appropriat ive system of water allocation based
on beneficial use.
Several governme nta l a g encies have been formed which
may assist in various u s e s o f water resources.

State

agencies which may af f ect the use of water resources include:
the Division o£ Conservati on, Division of Industrial
Development, the Department of Water and Natural Resources
and the Department of Game ·, Fish and Parks.

The l?J.tter two

state agencies have the greatest potential for becoming
involved in the state designations o£ wild, scenic or
recreational rivers.
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Several locally oriented government agencies have also
been formed to assi st in various uses of water resources.
State legislated, special improveme nt di stricts wh i ch may
affect the use of water resources include: Drainage
Districts, Irrigation Distric t s, Sanitary Districts, Soil
Conservation Districts , Water Use Districts, Watershed
Districts and Conservancy Subdistricts .

The latter two

special improvement dis tri c ts have t h e greatest potential
for becoming involved in the s tat e designation of wild,
scenic or recreational rivers.

The Board of County

Commissioners is the local a gency wh i ch may affect the use
of water resources and i s most l ike ly to become involved
in the state

desig~ation

of wi ld, scenic or recreational

rivers.
The Department of Wa te r - and Natural Resources (DWNR)
is the state agency most i nvo lved with the mechanics of
the allocation of water resources in South Dakota.
DWNR mainly works with two important boards.

The

The Water

Management Board oversees the allocation of water rights.
The Water and Natural Resources Board is supposed to
determine a list of rivers to consider for designation, along
with the Game, Fish and Parks Commission, and also -reviews
wild, scenic or recreational river nominations and may make
recommendations on designations to the Legislature.
The Department of Game, Fish and Parks (DGFP ) is the
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state agency which has goals most closely aligned with those
of the designation of wild, scenic and recreational rivers.
The DGFP is involved in the regulation and control of the
conservation, protection and hunting of game, birds and fish
and the provision of opportunities for recreational
activities in parks . . The DGFP works with the Game, Fish and
Parks Commission which is supposed to determine a list of
rivers to consider for designation along with the Water and
Natural Resources Board.
Watershed Districts are created locally, and there is
strong local control over their functions.

Watershed

Districts generally assist in providing and conserving water
for agricultural, domestic, industrial and recreational uses.
A Watershed District could possibly nominate a river for
designation or provide preservation protection on a
non-designated river.
Conservapcy Subdistricts are locally formed, multicounty entities.

Conservancy Subdistricts have broad powers

and work with a variety of water resource and related land
projects.

Since Conservancy Subdistricts cover a

relatively wide area (in relation to other local government
agencies) they can work with a variety of local governments,
and could be helpful in.carrying out a designation or
providing preservation for a river.
The Board of County Commissioners is the local
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government agency which could be involved in a river
designation or providing preservation protection.

The Board

of County Commissioner s may have some control over the use
of water resources through the county's planning commission
and comprehensive plan.

Broad zoning powers are available

to the county commis.sioners, and these powers are subject
to strong local control.
The state and local powers fit within and are
subject to the federal water allocation structure.

Federal

and state-local powers are determined by the U.S.
Constitution and are further determined by federal statutes
agency regulations and case law.

South Dakota's Wild, Scenic and Recreational River
Des1gnat1on System
SDCL 46-l?A-21 states that the purpose of river
designations i& to preserve the natural scenic beauty, water
conservation, fish wildlife and outdoor recreation values
on certain rivers.

Three classifications for river

designations are provided for.

Wild rivers, which meet the

strictest criteria standards, preserve primitive qualities
of a river and provide recreational opportunities in this
primitive setting.

Scenic rivers provide recreational

opportunities in a near natural setting.

Recreational rivers

provide river-oriented recreational opportunities while
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protecting existing environmental values of the river.
Several steps are involved in nominating a river for
designation.
available.

Two types of initial nomination steps are
A study

appl~cation

requests additional funding

and expertise to assist in a river nomination.
nominat~on

A

application actually requests designation of a

river as wild, scenic or recreational

and must include

several points of information, including reason for
designation, a proposed management plan and public input.
The sponsor of a nomination must be a

p~blic

entity,

quasi-governmental group, or a public or private nonprofit
group with a significant degree of membership from within
the designation area.

The DGFP is the most likely sponsor.

After the nomination information has been gathered,
there are several steps to .achieve approval of the
nomination for designation.

The Cabinet s ·u bgro·up of Natural

Resources is an informal board of state agencies concerned
with natural resources which reviews the nomination.

Then

the Water and Natural Reso·urces Board determines if the
nomination application provides sufficient information to
meet legislative standards and may make a recommendation to
the Legislature as to the designation.

The Governor then

reviews the nomination and may introduce the bill to the
Legislature himself, or choose not to do so.

The Committee

on Agricul:ture and Natural Resources reviews the nomination
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and makes a recommendation to its respective legislative
chamber.

The nomination must receive a majority affirmative

vote by both the House and Senate, and not be vetoed by the
Governor to be approved for designation.
Several critical steps are faced during the nomination
process.

The initial nomination step may present funding

problems for many sponsors.

The review by the Water and

Natural Resources Board is a difficult hurdle for the
nomination.

The Governor's support of a nomination may be

important during the legislative phase.

The initial local

support of a nomination may have an effect on subsequent
steps.
It was hypothesized that several actors would be
important in the river designation process, including the
DGFP, DWNR and special interest groups with preferences
concerning wildlife and fish, recreation, preservation,
bank stabilization, flood protection, irrigation and water
development.

It was. also hypothesized that the DGFP would

carry out most of the nomination functions, while other
pro-designation groups would opt to gain free-rider benefits
by not substantially contributing to nomination efforts.

It

was hypothesized finally, that pro-designation groups would
participate most and be most effective during the early
nomination phases and groups with preferences conflicting
with designation goals would participate most and be most
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effective during subsequent designation decision steps.

James

R~ver

Case Analysis

The Department of Game, Fish and Parks sponsored the
nomination of the upper James River for designation as a
scenic and recreational river in 1977 and 1978.
The area

nomina~ed

for recreational status included

127.1 river miles of the James River, and four areas
nominated for scenic status including 26.9 river miles and
2,564 acres.

The James River is a slow moving, meandered

prairie stream.

It possesses important wildlife attributes,

aquatic habitat and recreational benefits for a designation.
The James River als.o faced an environmental threat of
channelization from the Oahe Irrigation Unit.

The objective

of the proposed management plan was to preserve the natural
character of the ':lpper James River and its affected floodplain.
During the preparation of the nomination application,
approval from a

major~ty

o£ affected landowners was gained;

later, conflicting petitions · indicating support were presented.
At public hearings on the nomination, concern centered on
landowner liabilities and restrictions, and impacts on the
proposed Oahe Irrigation Unit.

0£ those voting

at

the three

public hearings, 94% voted in favor of the nomination.
After the initial nomination information had been
gathered, the nomination went through several steps involving
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state government entities.

The Cabinet Subgroup of Natural

Resources approved of the nomination.

The Board of Natural

Resource Development (subsequently renamed the Water and
Natural Resources Board) raised several questions concerning
the nomination and received conflicting petitions, both
pro and con, concerning the nomination.

The Board

transmitted the nomination to the Governor and the Legislature
for consideration , but recommended against the designation.
The Governor submitted the nomination to the Legislature
as departmental

~egislation

in 1977, but increased his

support of the nomination to administrative legislation in
1978.

The Committee on Agricultural and Natural -Resources

gave the nomination a "do pass" recommendation in 1977 and
1978.

The nomination was considered by the Senate and

failed to receive a majority affirmative vote in 1977 and
1978.
The Department of Game, Fish and Parks and wildlife,
fish, recreation and preservation special interest groups
participated most and fared best with the initial nomination
steps and the review by the Committee on Agricultural and
Natural Resources.

Flood control special interest groups

(SIGS) participation varied depending upon their particular
preferences.

Irrigation special interest groups and the

Department of Natural Resource Development participated most
and fared well with the public hearings and review by the
Board of Natural Resource Development.

The Bureau of
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Reclamation participated most and fared well in the public
hearings, review by the Board of Natural Resource
Development, Governor's review, and legislative decision
steps.
Through the case analysis, the previously hypothesized
list of actors was modified somewhat.

It was found that

wildlife, fish, recreation and preservation SIGs acted as a
single group for the purposes of analysis, bank stabilization
preferences were represented by flood control SIGs, and the
Bureau of Reclamation was a
development SIG.

particula~ly

In general, the

active water

pro-desig~ation

groups with preferences often conflicting with

groups and

d~signation

goals participated :and fared as hypothesized in the
designation process steps.

Flood control SIGs were found

to be more active in initial nomination phases than
hypothesized, and the Department of Natural Resource
Development

pa~ticipated

more in the Committee on Agricultural

and Natural Resources review step than had been hypothesized.

Minnesota River Designation System
Minnesota's Wild and Scenic River's Act was passed in
1973.

Its goal is to preserve rivers with

scen~c,

natural, historical, scientific and similar values.

recreational,
Minnesota

provides for three river classifications, like South Dakota:
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wild, scenic and recreational.

Six rivers, including 438

river miles, have been designated under the Minnesota
system.
In comparison to South Dakota, Minnesota has
definitive and explicit criteria and management plan
regulations.

Minne~ota

regulations are directed more at

regulating industrial and urban development and public
recreational use of rivers.

Minnesota regulations are less

restrictive regarding agricultural practices, minimum flows
and shoreline development, and more restrictive regarding
water quality on wild rivers and public use areas.
The Commissioner and Department of Natural Resources
are responsible for
management plans.

initiati~g

nominations and their

Local input is derived informally by

several methods and formally by a public hearing which is
conducted and reviewed by a state hearing examiner.

The

nomination is then reviewed within a set time period by the
state planning agency and the Governor.

A designation

decision is then ·made by the Commissioner of Natural Resources,
and local governments must subsequently adopt ordinances
enforcing the adopted management plan.

The Minnesota

Legislature may alter a designation at any time. ·
Important contrasts between Minnesota and South Dakota
designation systems include: administrative vs. legislative
designation, time limits vs. open-ended time frame, public
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hearings with hearing examiner review vs. public hearings
with nominating agency review, and required local adoption
of ordinances supporting management plan vs. state
enforcement.
It is hypothesized that because of its system,
Minnesota's

nominat~ng

agency is

mo~e

aggressive in pursuing

designations than a nominating agency would be in South
Dakota.

It is also hypothesized that higher costs are placed

on local governments and greater restrictions on shoreline
development by landowners--in relation to South Dakota.
Analysis of the Minnesota river desi9nation process
affirmed several a priori hypotheses £armed from _·analysis of
the South Dakota river designation process.

The dominant

role o£ the Minnesota Department o£ Natural Resources in the
designation process supported the hypotheses that the SD
Department o£ Game, Fish and Parks was the group most likely
to carry the

l~ad

of the nomination process.

The Minnesota

case analysis again points out the dif£iculty of involving
groups with preferences con£licting with designation goals
in initial nomination stages.

Several special interest

groups were . found to have roles previously not hypothesized;
these include recreation, irrigation, bank stabi-lization,
riverfront landowners and shoreline development SIGs.
However, it was hypothesized these changes were due to varying
climatic or population circumstances in the two states,
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which were not expected to change in the future.

Local

government SIGs were found to be important actors in the
designation process, which had not be previously
hypothesized.

Generally it was hypothesized that Minnesota's

administrative designation led to a more aggressive approach
toward designations . than South Dakota's legislative
designation process.

Hypotheses Concerning Impact·s · of Optional Designation Systems
on Special Interest Groups
Introduction ·
Three optional systems of designations have been
suggested for South Dakota rivers.

The "pre·sent· sys·t em"

of designation is now used and several agencies may nominate
a river, the Legislature designates the river and there is
state enforcement of the management plan.

The sys·tem

granting state _ government greater des-ignation powers gives
the DGFP nomination responsibility, the Secretary of Game,
Fish and Parks designation responsibility and requires local
adoption o£ ordinances to support a management plan.

The

system gr·a nting local gover·n ment ·g·reater designat-ion powers
gives local governments nomination powers, and also
designation powers with legislative approval, and allows
local enforcement of the management plan.
The three systems of designation are hypothesized to
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have varying impacts on the costs of several SIGs in pursuing
their respective interests.
affect the impact on SIGs.

Variations to each system also
The hypothesized impacts on two

state agencies and several other SIGs will be discussed;
these include the Department of Game, Fish and Parks,
Department of Water .and Natural Resources, wildlife, fish,
recreation and preservation SIGs; irrigation SIGs, flood
control SIGs, water development SIGs, landowner SIGs and
local government SIGs.

(See Table 8 .1. )

Hypotheses Concerning Impacts on the Department of Game, Fish
and Parks
The Department of Game, Fish and Parks (DGFP), under
the "present system" may generally pursue their preferences
during the initial nomination stages but face higher
decision costs during subsequent designation steps.
Variations which

~ould

likely facilitate the DGFP in

pursuing its preferences would be the funding of nomination
studies, river design.a tions by an executive council (instead
of the Legislature) and review of local enforcement
procedures by the Game, Fish and Parks Commission or by
state agencies.
The DGFP would, of course, have the best chance of
having their preferences count under the system granting
state government greater p·o wer.

This system encourages
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Table 8.1.

Summary of Hypothesized Impacts of Optional
Designation Systems on Special Interest Groups.

Optional Designation Systems
Special Interest
Groups (SIGs)

Present
System

System Granting System Granting
State Government Local Government
Power
Power

DGFP

+t

+

wildlife, fish
recreation and
preservation
SIGs

+

+

irrigation SIGs

+

flood control
SIGs

v

water
development SIGs

+

+

+

v

+

v

landowner SIGs

+

local
government SIGs

+

DWNR

+

+

positive impact on SIG pursuing its preferences
negative impact on SIG pursuing its preferences

V

variable impact on SIG pursuing its preferences

v
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their participation throughout the entire nominationdesignation-enforcement process, and decreases their decision
costs in the later stages in relation to the other two
systems.

Specific variations which would likely assist the

DGFP in pursuing their preferences include the funding of
nomination

studies~

the consideration of a list of rivers

for designation by the DGFP and Department of Water and
Natural Resources, the eminent domain power, the power to
review variances from the management plan granted by local
g~vernments

and the acquisition of property rights to aid

the management plan.

Variations which would likely raise

decision making costs of the DGFP in pursuing their
preferences include nomination approval by other state
agencies, legislative power to alter a designation,
designation by an executive council, and required designation
by other state agencies.

Although these variations would

raise decision making costs for the DGFP, they might make
some of this system's components more politically feasible.
For example, the Legislature would not likely grant the
Secretary of Game, Fish and Parks the power to designate
rivers unless it had the power to alter this designation.
The system granting local governments greater
designation powers generally increase decision making costs
for the DGFP in pursuing its preferences, in relation to the
other two systems.

If the DGFP had the power to review
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variances to an adopted management plan , it would likely
decrease its costs somewhat in pursuing its

preferenc~s.

Hypotheses Concerning Impacts on Wildlife, Fish, Recreation
and Preservation Special Interest Groups (SIGs)
Wildlife, fish, recreation and river preservation
special interest groups (WFRP SIGs) generally have
preferences r _e flected · in the goal s of river designations.
The present system encourages WFRP SIGs participation in
early designation stages but they face increased decision
making costs in later stages.

Review of the nomination by

the Game, Fish and Parks Commission or by a combination of
state agencies would tend to decrease these SIGs' decision
costs somewhat.
The WFRP SIGs will like.ly face general decreased
decision costs under the sys t ·e m gra·nti·n g state government
greater desi"gnat·i:on powers.

This is primarily because of

the shared preferences of these SIGs and the DGFP.

WFRP

SIGs will also tend to £ace decreased decision costs under
the system granting local governments greater designation
powers because of the good access to and communication with
local governments, although this will vary from region to
region.

However, these WFRP SIGs will likely face increased

opposition from local irrigation and landowner SIGs since
they may also have good access and communication with the
local governments.
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Hypotheses Concerning Impact s on Irrigation Special Interest
Groups (SIGs)
Irrigation SIGs hav e p references often in conflict
with river designations.

Under the present system of

designation, participation of irrigation SIGs is discouraged
in the early nomination phases but encouraged in the crucial,
later designation phases.

Variations which would tend to

increase costs for irrigation SIGs in pursuing their
preferences include the funding of nomination studies,
designation by an executive council, and review of variances
to the management plan by the Game, Fish and Parks
Commission, or a combination of state agencies.
Under the· ·system gra:n·ti·n g sta·t e g·o vernments ·greater
designation p0wers, irrigation

SIG~

face increased decision

making costs during the nomination and designation phases,
in relation to the other two systems.

Irrigation SIGs

preferences will · count in enforcement decisions, depending
on their influence with the particular local government.
Variations which could decrease decision making costs for
SIGs include nomination approval by state agencies,
consideration of a list of rivers for designation by the DGFP
and Department of water and Natural Resources, legislative
power to alter a designation, designation by an executive
council, required review of nominations by state agencies,
and the acquisition of property rights to assist· the management
plan.

Variations which would likely increase decision making
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costs for irrigation SIGs i nclude the funding of nomination
studies and the power of t h e DGFP to review variances to the
management plan granted b y l o cal

governments.

The system granting l ocal governme?ts greater
designation powers gen erally encourages participation of
local irrigation SI0s assuming they have more access and
influence with local governments in relation to the State
Legislature or the Secretary of Game, Fish and Parks.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts on Flood Control Special
Interest Groups (SIGs)
The impact of both the present system and the system
granting· state government gr·e ·a ter desi·g nation powers is
variable on flood control SIGs.

These SIGs may receive

external costs or benefits from a designation, depending
on the particular river being designated.

It is hypothesized

that flood control SIGs would face lower decision making
costs in makin9 their preferences count during the nomination
phase, in both cases.
The flood · control SIGs would tend to face lower
decision making costs in the nomination and designation
phases of the system gran·t ing local ·governments gre·a ter
designa·tion powers, because flood control SIGs would probably
have better access and communication with local governments
than state governments.

Individual flood control preferences

might conflict with flood control over a larger area, however.
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Variations such as review of variances by local governments
adjacent to the de signation area or the enforcement of the
management plan by a river management b oard would tend to
raise decision making costs for individual flood control
SIGs but provide good overall floo d control.
Hypotheses Concer n ing Impacts on Wa ter Development Special
Interest Groups ( SIGs )
Participation of water develo pment SIGs, under the
present system is d i scouraged during the nomination phase;
but decision making cos ts for these SIGs decrease during
the subsequent, crucial designation phase.

Variations which

would likely decrease decision making costs for water
development SIGs iri purs uing their preferenbes include
public hearings conducted by an independent examiner,
designation by an executive c ouncil and more explicit
legislated regulation standa r ds.
· likely

increas~

Variations which would

decision mak ing costs for water development

SIGs include the funding o £ nomination studies, and review
of nominations by the Game , Fish and Parks Commission or a
combination of state agencies.
The syst·em. gran·t ing state g·o vernment greater desi·gnation
power generally discourages participation of water development
SIGs during the nomination and designation phases.

These

SIGs face increased decision making costs due mainly to the
conflicting preferences and higher communication costs with
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the DGFP.

Water development SIGs participation in the

enforcement stage

ii variable depending on their

acc~ss

to

the particular local governments and knowledge of the river
being

desig~ated.

Variations which would likely decrease

decision making costs for these SIGs under this system of
designation include. nomination approval by state agencies,
consideration of a list of rivers for designation by the
DGFP and the Department of Water and Natural Resources, the
legislative power to

alte~

a designation, designation by an

executive council, and the required review of designations
by various state agencies.

Variations which would increase

costs for water development SIGs include the funding of
nomination studies, and the power of the managing agency to
review variances granted by local governments.
· The ability of water development SIGs to make their
preferences count is variable under the system granting
local governments greater designation powers.

Decision costs

for these SIGs are difficult to assess in a general sense as
they would vary with the access to the particular local
government and knowledge of the designation area in question.
This would depend to a large degree, on how much these SIGs
had been involved in water development projects - in the area
in the recent past.
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Hypotheses Concerning Impacts on Landowner Special Interest
Groups ( S IGs)
Landowner SIGs would generally face lower decision
making costs under the system_ granting local governments
greater designation powers than the other two designations
systems because of the better access of landowner SIGs to
local governments than state agencies.

Landowner SIGs would

tend to face lower de.c ision making costs if the designation
process were carried out by a Watershed District rather than
a Conservancy Subdistrict or Board of County Commissioners.
Variations which would likely decrease decision making costs
for these SIGs include

th~

fundiQg of nomination studies,

and state acquisition of property rights.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts on the Department of Water and
Natural Resources
The Department of Water and Natural Resources (DWNR) ,
under the presen't system, is generally discouraged from
participation during early nomination stages, but encouraged
during

subseque~t,

crucial designation stages.

Variations

which would likely decrease decision making costs for the
DWNR include public hearings conducted by an independent
examiner, designation by an executive council and the
legislative adoption of more explicit regulation standards.
Variations which would likely raise decision making costs
for the DWNR include the funding of nomination studies, and
review of nominations by the Game, Fish and Parks
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Commission or a combination of state agencies.
The DWNR would generally face increased decision
making costs under the system_ g·rant·ing state government
greater designation powers, in relation to the present system.
The DGFP would conduct most of the designation process and
DWNR participation would tend to be discouraged due to
conflicting preferences.

Variations which would likely

decrease decision making costs for the DWNR include nomination
approval by state agencies, consideration of a list of rivers
for designation by the DGFP and DWNR, legislative power to
alter a designation, designation by an executive council,
and required review o£ nominations by state agencies.

The

funding of nominaiion studies would tend to increase
decision making costs for the DWNR.
·The impact o£ the syst·e:rn granting local g·o vernments
greater designa·tion powers on the DWNR would vary depending
on the access of the DWNR to the particular local
government considering the designation.

This would partly

depend on the involvement of the DWNR in water projects in
the area in the recent past.

The DWNR would also tend to

face lower decision costs if the designation were made by a
Conservancy Subdistrict rather than a Watershed - District
or Board of County Commissioners.

Variations which would

likely decrease decision making costs for the DWNR include
review of variances by local governments outside the
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designation area or by state agencies.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts on Local Government Special
Interest Groups (SIGs)
Participation of local government SIGs is not
generally encouraged by either the present system or the
system granting state _ government gr·e ·a ter designation powers.
The component in the second system which requires local
governments to adopt ordinances supporting an adopted
management plan might encourage (or coerce) participation
of local governments in the designation process to avoid the
costs of this step.

Variations which would likely decrease

costs for local government SIGs include the legi's lative
power to alter a designation (by the Secretary of Game, Fish
and Parks) and designation by an executive council.
Variation which would likely increase the decision making
costs of the local government SIGs include the power of the
managing agency to use eminent domain and to review variances
granted by local authorities.
Local government SIGs would be encouraged to participate
in the· system granting local _ governments _ great·e r designation
powers.

The decision making costs of adjacent local

governments in the designation and enforcement states would
vary, depending on the amount of conflicting preferences
with the designating government.

Variations which would

likely decrease decision making costs further for local
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government SIGs include the funding of nomination studies
and enforcement of the management plan by a river
management board.

The review of variances by a state

agency would tend to increase decision costs for local
governments.
Hypotheses Concerning the Impact on River Des·i ·g nations
Introduction
The ends of the designation process are river
designations.

Two major steps toward river designations,

which will be discussed, include the nomination of a river
for designation and the designation o£ a river which has
been nominated.

It is hypothesized that the system of

designation and its variations will affect the number of
nominations and designations of nominated rivers.

It

should be remembered that a designation system should
encourage both o£ these factors if river designations are to
be increased.

I£ a system discourages either factor,

river designations may be inhibited.

(See Table 8.2.)

Hypotheses _Concerning Impacts on the Number of Nominations
The prese·n t· system of designation does not_
particularly encourage nominations in order to meet the
legislative intent o£ river preservation--especially in
relation to other optional systems of designation.
present system discourages most groups from pursuing

The
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Table 8.2.

Summary of Hypothesized Impacts of Optional
Designation Systems on River Designations.

River
Designation
Factors

Optional Designation Systems
System Granting System Granting
Present State Government Local Government
Syst.em
Power
Power

Nomination
of River
for
Designation

+

Designation of
a nominated
river

+

+

positive impact on river designation factor
negative impact on river designation factor
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nominations.

Variations on the present system which would

likely decrease its decision making costs regarding
nominations, include the funding of nomination studies,
designation by an executive council, and nomination review
by the Game, Fish and Parks Commission or a combination of
state agencies.
·All three components of the system granting state
government great·e r designation powers would generally
increase the number of nominations--in relation to the
present system.

Variations which would tend to further

increase the number of nominations include the funding of
nomination studies and the acquisition of property rights.
Variations which would tend to decrease the number of
nominations resulting from this system of designation
include nomination approval by other state agencies and
consideration of a list of rivers for designation by the
DGFP and DWNR, - and the legislative power to alter a
designation.
The system granting local governme·n ts greater
designation powers would tend to inhibit the number of
nominations in comparison to the other two systems.

The

conflicting preferences toward river designations and the
cost of carrying on the designation process would be factors
decreasing the number of nominations.

The funding of

nomination studies would tend to increase the number of
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nominations resulting from thi s system of designation.
A variation which would tend t o decrease the number of
nominations is the review of variances by a state agency.
Hypotheses Concerning Impacts on the Number of Designations
of Nominated Rivers
The present syst·em of designation tends to discourage
the number of designations of nominated rivers, in relation
to the other two designations systems, partly due to the
high costs of the designation step.

Variations which would

tend to increase designations of nominated rivers resulting
from the present system include the funding of nominations
studies, public hearings conducted by an independent
examiner, nomination reviews by the Game, Fish and Parks
Commission or a combination of state agencies, and the
state adoption of more explicit regulation standards for
the management plan.
The designation component of the system granting state
·g overnment greater

d~signation

power (designation by

Secretary of Game, Fish and Parks) would tend to increase the
number of designations of nominated rivers--in relation to
the other two designation systems.

The enforcement component

(required local adoption of ordinances supporting the
management plan) would also tend to increase designations,
but this might be offset by increased opposition to
designations from local governments.

Variations which would
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tend to increase the number of designations of nominated
rivers resulting from this system include nomination
approval by state agencies, consideration of a list of
rivers for designation by the DGFP and DWNR, funding of
nomination studies, and the acquisition of property rights.
Variations which would tend to decrease designations of
nominated rivers resulting from this system include
designation by an executive council and the required review
of nominations by state agencies.
All three components o£ the system granting local
governments _ greater designation powers would tend to decrease
the number of designations of nominated rivers---i n relation
to the other two designation systems.

A variation which

would tend to increase the designation of nominated rivers
resulting from this system is the funding of nomination
studies.

The carrying out of the designation process by a

Watershed

Dis~rict

would tend to decrease designations o£

nominated rivers more so than a Conservancy Subdistrict or
Board of County ·commissioners.

The review of nominations by

local governments adjacent to the designation area would tend
to decrease the number of designations of nominated rivers
resulting from this system of designation.
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Hypotheses Concerning I mpacts on River Preservation
Introduction
The goal of river designation process is
preservation protection on rivers for various purposes
including significant wildlife, fish, recreation, aesthetics,
historic preservation and scientific values.

The designation

system will affect the amount of preservation protection
provided on designated rivers and indirectly provided on
non-designated rivers.

(See Table 8.3.)

Hypotheses Concerning Impacts on Preservation Protection on
Designated Rivers
Preservation on designated rivers is the product of
two main factors.

The number o£ rlvers actually designated

will affect the amount of preservation provided by river
designation.

The amount of preservation protection provided

on each designated river will also vary, and may be affected
-

by many designation process factors.
will primarily

~ddress

The following section

the second concept as the factors of

the number of river designations has already been discussed.
The present system of designation could

pro~ide

river

protection measures, although little river preservation has
been provided since no rivers have been designated under
this system and DGFP officials foresee few nominations in
the future.

Variations which would tend to increase

preservation protection on designated rivers resulting from
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Table 8.3.

Summary of Hypothesized Impacts of Optional
Designation Systems on River Preservation.

River
Preservation
Factors

Present
system

System Grant~ng
State Government
Power

Preservation
Protection
on Designated
Rivers

+

+

Preservation
Protection
Indirectly
Provided on
Non-Designated
Rivers

+

+

+

positive impact on river preservation
negative impact · on river preservation

System Grant~ng
Local Government
Power

+
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the present system include funding of nomination studies,
public hearings conduc ted by an independent examiner,
designation by -an executive council and review of nominations
by the Game, Fish and Parks Commission or a combination of
state agencies.
Under the system _ gran·t ·ing state government greater
designation powers, the designation component (designation
by Secretary of Game, Fish and Parks) and the enforcement
component (required local adoption of ordinances supporting
the management plan) would tend to provide increased
preservation protection on designated rivers--in relation
to the other two designation systems.

Variations which

would tend to further increase this protection include the
funding of nomination studies 1 the power of the managing
agency (DGFP) to review variances granted by local
governments and ,the acquisition

o~

property rights.

A

variation which would tend to decrease this protection is
the required review of nominations by state agencies.
Under the system granting local governments ·greater
designation pow·e rs, preservation protection on designated
rivers will generally

~end

to decrease--in relation to the

other two designation systems.

A Board of County Commissioners

will tend to provide greater preservation protection than
conservancy subdistricts or Watershed Districts.

Variations

which would tend to increase preservation protection
resulting from this system include . funding of nomination
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studies and e nfo rcemen t of the manag ement p lan by a river
management boar d.

The review of nominati o n s by state

agencies woul d t end to decrease preservati on protection on
designated rivers resulti ng from this sys tem.
Hypotheses Conc ern ing Impacts on Preservation Protection
Indirectly Provi ded on Non- d esignated Rivers
River nominati.ons and designations may indirectly
stimulate preserva tion protection on non-nominated rivers
or rivers which fa il to receive de sign ation approval.

For

example, local governments have provi d ed river protection
measures rather than face actua l river designations in
Minnesota (see Chapter Six) and t he James River was provided
some preservation protection f ollowing its f ailure to
receive designation a pproval (see Chapter Five ) .
The James River e xample provides some indication that
the present system o f de signa t ion may provide "indirect"
preservation protection.

Variations which would t end to

further increase possibl e preservation protection on nondesignated rivers inc l ude the funding of nomination studies
and review of nominat ions by a combination of state agencies.
Under the system granting state government greater
designation powers, t h e enforcement component (required
local adoption of ordinances supporting the management plan)
would tend to increase preservation on non-designated rivers
in relation to the other two designation systems, if local
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governments took preservation measures to avoid a "state"
designation.

Variations which would tend to further increase

preservation protection on non-designated rivers include
nomination approval by state agencies, consideration of a
list of rivers for designation by the DGFP and DWNR, funding
of nomination studies, and required review of nominations
by state agencies.
Under the· syst·em gr·a:n t·ing Tocal· governments greater
designation powers, the nomination component could tend to
provide increased preservation protection on non-designated
rivers in relation to the· other two designation systems
since local governments would gain knowledge of .river
preservation needs.

The funding of nomination studies would

also tend to increase

th~

preservation protection provided

on non-designated rivers.

Conclusions
It was

f~und

·the present system of designation does

not fulfill the legislative intent concerning river
designations.

Most interests involved in the James River

designation process were not satisfied with the present
system for various reasons.

The present system tends to

preserve the status quo and enhances those interest groups
desiring to protect the status quo.
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In relation to the other systems, the system granting
state government greater designation powers would tend to
result in more river designations and greater river
protection.

However, local interests involved in the use

of river resources might find it difficult to make their
preferences count . .
In relation to the previous two systems, the system
granting local government greater designation power could
provide the ability to enforce effective river protection
measures and local interests would find it easier to make
their preferences count.

However, it might be difficult to

provide protection to an area larger than the b6undaries
of a single local · government and extensive river protection
measures might be sacrificed for the preferences of local
interests.
If a change were desired in the present system of
designation, a variety of changes would be possible.

This

study has suggested several possible changes and also a
method for predicting the effects of any changes.

The

predicted effects of designation system changes are
investigated and would be useful for those interests which
might attempt to alter the designation process.
The structure-conduct-performance model in conjunction
with the case study approach was found to be relevant to
problems investigated in this study and was useful in
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discovering why rivers have not been designated in South
Dakota.

The approach f u rther suggested possible changes to

the present designation system and was useful in hypothesizing
what effects these changes might have.

The approach was

practical in that rather than investigating a hypothetical
optimum, actual conditions surrounding river designations
were investigated along with the effects of possible changes
to the designation system.
Several areas involving South Dakota's river resources
are in need of further research.

Much information is needed

for the first step in an organized river designation system-information identifying those rivers with qualities which
should be preserved.

This information would be useful for

the Game, Fish and Parks Commission and the Water and Natural
Resources Board in determining a list of rivers to consider
for designation , and in subsequent nominations.

Investigation

into the effects of a designation management plan on
preferences of

spec~al

interest groups would decrease the

uncertainties in the designation process.

Investigation into

minimum flow requirements for wildlife, fish and water
quality would assist in the management plan formulation.
Research concerning benefits derived from designations would
encourage designations.

In addition to benefits derived

from wildlife, fish, recreation, scenic and historical
values, benefits from flood control, bank stabilization,
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water quality and ground water flows re s u lting from
designations should also be investigated . .
Severa l areas of research involving the South Dakota
designation proces s would be useful.

Further research on

methods of cooperation between local and state governments
could suggest wa ys to decrease the co s t s of d esi gnating a
river.

For e x a mp le ,. methods by whi c h both state agencies

and local gov ernme nts share in regu lating river resources
could be investigated.

Further re search is also possible

concerning public hearings.

Few p eop le involved in the

designation process were satisfied with the public hearings;
alternative method s of conducti n g public hearings might be
investigated.
Water is an important natural resource in South
Dakota.

The water a lloc ation process affects the use of

this important

~atura l

r e source, and the designation process

is an important component o f the allocation process.
the citizens of

Sou~h

If

Dakota are to truly utilize water

resources wisely and a l so preserve natural river resources,
the effects of the water a l location process must be
understood.

This study has aided in the understanding of

how P,art of South Dakota's water allocation process, the
designation process, works and in predicting effects of
optional designation systems.
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APPENDIX A.

Characteristics of South Dakota State Agencies Concerned
With Water Resources.

Table A. l.

State Agencies in South Dakota, 1979: Authorization, Date
of Authorization, Authorized Functions, Title of Head of
Agency, Method of Selection.

Agency

Legal
Author1zed T1tle of Head
Authorization Date Functions
of Agency

Division of
Conservation

38-7-2.1

1975 A, B, C, X

0, E

Division of
Industrial
Development

l-16-2

1943

Department of
Game, Fish,
and Parks

41-2-1

1927 F, G, P X

Department
of Water
and Natural
Resources

1-40-l

1973

Water Mana~,ment Board.:.

1.;..40-15

a, . I, J, K,
L, M, N, o-,
. P, 0
A 1'

Appointed by
secretary o!
agriculture
with approval
of Governor

director

Appointed by
secretary of the
Dept. of Economic
Tourism Development subject
to approval of
Governor

secretary

Appointed by
Governor and
approved by
senate, shall
serve at pleasure
of Governor

secretacy

Appointed by
Governor and
approved by
senate, shall
serve at pleasure
of Governor

a•' C',

v,
F'

A
B

director

D'' E'

1979 R, S, T, U,
I

G'

Method of
Selection

y

Conservation of soil resources
Flood control
c Assist conservation districts
D Assist in or carry out studies of economic and natural resources.
in South . Dakota
E Promote markets for South Dakota products
F Regulate and control the conservation, protection, and hunting
of game, birds, and fish
G Conserve timber on state lands
H Promote water related land developments
I Help coordinate and resolve conflicts in water resource project
activities between federal, state, local and private agencies
J
Review progress on statewide water plan and update at least
every 4 years and recommend portions of it to State Legislature
K Examine, evaluate and certify candidates for water and wastewater works operators
L Examine and license operators engaged in cleaning cesspools,
septic tanks, and privies
M Receive and file environmental impact statements prepared by
agencies 30 days before such agency may act on proposed project
N Assist in organization and operations and request legislative
appropriations for conservancy subdistricts
o Construct, operate, and maintain water resource development
works not within a conservancy subdistrict
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P
Q
R
S

Consider designation of wild, scenic or recreational rivers
Recommend a list of wild, scenic or recreational rivers to Legislature
Conserve and protect quality of state waters
Regulation of public water supplies, swimming places and bulk water
haulers
T Regulate effluents and treatment of waste in water
U Adopt rules to administer federal funds and state grants for water
pollution control projects
V Determine eligibility and priority of lake for protection and
rehabilitation projects
W Aid communication among government subdivisions and Indian tribal
governments in ·area of water development
X Protect public lands
A' Function former Board of Directors of S.D. Conservancy District
(dept. - administrative functions)
(board - no administrative functions)
B' Administrative functions of water rights commission, except special
budgetary functions
C' Functions of former water projects formulation and finance committee
D' Administrative functions of board of certification of water supply
and waste water system operators (except special budgetary functions)
E' Function of former department and secretary of Natural Resource
.Development
F' Function of former state water rights commissioner for water rights
G' Exercise powers vested in board of environmental protection
concerning ~ater quality

!I

Within the Department of Water and Natural Resources.
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Table A. 2.

State Agencies in South Dakota, 1979: Title of Board
Members, Number of Board Members, Method of Selection,
Qualifications Required, Term of Office, Required
Board Meetings.

Agency

Title of
Board
Members

Number
of Board
Members

Division
of Conservation

members
(nonvoting
members)

9
(6)

Division
of Industrial
Development

members

9

Appointed Both republicans and
by Gover- democrats must be on
nor with
board
advice and.
·consent of
senate

Dept. of · members
Game,
Fish, and
Parks

8

Appointed
by Governor

Not more than 4 members
from a political party,
at least 4 farmers interested in wildlife
conservation; 3 shall
reside west of Missouri
River, 5 shall reside
east of Missouri River

2 years,
a limit
of 8
years on
conunission

Dept. of
Water &
Natural
Resources

members

7

Appointed
by Governor

Not all of same
political party

4 years

Water
Management
Board!!

members

7

Appointed
by Governor

No more than 4 members
4 years
of same political party
2 represent public at
large, in opinion of
Governor, l experienced
in municipal government
and operations, 1 experienced in irrigation
methods, 1 with knowledge
of concerns of domestic
water users, 1 experienced
in industrial uses of water
and 1 shall represent fish
and wildlife interests

!/

Method of
Selection
Appointed
by Governor with
consent
of legislature
(ex officio
members)

Qualifications

Term of
Office

No more than five
3 years
members from same
political party; one
shall represent urban
interests, two shall
be engaged in surface
mining induptry; three
farmers each from
de$ignated farmer
member areas, one
farmer at large, all
farmers shall be or
have been supervisors
of conservation districts, and the Sec.
of Water and Natural
Resources required exofficio member, Dir. of
State Extension Service,
Dir. of State Agr. Exp.
Station, Sec. of Dept. of
Game, Fish and Parks or
his designee, State
Conservationist for u.s.
Soil Conservation Ser. if
approved by u.s. Sec. of
Agriculture)

Within the Department of Water and Natural Resourc~s

6 years
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Table A. 3.

State Agencies in South Dakota, 1979; Required Board
Meetings, Required Hearings, Administrative Structure.
Administrative Structure of Board

c:

s::
tU

Agenc:L
Division
of Conservation

e

Required
Board
Meetings

Required
Hearings

*

Division
quarterly
of Industrial Dev.

.c

I

.

~

J,.t

J,.t
Q)

tU

~

.,
Q)
~

::J

en

"'

tD
ttl
ctJ
~

8

I

u

Q.l
J,.t

Ul

~

0
ctJ
CJl

ctJ

>..

Q.l

c

~

Q.l
Q.l

>..

0

0

.-4

<

e
~

~
~

c..

:>

*

A

*

*

*

*·

*

A

*

B

B

*

*

*

*

A

B

*

*

*

*

*

for estab- B
lishment of
bird refuges
upon petition of landowners

Dept. of
Water and
Natural
Resources

annual

May hold hearings in review
of water laws
to obtain
informat-ion
for classi- a
fying pollution standards,
granting
pollution
discharge
permits,
applications for
water rights,
information
to recommend water
projects
and laws

*

* ·*

*

*

- Designated by board
- Elected by board
B' - Elected by board from its legislative members
Unspecified
*

A
B

!/

02

CJ

annual

at least
4 times
annually
& upon
call of
ell airman
or sec.
of water
& natural
resources

....~

....ttl ..c:CJttl

Dept. of
Game, Fish
and Parks

Water
Management
· Board!!

IU

· Within Department of Water and Natural Resources

~

ctJ

.c
~

0

A

a,

*

B, other

(officers
not specified)

necessary
officers

Table A. 4.

State Water Agencies in South Dakota; Administrative Powers, 1979; Enter Property, Eminent
Domain, Cooperate with other Government Subdivisions, Regulate Resource Use, Initiate
Projects.

Agency

Enter
Property

withother governments

Regulate
Resource Use

Eminent~~---~- ~~Cooperate

Domain

'Division of
Conservation

*

*

Assist conservation districts,
assist U.S. agencies in helping conservation districts

•

Division of
Industrial
Development

*

*

State agencies shall assist and
use funds for division of
industrial development

*

Department of
Game, Fish
and Parks

*

Mcly use
condemnation proceedings

May accept federal funds, cooperate with counties in operating park and recreation areas,
cooperate with board of water
and natural resources in
considering designation of
wild, scenic or recreational
rivers

Department of
*
Water and Natural
Resources

to carry
recommend to governor and
out duties legislative parts of state
of conser- water plan and designation
vancy dis- of wild, scenic or recreatrict and
tional rivers; coordinate
federal, state and local
subdistricts
water resource project
activities; may require
approval of water resource project plans; may
construct with agencies
projects not within a
conservancy subdistrict,
or within upon subdistrict's
written requestr

Initiate
Projects
May carry out studies and
develop plans for
development of resources

jurisdiction of ·
state land and
waters for conservation, protection of game,
birds, and fish,
conserve timber
on state land,
Dept. of Game,
Fish and Parks
authorization
required to dump
sawdust, manure,
chemicals into
state water
containing fish

Yes, may establish game
refuges, public shooting
area, water conservation
areas, recreation areas
and park facilities,
legislative adoption required for adoption of a
new state park

may convenant to
perform any and
all acts within
the state
constitution to
secure bonds and
make them more
marketable

May construct, operate
and maintain water
resource development
not within a
conservancy subdistrict

w
~

0

(continued)·

Agency

Enter
Property

Eminent
Domain

Cooperat:e-wlt:h
other governments

Regulate
__

- Initiate

~e~()\!~QE! JJ~L-----~~--- ~-~_!Qj ects

may cooperate with public
entities in water use studiesr
may accept public funds, property assistance for any or all
wate~ resource projectsr assist
in organization and .financing
of cons ervancy subdistricts
Water
Management
BoardY

*
!I

to investigate
artesian
wells, to
route
water
ways,
ditches
& pipes

granted
to U.S.,
state,
or
private
person
for
application
of water
to
beneficial use

Shall adopt rules to administer
federal funds and state grants
for water pollution control
projects

Grant permits to
appropriate
water, full
control of all
waters in definite
streams, may
regulate large
capacity wells, adopt
effluent and water
pollution standards

May initiate a
water use control
area upon a
50% petition

Unspecified
Within Department of Water and Natural Resources

w

~

1---1

Table A. 5.

Ag~ncy

Division of
Conservation

State Water Agencies in South Dakota, 1979J Financial Powers: Levy Taxes, Issue Bonds,
Legislative Appropriation, Accept External Financing, Collect Service Charges, Make
Capital Outlays, Maintain an Expense Fund.
Levy Taxes
General
Benefit
Property A&sessment

*

Issue
Bonds

Legislative
Appropriation

*

May request
Legislature for
appropriations
to carry out
duties .

*

Division of
Industrial
Development

Department
of Game,
Fish '
Parks

Department
of Water
and
Natural
Resources

Accept
External
Financing

*

Collect___ Hake
Service
Capital
Charge~-~~s

*

*

*

Up to

·s2

million
for
recreation
areas

*

All funds received by
Dept. of GFPJ
shall be set
forth in an
informational
budget and
reviewed by
Legislature

Yes, upon Board shall
legisla- request legtive
islative
authorappropriaization
tiona for
not more projects of
than 30' state water
greater
plan and
than
shall deteramount
mine
authorpriorities
ized, upon and

*

Yes, revolving
fund from
private
contributions
for soliciting
industry

Payments shall May accept
be paid out by · pr ivate
warrant of state
conauditor and
tributions
approved by
director
County
may levy
a tax '
appropriate
up to
$500
annually
for a
cooperative
park

Maintain
an Expense
Fund

For use of Yes, for
controlled purchase
hunting
of real
areas and
property
parks, must and
purchase a facillicense to ities
pursue speci- confled hunting, &truefishing and
tion
trapping
activities
Board may
Shall have a
become a
lien on fees,
party to a rentals and
leverage
and charges
lease, may in connection
accept
with issuance
funds, pro- of bonds, may
perty, assistcovenant
tance from
with bondpublic
holders to
sources, may collect all

Yes, "Dept. of
Game, Fish. '
Parks Fund",
"Parks and
Recreation Fund,"
Custer State Park
Fund, "Land
Acquisition and
Development Fund"

Reserve fund to
prevent default
on bonds, revolving fund for
water projects
for legislative
appropriations
a "state water
resources management fund"
from conservancy
district bond

w
~

N

Agency

Levy Taxes
General
Benefit
Property Assessment

Department
of Water
and
Natural
Resources
(continued)

Water Management
BoardY

*
y

Issue
Bonds

Legislative
Appropriation

Accept
External
Financing

Collect
Service
Charges

majority
benefit-cost
borrow
revenue
vote of
data, also
money and . authorboard
shall reissue in- ized in
may !ssue quest approterim
SDCL
less than priations
notes for 46-17A. conservancy 33
$5 mil- - for conserlion
vancy district district
pursuant to
business
. SDCL
46-17A-54.1

*

*

*

*

*

Make
Capital
Outlays

Maintain
an Expense
Fund

May acquire
property
and construct
& operate
water resource
development
works, ·may
m~ke limited
loans without
legislative
authorization

Various
specified
fees for
permit
applications and
inspections
annual fee
to each
water rights
holder in a
water use
control
area

*

sales

"Water System
Grants Fund"
available to
communities,
"Water Resources Revolving Fund''
used on a cost
sharing basis
for water
studies and
planning, a
"Water Use
Control Area
Revolving
Fund"

Unspecified
Within the Department of Water and Natural Resources

Source for Appendix A, Tables A.l to A.S: South Dakota Compiled Laws: Title 1, Chapters 16, 26B, 32,
39, 40-421 Title 38, Chapters 7-8, Title 40, Chapters 1-161 Title 45, Chapter 8; Title 46,
Chapters 1-10.

w
~
w
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Appendix B.

Characteristics of South Dakota Special Improvement
Districts and Subdistricts Concerned With Water
Resources.

Table B. 1.

Special Improvement Districts and Subdistricts in
South Dakota, 1979: Authorization, Date of
Authorization, Number of Districts, and Authorized
Functions.

Type of
District
Soil
Conservation
Districts

~egal

Number of
Districts

Authorized
Functions

Authorization

Date

(SDCL)
38-8-l

1937

A,B,C,D,E

Watershed
Districts

46-24-1

1912

E,C,F,G,H,I,D,H,B

Sanitary
Districts

34A-5-l

1947

A,K,L,M,N,C

Drainage
Districts

46-21-l

1923

O,E,G,R,C

46-12-1

1917

K,S,H,C,G

Water User
District

46-16-1

1939

A,C,Q,T

Conservancy
· District

46-18-l

1959

P,K,Q,C

Irrigation
Districts

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
R
S
T

- Corporate powers
- Long and short range plans for conservation of natural resources
- Construct and maintain structures
Develop erosion and sediment control standards
- Flood control
- Improve stream ·cbannels
- Reclaim wetlands
Provide irrigation water
- Regulate stream flows
- Provide domestic water supplies
- May sue and be sued
- Construct and oeprate storm and sanitary sewers
- Construct and operate solid waste disposal systems
- Pass ordinances
- Establish drainage projects
- May not generate or sell electricity
- Conservation, storage, distribution of water
- Construct levees, drains and ditches
- Plan and carry out irrigation projects
- Regulate diversion flows (ditches, canals)

/
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Table B. 2.

Special Improvement Districts in South Dakota, 1978,
Authorization Procedure: Petitions, Joint Approval,
Hearing, Election, Dissolving Procedures.
Authorization Procedures

~I

.4J

....0
~

:::.1....
nS
~I

co

s::

.4J

.Qrn

....

>
0
~

c..
c..
II(

;;,.,

:;-I

s::

0\

.....s::

Type of District

0\
0
>
s:: .... ....
....
+J
.... .....s:: «:1 0 0tOrn
.... ....c
<U
0
<U
1-:l
::c

Soil Conservation District

A

E

Watershed District

A

F

Sanitary District

c

G

Drainage District

D

G,H I

Irrigation District

0

Water User District

A,B

Conservancy Subdistrict

A,B

.....4J0

!/

~

~

~

~

~

~

L
I

0

J

I

0

0
0

J

0
0

H

L

Petitions
.A - 25% landowners petition to authorize district
B - 25% residents in town, city needed for petition to authorize
district ·
C - 1/3 landowners peition to authorize district
D - 50% landcwners needed to petition district

~/

Joint Approval
E - Approval needed
F - Approval needed
district:;J
G - Approval needed
H - Approval needed

y

by state conservation commission
by appropriate soil and water conservation
by board of county commissioners
by Secretary of Water and Natural Resources

Hearing
I - Public hearings required on question of district authorization

!/

Election
J - Favorable lMjority vote needed for approval of district
K - Favorable 60% vo·:::e needed for approval of district
L - Favorable 2/3 vo~e needed for approval of district

~

Dissolv~

Districts

0 - MaY. petition to dissolve the district

Table B. 3.

Special Improvement Districts in South Dakota, 1979: Title of Board . Members, Number of
Members, Method of Selection, Qualifications, Term of Office.

Type of District
Drainage Districts

Irrigation
District

Title of
Board Members
Trustees

Directors

3

Director
from each
division
31 51 7

Water User
District

Conservancy
District

Method of
Selection

Number of
Members

Elected, powers
may be returned
to county
commissioners

Qualifications

Term of Office

U.S. citizen,
resident,
landowner

Elected, appointed $1,000 bond
may not be in- ·
on "unentered
terested in
Public land"
contracts ·awarded.
Also elector of
division elected
from or within
15 miles of
district boundary is elected
at large.

3 years

3 years

Directors

Director
from each
election ·
division

Elected

$1,000 bond,
landowner
or entryman

3 years

Me~ers

Fixed by
Dept. of
Water and
Natural
Resources,
Not more
than 11
members

Elected

Fixed by Dept.
of Water and
Natural Resources,
must be landowner

4 years

(Continued)

w
~

-....J

(Continued)

Type of
District

Title of
Board
Members

Soil Conservation Districts

Supervisors

Sanitary
Districts

Trustees

Number of
Members

Method of
Selection

5

Elected (3 initial
supervisors elected)

3 trustees,
and the
board may
increase
number with
voter
approval

Elected

Qualifications

Term of Office

3-rural landowners
or occupiers, 1-a·
resident of an area,
!-taxpayer of real
property

May not be interested
in any contract or
business of district

4 years

3 years

w
~
(X)
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Table B. 4.

Special Improvement Districts and Subdistricts in South
Dakota, 1978: Regional Board Meetings, Required
Hearings, and Administrative Structure.
Administrative Structure

Type of
District

Required
Board
Meetings

Soil Conservation
District

Annual ·

Watershed
District

Annual

Sanitary
District

.,s::

.,s::e

•.-4

•.-4

..c:

Ei
,....

.

.,

>t
,....

.,

~

CJ

0

:>

Q)

On proposed A
standard
for erosion
and sediment
guidelines
on district
creation,
combining
divisions
of district

A

For tax, as- E
sessments and
bonds, on establishment
of watershed
district, apportionment
of benefits for tax levy

E

Sol

Required
Hearin9:s

!d

..c:
u

I

QJ

Sol

.,en
Q)

,...

='
en

8

QJ

,...

0

Ul

8

Ul

A

A

Q)

,....

!d

A*

E

I

QJ

>.

QJ

s::

Sol
0

~

+.J

<

rn

QJ
QJ

>t
0

Sol

a.

..c:

tEl

0

r-1

E

B* C*

A*

A*

A*

A*

Q)

+.J

Shall appoint
an advisory
conuni ttee of
activities of
area (7
members) , steering committees
of local people
not within
watershed
district for
planning

A*

Annual
Annual

For equalization of
benefits,
extension
of payments
on a
petition for
a district

E

Irrigation
District

Monthly

On boundary
change, or
an exclusion
of land from
district

El E2 A*

Water User
District

Unspecified

Conservancy
Subdistrict

Annual

Drainage
Districts

Sol

On contracts
to acquire
land or
begin
projects

Select a
taxpayer for
clerk of
board

El E 2 A

E

A*

E

A*

A*

E

(Continued)

E
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{Continued)

A
B

Designated by board
Sec/Treas designated instead of a secretary and a treasurer
* Not a board member
C Make use of attorney general and the respective counties state's
attorney
E Elected by board
E1 Elect a president
E 2 Elect a vice president

Table B. 5.

Special Improvement Districts in South Dakota; Administrative Powers, 1978: Enter Property,
Eminent Domain, Cooperate with Other Governments, Regulate Resource Use, Initiate Projects.
Enter
Property

Eminent
Domain

Soil Conservation
Districts

*

*

Watershed
Districts

*

Yes

Sanitary
Districts

*

Type of
District

Drainage
Districts

Irrigation
District

*

Yes, to
survey
land

Cooperate
with other
Governments

Regulate
Resource Use

Initiate
Projects

May submit budget to
county, with State
Pl-a nning Commission
Federal agen~ies;
local governing
bodies for advice

On private land with
consent, on state
public land, water
rights permits must
be issued within
district standards

Yes, standards may be
revised by petition
or appealed by
adversely affected
person, reviewed by
soil conservation
commission

With public or
private ag·e ncies

No, shall not
affect vested rights

Yes, subject to
approval and
investigation by soil
and water conservation commission

Yes, may pass
ordinances, may
require all
dwellings to be
attached to sewer
system

Yes, need approval
of election

Yes, except
over existing sewage
facilities

With cities or
towns in using
their
facilities

Yes

Yes, may cooperate
with s.oil conservation districts

Yes

Yes, may collect ·
money for federal
agencies and
contract with
conservancy subdistricts

(Continued

*

May provide
protection
against flood
waters and against
insufficient supply
of regulating use
of water

Yes, upon petition
and approval of
Water Management
Board
Yes, must be approved
by the Water Management Board

w
U1
~

(Continued)

Cooperate
with other.
Governments

Enter
Property

Eminent
Domain

Water User
District

*

Yes

Yes, may contract
with government
agencies, may
purchase property
within the u.s.

Conservancy
Subdistrict

*

Yes, if
carrying
out duties
and can't
negotiate
a settlement

*

Type of
District

*

Regulate
Resource Use

Initiate
Projects

May acquire water rights,
but may not affect existing
water rights may not limit
irrigation district powers
or deprive towns of water

Yes, must use
sealed bids if
estimate of
project is over
$1,500

May obtain water rights,
may not generate or sell
electricity

Yes, upon approval with majority vote and
approval of Dept
of Water and
Natural
Resources

Not specified

w
U1

tv

Table B. 6.

Type of
District

Special Improvement Districts in South Dakota, 1979; Financial Powers: Levy Taxes, Issue
Bonds, Accept External Financing, Collect Service Charges, Make Capital Outlays, Maintain
an Expense Fund.
Levy Taxes
General
Benefit
Property
Assessment

Soil Conser- Yes, may be
vation Dis- levied by
trict
county if
not general
fund, less
than 1 mill
Watershed
Districts

Yes, must be
less than 1
mill, needs
60% voter
approval

Issue
nonds

*

Yes, needs
60% voter
approval

*

Yes,
needs

Accept External Financing
Yes, may borrow
from revolving
fund for soil
conservation
district

Yes

Drainage
District

Yes

Yes

Yes

Irrigation
District

Yes, upon
approval
of an
election

Yes, upon
approval
of an
election

Yes, upon
approval
of an
election

*

Yes

Yes (a revolving
fund maintained
for all soil
conservation
districts
Yes, 10% for
budget for a
reserve fund

Yes

Yes

Yes, election
not required

Yes

*

Yes

*

val
Yes

Maintain
an Expense
Fund

No, (but cities
towns may contract with
Watershed
District in
lieu of taxes)

60%

Yes

Make
Capital
Outlays

Yes

voter
appro-

Sanitary
Districts

Collect
Service
Charges

*
Yes (must be
less than
2/3 of general
fund levy

*
Yes, contract
must exist to
be charged
rates

Yes

Yes, a general
fund for paying
off bonds and a
revolving fund
to purchase tax
certificates
and titles are
maintained

(Continued)

w
Ul

w

(Continued)

Type of
District

GeneralProperty

Water User
District

No, may
not levy
a tax

Conservancy
Subdistrict

*

Levy Taxes
Benefit
Assessment

Yes, must
be less
than
1/10 of 1
mill

---------~-Collect

Issue
Bonds

Accept External Financing

No, may not
levy an-assessment

Y.es

Yes

*

*

Yes, may borrow
from legislatively
appropriated
revolving fund

Service
Charges
Yes, but a
contract and
agreement to
rates must be
reached

Make
Capital
Outlays

Mainta1n
an Expense
Fund

Yes

3 separate fund for
each project: 1)
construction fund,
2) water fund, 3)
sinking fund; may
also have a special
fund for holders of
district obligation

Yes, may
Yes
collect money
from contracts
made to supply
water

Yes, money from tax
levy paid into
conservancy subdistrict fund

Unspecified

Source for Appendix B: Tables B.l to 8.6: South Dakota Compiled Laws: Title 1, Chapter 24, Title 6,
Ch~pter 5;
Title 34A, Chapter 5; Title 38, Chapters 7-8; and Title 46, Chapters 12-24.

w
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Appendix C.

Characteristics of State Agencies and Special
Improvement Districts Concerned With The Use
of Water Resources.

State Agencies
Division of Industrial Development
The Division of Industrial Development carries out
studies o£ economic and natural

resourc~s

in South Dakota

and promotes markets for South Dakota products.

The Division

is assisted by other state agencies in these studies.

Such

studies may affect water allocations and the designation of
wild, scenic or recreational rivers.

(See Appendix A for a

further explanation of the Division of Industrial
Development.)
Division of Conservation
The main function of the Division of Conservation is to
assist conservation districts; other purposes are
conservation of soil . resources, flood control and protection
of public lands.

The Division of Conservation also assists

United States agencies in helping conservation districts.
The Division of Conservation has a board of directors made
up of nine members appointed by the Governor and six exofficio non-voting members.

The Division of Conservation

requests legislative appropriations to carry out its duties.
(See Appendix A for a further explanation of the Division of
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Conservation.)

Special Improvement Districts
Drainage Districts
Drainage districts are organized on a county, township
or municipal level to carry out drainage projects.

Organi-

zation of a drainage district requires a petition of 50% of
the landowners in the proposed district, approval from the
Board of County Commissioners, and the Secretary of Water and
Natural Resources; and a public hearing.

Drainage districts

are administered by a board of three elected trustees or,
alternatively, by .t he Board o£ County Commissioners.

The

Board of Directors may levy taxes, usually on a benefit
assessment basis and may issue bonds.

(See Appendix B for

a further explanation of drainage districts.)
· Irrigation Districts
Irrigation

dist~icts

are organized on a county, township

or municipal level for the purpose of constructing and
maintaining irrigation works, and providing irrigation water.
A 50% landowner petition, public hearing, and majority
approval of the voters in the proposed district are required
for the formation of the district.

Three, five or seven

directors are elected to the Board of Directors; depending
on the number of divisions in the district.

The board has
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the power of eminen t domain, may issue b onds upon approval
by an ele c tion, and may levy taxes and c ollect se r vice
charges.

(See Appendix B for a furth er explanation of

irrigation district s.)
Sanitary Di stricts
The p u r pose of sanitary distri cts is to acquire or
construct, a nd manage sewer, water and s olid waste disposal
systems.

Sanitary districts are organized by a petition of

at least bne- third of the landowners in the proposed district,
approval of the Board of County Commi ss i oners and a majority
approval in an election in the propos ed

district~

trustees are elected to the Board of Directors.

Three
The board

has the power of eminent domain , may borrow money, levy
taxes and special assessments and i ssue bonds .

(See

Appendix B f or a further explanat ion of Sanitary Districts.)
Soil Conservation Dis trict s
The purpo se of .soil conserva t ion districts is to
conserve soil and water resources; and prevent and control
soil erosion and flooding.

Soil conservation districts are

created by a 25 % landowner petition, approval by t _h e state
conservation c ommission and a f avorable two-thirds vote in
an election in the proposed district.
elected to the Board of Directors.

Five supervisors are

The board may develop

long and short range plans for t he conservation of natural
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resources; and formulate and enforce land use regulations
relating to soil and water conservation.

The board has the

power to levy taxes, issue bonds and use eminent domain.
(See Appendix B for a further explanation of soil
conservation districts.)
Water User District
The purpose of water user districts is to construct,
operate and maintain irrigation, drainage and flood control
facilities; and to supply public, domestic and industrial
waters.

The 1974 Legislature changed the title of "water

conservancy district" to " water user district."
is created by a

p~tition

A district

from 25% of the landowners and 25%

of residents in towns or · cities; and the approval of the
Water and Natural Resources Board.

One director from each

election division is elected to the Board of Directors.

The

board has the powers of public corporation; but it may not
levy taxes or assessments.
funding is

fro~

The district's primary source of

the . use of service contracts.

(See Appendix

B for a further explanation of water user districts.)
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Appendix D.

Federal Water Allocation Structure.

Introduction
The Federal government is the dominant single
institution in the institutional structure affecting the use
of rivers in the United States.

The Federal Congressional

laws, agency rules and case law give the states their powers.
Federal decisions and their approach to river management
have a large impact on the states' powers and their
incentives to manage rivers in certain ways.
The federal approach to river management has changed
during this century from being mainly development oriented
to, also having concern with environmental values, since the
1960's.

Legal Framework
The legal framework involved with federal designation
of wild and scenic rivers involves, first, the

u.s.

Constitution, and then federal statutes and agency rules and
case law.

The U.S. Constitution determines the federal and

state powers.

Federal statutes deal more specifically with

the use of rivers.

Case law helps define conflicts which

arise in the federal statutes.

The federal programs arising

from federal statutes, also affect and are affected by the
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various state constitutions, state statutes, and county and
local ordinances and laws.

The statutes are considered to

be the most important aspect with regard to programs which
protect rivers.

(Sirnmonsr p. 32.)

The U.S. Constitution has four main clauses which affect
the federal control of rivers in the ·united States.

The

"general welfare clause" (Art. 1. Section 8, cl. 1) says
Congress may provide for the welfare of the United States.
The "property clause"

(Art. IV, Section 3, cl. 2) says Congress

shall have the power to make all rules and regulations regarding the ownership of the United States property belonging to
the United States.
cl. 3) says the
states.

The "commerce clause"

C~ngress

(Art. 1, Section 8,

may regulate commerce among the

The "supremacy clause"

(Art. VI, paragraph 2) says

that federal law shall be supreme law and the states must
follow them.

The . Tenth Amendment, also important, _ gives all

powers to the states which are not delegated to the United
States or prohibited to the states. ·

Early River Protection
Several laws preceded the National Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act of 1968, and were available as means to protect
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rivers.

The Wilderness Act of 1964 (16 U.S.C. Section 1271;

or P.L. 88-606) was a possible means of protecting rivers.
This Act established the National Wilderness Preservation
System and provided protection for wilderness area designated
by Congress and approved by the president.
A selected river approach was also possible by designating areas such as National Rivers, National Recreation Areas
or National Historical Parks.

These three designations

provide features similar to a National Park, perhaps with a
river as the central feature.

Often, such designations are

introduced to prevent some perceived threat to a river's
environmental

quali~y.

Wild and Scenic River·s Act
Definition and Introduction
The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (16

u.s.c.

1271) was

passed by the U.S. Congress in 1968 and provided for a
systems approach

~or

the preservation of natural rivers.

The

Act provided for federal protection for some rivers and also
encouraged state protection for many other rivers.

The Act

provided a framework and. guidelines for management of
designated river's ethnic, scenic, historic, archeologic
and scientific features and values.
The main goal of the Act is to balance more traditional
developmental type projects on rivers in the United States
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with a pro g ram of restricted development and environmental
protection for selected rivers.

Two basic purposes of the

Act are to provide new sources of outdoor recreation and
preserve the present environmental quality of the designated
rivers.
Designation Procedures
Rivers may be designated by. five methods.

One method

involves federal recognition of state designation and four
methods involve federal designation.
If a state has designated a stream for protection under
its own preservation system, it is possible the river may be
given federal protection under the Act without congressional
approval.

With this method, the state's Governor requests

the Secretary of the Department of the Interior to consider
inclusion of the state-designated stream in the federal
system.

The

Sec~etary

then conducts a study of the river to

determine if it meets federal requirements, and may then
choose to designate the river within the federal system.

A

river designated by this method is granted protection against
incompatible federal water resource projects.

The river must

continue to be managed by the state with its funds.

The

river is still state managed but with additional federal
protection (16 U.S.C. 1273).
Designation of rivers may result from federal initiation
by four methods.

Rivers which are managed entirely or
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partly by a federal agency or which lie wholly or partially
within a federal land area must be designated by an Act of
Congress.
Eight rivers were designated into the system when the
Act was passed (16 U.S.C. 1274).

These rivers are often

termed "instant rivers."
Other types of federal designation involve designation
by a federal agency or Congress.

A study must be conducted

on these rivers and these rivers are commonly termed
"Section 5 study rivers."

The·. study process may be initiated

by Congress (16 U.S.C. 1276(b)), or by the Secretary of
Agriculture or the · secretary of the Department of the Interior
on their own initiative (16 U.S.C. 1275(a)).
The study for designation is conducted by the
appropriate federal agency and the act requires cooperation
with state and local officials and other federal agencies.
The study is required to include the area to be included in
the designation, w?rthy characteristics for designation,
current land ownership and use, forseeable potential uses;
the federal agency responsible for administration, the
administration and costs borne by state and local _agencies,
and the costs to the United States of acquiring land
interests and administration.
Upon completion of the study, the Congress may act on
all or none of the study's recommendations.

After
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Congressional approval the managing agency must draw up a
plan for management and development of the agency.

Then

Congress must appropriate money for the agenGy to manage
the river.
A fourth possible type of federal legislation is inclusion by Act of Congress upon recommendation of a federal
agency other than the Dept. of Agruculture and the Dept. of
the Interior and a comprehensive river basin study.

This

method does not involve the study specified in the Act.
(Tarlock and Tippy, p. 713; and Turner, pp. 8.1-8.16.)
Federal designation of a South Dakota river may occur
by any of the

desig~ation

procedures, except the "instant

river" method which designated the river when the Wild and
Scenic Rive'rs Act was passed.

The Missouri River downstream

from Gavins Point ·Dam to Ponca State Park, NB has been
designated federal ' recreational status by Section 707 o£
P.L. 95-625, the National Parks and Recreation Act of 1978.
Designation

follo~ed

a · cooperative study by several federal

agencies including the U.S. Corps of Engineers, the
Department o£ the Interior and the Heritage, Conservation
and Recreation Service.

The

~~issouri

River was not; however,

considered for any type of state designation.

(Weil, et al.,

1980.)
These systematic procedures to consider additional
rivers do not guarantee that additional rivers will be
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designated but do allow Congress to review a proposal to
add a river under federal management to the system in most
cases.

The decision to add an additional river to the system

is thus a political decision and not merely a technical
decision.

(Turner, p. 8.3.)

Restrictions on Development
One of the most important protections the Act offers is
the prohibition of federal assistance in water development
projects which would adversely affect the values for which
a river was designated.

This protection extends to projects

upstream or downstream from the protected area and is also
extended to "Section 5 study rivers" . for a limited time
period.
Water Rights
The Act does not set minimum flows for designated rivers
and prohibits the reservation of water rights for purposes
other than or quan.tities greater than needed to accomplish
the purposes of the Act (16 U.S.C. 1284(c)).

The Act states

that water rights jurisdiction shall be determined by
established principles of law, and the taxing of a water
rights shall be compensated (16 U.S.C. 1284(b)).
Rights to water, as determined by law, will greatly
affect the cost to federal agencies in acquiring sufficient
water rights for suitable management of designated river.
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Under the "federal reservation doctrine" prior federal rights
will preempt state-granted private rights without compensation.
(Turner , p . 8 . 4 • )
If federal ownership of the river predates the state's
creation, the federal agency may have prior rights to the
water.

Federal ownership of water rights then depends on

the withdrawal date.
Federal ownership itself depends on the question of
"navigability."

State authority is subject to federal powers

on navigable rivers according to the· Commerce Clause of the

u.s.

Constitution.

Navigability is determined by the federal

courts by means of ·several tests

(floating logs, fur trade

support, light skiff).
Navigability also affects bed ownership.
rivers the bed is publicly owned.

On navigable

On non-navigable rivers

the owner of the land adjacent to the river owns the land
to the center of the river.

In some states owners of the

bed of a river also have exclusive rights to the surface
water.

In most states, including South Dakota, the water

has been declared to be publicly owned and the public has a
right to use the surface of the water.
Land Use
The Act provides guidelines for protection of the river
and the river corridor.

The river itself can be protected

by direct federal jurisdiction of water rights.

The Act
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specifically provides for control of public land uses on a
designated river.

The Act covers such public land uses as

recreation, mining operations, timber harvesting, and new
road construction.
The Act encourages control of private and publicly
owned land by a combination of limited land acquisition and
encouragement of state and local planning and management for
protection of the river.

Acquisition may occur through

eminent domain on no more than 100 acres per river mile, or
about one third of the river corridor.
Private, state and local land may also be controlled
through the use of easements.

Scenic easements may limit

subdivision of the land, prohibit clearing of vegetation and
control domestic, industrial and commercial development.
Public access is still restricted unless otherwise specified.
The Act encourages state and local preservation on
designated rivers.

The Act recommends state and local zoning

to control development.

Federal agencies may enter into

cooperative agreements for the joint management of a
designated river.
Limitations on Act
Federal powers granted by the Act are limited, as it
has been the federal policy to promote control of land use
activities by existing state and local agencies rather than
take control by themselves.

For instance, the federal agency
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is limited in its power to condemn property under the Act
and so it must rely on state and local powers to control many
private land uses along a designated river.

Much of the

success of attaining goals of a designated river depends on
these nonfederal controls.

But, the "record of successful

state and local activities in this field is spotty."
(Turner, p. 8.6.)

South Dakota did not propose to use

eminent domain powers in its one river nomination, and
Minnesota specifically prohibits the exercise of eminent
domain powers in carrying out the management plan of a
designated river.
Preservation Conflicts
Many road blocks are encountered in the federal
designation of a river for preservation purposes.
conflict is, of
a river.
occur.

cou~se,

A primary

the development or preservation of

Even i£ preservation is opted for, many conflicts
It must be decided if the river will be managed

primarily for environmental quality, recreational uses or
historical preservation and cultural enrichment.

Another

controversial issue in river designations is the
responsibilities of the federal vs. state or local agencies.
State and local agencies will be reluctant to give up
responsibilities over natural resources.

Federal, state,

local and private entities must resolve such conflicts for a
successful federal designation for preservation of a river.
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· Appendix E.

Public Attitudes of South Dakotans Toward
River Designations.

Introduction
An important

fa~tor

river is citizen support.

in a successful designation of a
Citizen support toward river

designation in general and in specific cases affects the
actions of possible designating agencies and approval of
river designations by the Legislature.
~he

Savatier asserts that

attitudes of organized constituency groups and the

general public directly and indirectly affect agency actions.
The type of public support affects the aggressiveness of an
agency in pursuing particular goals and also the resources
available to the agency in the long run.

(Sabatier, pp.

443, 453, 460.)

South Dakota's citizen preferences toward river
designation in general hgve been investigated mainly in two
studies, the first in a series of publications from 1975 to
1976 by Wagner and Dimit and secondly in a "water goals"
program conducted by the Center for Community Organization
and Area Development.

These studies provide information on

citizen attitudes toward river designations in general, but
not toward the designation of a specific river.
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Wagner and Dimit Studies
Wagner and Dimit surveyed 1,013 state citizens in 1974
on their attitudes toward water resources development.
Although their study did not directly address the designation
of wild, scenic and recreational rivers, there were questions
relating to designation purposes.

Wagner also completed a

survey in 1979 of western South Dakota water agency and
organizational leaders.

Wagner found the state-wide sample

to be not statistically significantly different from the
western South Dakota study except that western South Dakota
residents were more satisfied in their attitudes toward water
quality.
Designation of a river as wild, scenic or recreational
is one method of ensuring that a river will be protected in
its natural state ~

According to WAgner and Dirnit, a majority

of South Dakotans ,feel that rivers still in their natural
state should be - left that way.
"Sections of rivers

s~ill

Whe~

read the statement,

in their natural state should be

left that way," 72.7% of the

~espondents

statement, 18.6% disagreed and

9.~%

agreed with the

were undecided.

(Wagner

and Dimit, May 1975; p. 8.)
South Dakotans may support the principle of preserving
rivers in their natural state, but may also be supportive of
developments which would alter this natural state. · At some
point in the development of a river, citizens have to make
a choice between development and preservation.

Designation
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of a river would preserve that water for some recreational
activities and prevent many industrial uses.

According to

Wagner and Dimit, the majority of South Dakotans feel
industrial purposes are more important than recreational
activities in the use of the State's water resources.

When

read, "Use of the state's water resources for industrial
purposes is more important than using these for recreational
activities," 53.2% of the respondents agreed, 31.4% disagreed
and 15.5% were undecided.

(Wagner and Dimit; May 1975; p. 11.)

Citizens who felt the industrial use of the State's
water more important than recreational use tended to be
older people, persons with children at home and residents of
small towns and rural farms.

Citizens who felt industrial

use of water was no more important than recreational uses
tended to be persons with a higher formal education, and
frequent participators in water related sports.

(Wagner and

Dimit, July 1975, pp. 141,164, and 165; and Wagner, and Dimit,
August, 1975, pp . .35, and 43.)

The professional and technical

category was the only occupational category to disagree with
study statement concerning the importance of industrial water
use over recreational use.

Occupational

with the statement included:

a)

categori~s · agreeing

farm, ranch managers and

official proprietors, b) clerical, craft foreman, sales and
operatives, c) retired, d) homemakers, housewives.
and Dimit, July 1975, p. 115.)

(Wagner
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Citizens, in choosing between competing uses of water,
have a priority of uses.

According to Wagner and Dimit,

citizens feel past water development emphasis has been on
recreation but would place future emphasis on domestic uses
and away from recreation.

Citizens were asked, "Which of

the following areas of water development do you feel has
received the most emphasis in the past?"; and "If you were
serving on a state water development agency, which of these
same areas of development would you emphasize?".

The

percentages of respondents who rank the development area
emphasized as first for each question are as follows:
% of Respondents

Area of Development

past emphasis

Domestic
Industry
Agriculture
Recreation
(Source:

Ranking area first
future emphasis

17.8%
18.2
25.2
38.4

50.8%
22.4
20.9
5.5

Wagner and Dimit, May, 1975, p. 13.)

Wagner and Dimit concluded, "South Dakotans would most
emphasize future

d~velopment

of water for domestic use and

sharply lessen the emphasis on recreational development of
water resources.

Residents would also support continued

emphasis on the development of water resources for
agricultural and industrial purposes."
May, 1975, p. 16.)

(Wagner and Dimit,

Designation of a river would not limit

most domestic uses of the river, but would limit some
agricultural uses and most industrial - uses of the river.
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Most citizens would consider designation of a river to
be a recreational use although perhaps not a recreational
"development" of a river.

Rivers and streams may be used in

various ways for recreational enjoyment.

A major breakdown

determining type of recreational use of a river is whether
the river is developed by construction of a dam and reservoir
or left in its natural state.

Reservoirs offer opportunities

such as speed boating, year-round fishing, large industrial
and irrigation uses and flood control.

Natural rivers and

lakes offer opportunities such as fly fishing, canoeing,
wildlife habitat, hunting, trapping, wilderness enjoyment
and preservation of. adjacent lands.

According to Wagner and

Dirnit, "South Dakotans do not ·agree that building reservoirs
for boating and fishing is more O.esirable than preserving
streams and lakes in their natural state."
Dimi t, May, 19 75, p. 9.)

(Wagner and

When read., "Building reservoirs for

boating and fishing is more desirable than preserving streams
and lakes in their natural state.", 69.1% of the respondents
disagreed with the statement, 17.8% agreed and 13.2% were
undecided.

(Wagner and Dirni t, May, 1975, p. 9.)

Socioeconomic categories which felt reservoir
construction for boating and fishing as no more desirable
than preserving lakes and streams in their natural state
were older residents, persons without children at home,
frequent participators in water related sports, and persons
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with higher formal educations.
pp. 164-165.)

(Wagner and Dimit, July, 1975,

Also, respondents in counties with some

watershed development disagreed with the study statement
more so than

~espondents

watershed development.

from counties with major or no
(Wagner and Dimit, 1976, p. 38.)

South Dakotans who, conversely, felt reservoir construction
was more important included long term residents in their
county and persons with higher incomes.
Dimit, August, 1975, p. 36.)

(Wagner and

In a 1976 study, western South

Dakota water organization and agency leaders felt South Dakota
could use more small dams, but did not support major . dam
construction.

(Wagner~

1979, section 3.1.1.1.)

However,

this was an indication of desired water resource development,
and did not necessarily indicate a preference for reservoirs
over natural rivers.
Support for designation of rivers comes most directly
from those citizens who are concerned with environmental
implications of

wate~

resource development, since a main

goal of designation is preservation of the river environment.
Wagner and Dimit found that those citizens who considered
environmental considerations to be highly important iri water
resource development included the better educated, urban
dwellers, and frequent water sports participants.
and Dimit, August, 1975, p. 42.)

(Wagner

Other categories which

also considered environmental considerations important
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included those of younger age, professional and technical
occupational status and higher incomes.

West~rn

South Dakota

water leaders felt environmental regulations were too
stringent and not applicable to rural areas in South Dakota,
in a 1979 study.

The leaders felt water quality could be

improved in western South Dakota, but that it was not a
major problem.

(Wagner, · 1979, section 3.1.2.2 and 3.3.)

Another area in the Wagner and Dimit study concerned
citizen support for funding w£ldl£fe water areas.

When read

the statement, "More tax monies should be spent to increase
water areas for wildlife in South Dakota," 56.1% of the
respondents agreed with the statement, 32.7% disagreed and
11.2% were undecided.

(Wagner and Dimit, May, 1975, p. 10.)

Designation of rivers would usually only preserve wildlife
water areas, however, such areas could be increased if an
environmentally- deficient river were rehabilitated.

CENCOAD Program
The Center for Community Organization and Area
Development (CENCOAD) conducted a "Water Goals for South
Dakota" program in which state citizens determined·, themselves,
goals for future use of water in South Dakota.

An initial

conference was held December 7-9, 1979; in which 98 citizens
from the state proposed initial goals.

Fourteen public

meetings were held throughout the state on December 27,
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1979 and January 3, 1980 in which 458 participants discussed
these goals.

Three one-hour programs concerning the goals

were aired on South Dakota Public Television, and five daily
newspapers circulated questionnaires concerning the goals.
There were 275 ballots received which indicated extent of
agreement with and suggestions about the proposed goals.
In

~ddition,

a telephone -survey of 600 people was taken

concerning the proposed goals.

On January 12, 1980; 87

state citizens again met and adopted final goals.
An initial _ goal proposed by the Water Goals Conference
was "Federal and state governments should make designations
of wild, scenic and recreational rivers only after
consultation with local government and citizens."
Individuals responding by ballot to this proposed goal
included 59.6% who agreed with the _ goal, 7.3% who disagreed,
and 17.8% who agreed' with changes in -the goal.

Of ten

proposed changes, seven concerned strengthening local
approval requirements or additionally requiring approval by
affected landowners.

(Water Goals for South Dakota Staff.)

In. a telephone. surbey, 90% of 600 respondents agreed with
the proposed goal, 6% disagreed, 4% had no opinion, and no
comments were received for changes.

(Hein, p. 11.)

The

final goal adopted by the Water Goals Conference was,
"Federal and state governments should make designations of
wild, scenic and recreational rivers only after a nominating

l·
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procedure involving affected landowners and consultation
with local government and citizens."

(Manley.) · Conference

participants were especially concerned that affected
landowners have a determining voice in whether a river was
designated.
"Local citizens" were also given more power over river
designation processes than in the initial goal, since
designation could occur "only after a nominating procedure
involving affected landowners and consultation with local
government and citizens."

The present _ goal would seem to

leave the ultimate decision in the hands of state government,
although "local citizen" involvement is advised.

The issue

of state vs. local control of water resources was a constant
concern at the Water Goals Conference.

(Manley.)

One important purpose in designating a river is to
assure protection of the river's stream flow.

A proposed

goal of the initial Water Goals Conference was, "Protect
stream flows."

Of those responding by ballot, 64.0% agreed

with the proposed goal, 4.7% disagreed and 14.2% agreed with
proposed changes.

(Water Goals for South Dakota Staff.)

Telephone respondents were read, "Stream flows should be
protected," and 89% agreed with the statement, 4% disagreed,
7% had no opinion, and 1% agreed with proposed changes.
(Hein, p. 19.)

Of eighteen proposed changes, most attempted

to clarify the concept of stream flow.

The final _ goal
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adopted was, "Establish and protect minimum stream flows."
(Manley . )
A proposed goal of the initial Water Goals Conference
which relates to river designation was, "Incentives should
be established to encourage preservation of wetlands."
Streams and rivers may pass through or near valuable
wetlands, which might be preserved through river designation.
Of t he .ballot respondents, 66.2%

agre~d

with the proposed

goal, 8.4% disagreed and 10.5% agreed with proposed changes.
(Water Goals for South Dakota Staff.)

Of those surveyed by

telephone, 77% agreed with the proposed goal, 8% disagreed,
13% had no opinion, and 1% agreed with proposed changes.
final adopted goal,

r~flectin~

many proposed

ch~nges

The

to

clarify the initial goal was, "The state should devise an
economic incentive program to encourage the preservation and
improvement of wetlands for groundwater recharge, flood
control, lake

poll~tion

abatement, and wildlife purposes."

(Manley.)
Certain other g'o als were adopted by the Water Goals
Co~ference

which, if implemented, might have some bearing on

the designation of rivers.

The Conference adopted the goal,

"Analyze lakes for water quality and potential uses - and
protect and restore lakes, when possible, with multilevel
government and local citizen involvement."

Implementation

of this goal would affect rivers as most lakes are fed and
drained by rivers.

Conference participants did not extend
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this goal to streams even though it had been suggested in one
of the proposed changes.

The Conference also adopted the

goal, "The state should establish guidelines for determining
priorities and preferences for water uses, giving domestic
use by South Dakota citizens the highest priority."

This goal

also reflects citizen preferences shown in past studies by
Wagner and Dimit.
Another goal adopted by the Conference was, "Except for
tribal rights, state government should retain exclusive
jurisdiction over the allocation of water with responsiveness
to and accessibility of citizen input."

This goal shows the

concern of citizens for state over federal control of the
state's water resources.

Conclusion
The previous _studies indicate South Dakota citizens
have favorable attitudes towards the principle of using the
state's water resources for recreational purposes.

Citizens

also feel that water used for recreational purposes would be
better left in its natural state rather than developed
through dams and reservoirs.

However, in initially deter-

mining the use of water resources, recreational uses would
have a lower priority than other uses.

Domestic use is

heavily favored over recreational use, as is industrial use
to a lesser degree.

Citizens also indicated a preference
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for emphasis on agricultural over recreational water uses in
the future.
These citizen preferences indicate attitudes toward the
area of river designations in general and not in specific
cases.

Such citizen values provide a base from which agencies

are willing to work from.

The attitudes indicate an agency

would probably not be particularly aggressive in attempting
a river designation, unless the specific case had large
citizen support or was particularly important for the agency's
objectives.
The indicated citizen preferences do not necessarily
reveal attitudes toward possible specific cases of river
designation.

The studies also simplify the real world

situation by separating the river . uses, whereas a single
river will actually ·be used in many ways.

I.

